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ABSTRACT 

The success of an amorphous solid dispersion (ASD) formulation, consisting of a 

homogeneous molecular dispersion of drug and polymer, relies on its ability to create and maintain 

a supersaturated solution. However, supersaturated solutions are metastable and prone to 

crystallization. In solution, crystals are expected to serve as a template for crystal growth, depleting 

achieved supersaturation. Thus, in an ASD product, ideally no crystallinity should be present. 

However, technical challenges exist in both processing and characterization to routinely ensure 

this is achieved. The presented studies follow the process design, characterization, and dissolution 

performance of hot melt extruded amorphous solid dispersions, seeking insight into the 

significance of critical quality attributes of resulting extrudates, namely residual crystallinity and 

thermal degradation. 

Selection of hot melt extrusion (HME) processing conditions to prepare ASDs is governed by 

thermodynamic and kinetic attributes of the drug and polymer system. Mapping the temperature-

composition phase diagram to HME processing conditions provides a processing design strategy 

to prevent residual crystallinity while simultaneously avoiding thermal degradation. Through 

processing temperatures below the drug’s melting point (Tm) and above the formulation critical 

temperature (Tc), fully amorphous systems could be generated if sufficient kinetics were provided. 

The utility of thermogravimetric analysis was critically examined for prediction of the chemical 

stability processing window for HME formulations. 

For characterization and product performance characterization, residual crystalline content in 

HME ASDs can be anticipated and tailored to various levels. Several HME ASDs were 

characterized by a range of analytical techniques, highlighting the sensitivity of available 

techniques to qualitatively or quantitatively detect crystalline content (depending on limitations 

which stem from properties of the instrument or sample). Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 

was found to identify low levels of crystallinity not observed by other technique and provide 

insight into crystal dissolution mechanisms. A defect-site driven dissolution and fragmentation 

model was suggested, and supported by a Monte Carlo simulation, underscoring that crystal defect 

sites, either intrinsic to the crystals or formed during processing, expedite dissolution rates and 

generation of new surfaces for dissolution. 
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Non-sink dissolution was performed for indomethacin/PVPVA HME ASD samples with 

residual crystallinity ranging from 0-25% crystalline content. Due to effective crystal growth 

inhibition by the polymer, crystals had little impact on dissolution performance. Achieved 

supersaturation was reduced approximately by the level of crystallinity present, i.e. a lost solubility 

advantage. These studies have significance for HME processing design and risk assessment of 

crystallinity within ASD formulations. 
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 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Research Significance and Objectives 

1.1.1 Background 

Physiochemical properties of drug molecules drive biopharmaceutical performance.1–4 Due 

to advances in drug discovery technologies, new drugs are becoming larger and more lipophilic, 

resulting in poor aqueous solubility.2–6 As 90% of current pipeline compounds are classified as 

BCS Class 2 or 4, and therefore have low solubility, solubility enhancing strategies are essential, 

since the ability of the drug to dissolve in aqueous biologic fluids is a key precursor to 

bioavailability. 

A popular strategy to overcome poor aqueous solubility and slow dissolution rates is through 

the amorphous solid dispersion (ASD), in which an amorphous drug is stabilized by an amorphous 

polymer as a homogenous molecular mixture.7,8 There are two major manufacturing methods to 

prepare an ASD: spray drying (SD) or hot melt extrusion (HME). HME was introduced to the 

pharmaceutical industry as a solubility enhancement manufacturing technology in 1991, when it 

was used to prepare a troglitazone solid dispersion without the use of solvents.9 The pace of drug 

product approvals has accelerated in the last several years, highlighting the applicability of this 

technology and growing industry interest.8,10  

As of 2017, there have been ten approved drug products which utilize an ASD formulation 

platform in combination with HME processing (Table 1.1).8,10 A few trends and limitations to the 

HME process are identified by this set of drug products. First, suitable drugs have melting points 

below approximately 200°C. This limitation stems from the availability of pharmaceutically-

acceptable thermally-stable polymers. Second, polyvinylpyrrolidone/vinyl acetate copolymer 

(PVPVA) is the most common polymer used in extrusion processes for amorphous solid 

dispersions, although three products have been commercialized using polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP), 

hydroxypropyl methylcellulose (HPMC), or hydroxypropyl methylcellulose acetate succinate 

(HPMCAS). Viscosity and thermal stability are key parameters for a polymer used in an extrusion 

process, in addition to the requirements that it impart physical stability to and dissolution 

enhancement of the ASD formulation. Lastly, drug product approvals using this technology are 

dominated by just two companies. While the pharmaceutical industry is generally slow to adapt to 
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new technologies, it can be inferred that the technological complexity dissuades companies from 

pursuing this processing method.9 

Table 1.1. Approved amorphous solid dispersion drug products produced by hot melt extrusion. 

Drug Product 
Brand Name 

Drug Drug Melting 
Point (°C) 

Polymer Company Year 
Approved 

Rezulin Troglitazone 185 PVP Warner-
Lambert 

1997 

Kaletra Ritonavir/lopinavir 122/125 PVPVA AbbVie 2005 

Norvir Ritonavir 122 PVPVA AbbVie 2010 

Onmel Itraconazole 166 HPMC Merz NA 2010 

Noxafil Posaconazole 171 HPMCAS Merck 2013 

Viekira Pak Ombitasvir/paritaprevir/ 
ritonavir 

160/140/122 PVPVA AbbVie 2014 

Belsomra Suvorexant 153 PVPVA Merck 2014 

Zepatier Elbasvir/grazoprevir Unknown/185 PVPVA Merck 2016 

Venclexta Venetoclax 138 PVPVA AbbVie 2016 

Mavyret Glecaprevir/pibrentasvir Unknown/ 
unknown 

PVPVA AbbVie 2017 

1.1.2 Research Objectives 

The research objectives in this thesis are to investigate the impact of critical quality 

attributes of hot melt extruded (HME) amorphous solid dispersion (ASD) formulations. Too often, 

a trial-and-error approach is used to find the “sweet spot” for processing to prevent thermal 

degradation of drug and/or polymer and residual crystallinity.11–13 Therefore, this research project 

focuses on three objectives:  

(1) understanding the relationship of thermodynamic and kinetic criteria in hot melt 

extrusion (HME) process and formulation design to critical quality attributes of 

amorphous solid dispersions (ASDs): degradation and residual crystallinity 

(2) seeking insight into crystallization mechanisms during non-sink dissolution of 

HME ASDs containing residual crystallinity 

(3) investigating the mechanism of crystal dissolution into a polymer melt using 

innovative characterization techniques 
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The International Council for Harmonisation (ICH) Pharmaceutical Development Q8(R2) 

guideline14 states that studies should provide “scientific understanding to support the establishment 

of the design space, specifications, and manufacturing controls.” As both stability and dissolution 

performance may be affected by the presence of crystallinity within the ASD, the manufacturing 

process must be designed to generate a fully amorphous system.15 Therefore, our first goal is to 

provide a process design strategy to eliminate or minimize residual crystallinity in HME ASDs, 

while simultaneously avoiding thermal degradation. 

 

Specific Aim 1: Demonstrate that residual crystallinity can be rationalized based on the 

thermodynamic phase diagram and kinetic considerations.  

Hypothesis 1: Below the formulation critical temperature, it will not be possible to prepare a fully 

amorphous extrudate. At or above the formulation critical temperature, crystalline content will be 

a function of processing temperature and residence time. 

 

Commonly, thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) methods are used to define the degradation 

temperature of pharmaceutical materials. However, this method is challenging to apply to 

amorphous materials, due to their tendency to crystallize. Additionally, a review of the literature 

has found that experimental determinations of degradation temperature using nonisothermal 

heating methods are based on qualitative degradation curve interpretation. Hence, our second goal 

is to critically evaluate nonisothermal and isothermal TGA methods to enable degradation 

predictions for pharmaceutical materials. 

 

Specific Aim 2. Validate thermogravimetric analysis methods as a surrogate to assess the 

likelihood of degradation of amorphous materials during HME. 

Hypothesis 2. Volatile weight loss during isothermal heating of amorphous materials will provide 

a direct indication of chemical stability during HME processing. 

 

Specifications must be set for allowable crystallinity (typically on a mass basis), as it is not 

always practical to completely avoid residual crystallinity, or prevent crystallization upon product 

storage. However, as many factors contribute to crystallization, such as crystallization tendency, 

polymer type, and crystal properties, the degree of crystallinity is an arbitrary indicator of product 
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quality.16–21 Given this knowledge gap around the impacts of residual crystallinity on product 

performance, the third goal is to elucidate the critical factors of residual crystals and drug-polymer 

interactions which influence to the performance of HME ASDs, specifically non-sink dissolution. 

 

Specific Aim 3. Demonstrate that residual crystals have a negative impact on non-sink dissolution 

performance. 

Hypothesis 3. Residual crystals will impact solution in one or both ways: (1) through loss of 

solubility advantage or (2) seed crystal growth, leading to desupersaturation. 

 

Solid state characterization techniques underpin drug development and manufacturing. A 

recent news article highlighted the need for advanced characterization methods to detect and avoid 

failure modes such as crystallization of amorphous systems, thus linking physical changes to 

measures of performance and quality.22 Therefore, the last goal is to apply innovative analytical 

techniques to image and characterize crystals found with HME ASDs to understand the effects of 

processing conditions on residual crystals. 

 

Specific Aim 4. Apply an innovative analytical method, transmission electron microscopy, to image 

and characterize crystals found within HME ASDs present as a result of incomplete phase 

transformation. 

Hypothesis 4. Residual crystals will be highly defective, as a result of thermally- and mechanically-

induced structural deformation. 

 

Following successful completion of this research, greater insight into the interplay between 

processing conditions, formulation composition/selection, and product performance will be 

achieved. This, together with application of advanced characterization approaches will enable 

rational design of hot melt extrusion amorphous solid dispersion products and processes based on 

thermodynamic and kinetic considerations. 
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1.2 Amorphous Solid Dispersions as a Formulation Strategy 

1.2.1 Crystalline and Amorphous Solids 

A crystalline solid is characterized by a three-dimensional long-range lattice arrangement 

of molecules.23 Many substances have multiple crystal structures, known as polymorphs. As a 

result of these structural differences, polymorphic forms may have distinct physical and chemical 

properties, such as solubility, dissolution, density, mechanical attributes, and stability.24 The 

amorphous form of a drug is characterized by the lack of three-dimensional long-range order found 

in crystalline forms.25 Amorphous forms can be obtained by vapor condensation, supercooling of 

the melt, precipitation from solution, and by mechanically destroying the crystal structure.26 

Crystalline and amorphous materials have many pharmaceutically relevant differences.23,27 

Typically, crystalline solids are more physically and chemically stable, have higher purity, lower 

solubility, lower hygroscopicity, and have a melting point. Additionally, they are harder, more 

brittle, less compressible, and have directionally dependent properties (anisotropy). Crystalline 

materials often have better flow and handling characteristics. Unless the molecule has insufficient 

solubility to generate adequate bioavailability, the crystalline material is generally more desirable. 

In thermodynamic terms, the amorphous form has a higher free energy and enthalpy than 

the stable crystalline form (Figure 1). These differences translate into properties of pharmaceutical 

importance. Because of the disruption of the crystal lattice, the apparent solubility of the 

amorphous form exceeds that of the crystalline form. Correspondingly, the thermodynamic driving 

force for crystallization in both the supercooled liquid and glassy state is increased due to the 

higher energy state. Amorphous forms can also be expected to have increased chemical 

instability.28 
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Figure 1.1. Amorphous forms have higher free energy and enthalpy than crystalline forms, which 
translates to a solubility advantage. 

Gibbs free energy can be represented by Eq. 1, and is schematically shown for crystalline and 

liquid forms in Figure 1.1a.  

 G H TS= −   Eq. 1 

 

Above the melting temperature (Tm), the solid exists at a lower free energy, and is therefore the 

thermodynamically stable form. As the sample is heated, the solid will spontaneously melt to form 

the liquid. If the liquid is cooled below Tm, crystallization would be expected to occur, to restore 

the thermodynamically stable crystalline state. However, if the liquid is cooled quickly enough to 

avoid the formation of crystal nuclei, a supercooled liquid can form having increased viscosity 

upon decreased temperature. Upon continued cooling, a glassy state will form upon cooling below 

the glass transition temperature Tg. The glass transition represents a kinetically-induced transition, 

because it depends on the rate of temperature change.28 Below the glass transition temperature, 

kinetic stability is imparted to the amorphous solid.26 

The liquid, crystalline, and amorphous states can also be described in terms of enthalpy 

(ΔH), which is a result of interactions between molecules (Figure 1.1b). As the liquid is cooled, 

the supercooled liquid and glassy amorphous solid can be formed. The amorphous form is 

metastable to the crystalline form, thus there is a driving force for crystallization. A crystallization 

event results in a discontinuous transition to a lower enthalpic state. 

Dissolving a crystalline solid involves breaking the intermolecular interactions in the 

crystal lattice and forming new interactions between molecules of the solute and solvent.29 The 

pharmaceutical relevance of the amorphous form stems from the theoretical solubility advantage 
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that can be achieved over the crystalline form (Figure 1.1c), as the amorphous form lacks the 

directional energetic interactions which form the crystal lattice. The typical solubility advantage 

of the amorphous form is 2-20 fold over the crystalline form.30 Practically, this solubility 

advantage can be difficult to achieve and sustain due to crystallization.31 

An amorphous solid or supersaturated solution will ultimately crystallize to the stable form. 

This conversion will happen over a timescale depending on the crystallization tendency of the 

compound, as well as thermodynamic driving forces and kinetic factors.16,19,32,33 The 

crystallization process primarily consists of two phenomena: nucleation and subsequent growth of 

solute nuclei. Nucleation or growth can compete for the consumption of supersaturation in the 

solid or solution state.34 

1.2.2 Amorphous Solid Dispersions 

Amorphous solid dispersions (ASDs) consist of an amorphous drug dispersed in an 

amorphous polymer as a homogenous molecular mixture. Most commonly, ASDs are binary 

systems consisting of drug and polymer, although multi-component systems are possible. The 

polymer serves to inhibit crystallization of the amorphous drug both in the solid and solution states, 

enabling the solubility advantage to be achieved and enhanced bioavailability to be realized. In a 

recent commentary by Newman et al, it was found that bioavailability achieved with ASD systems 

was improved over the reference crystalline system in 80% of cases.1 For example, Yamashita and 

coworkers observed a 10-fold increase in Cmax and AUC with a solid dispersion of tacrolimus and 

HPMC over the reference crystalline drug.35  

The incorporation of a polymer provides physical stability by decreasing the chemical 

potential of the drug as a result of molecular level mixing (Figure 1.2). The polymer acts to inhibit 

nucleation (and crystal growth) by decreasing drug mobility, through specific interactions, 

providing steric hindrance, and by acting as a solvent for the drug. The second major role of the 

polymer is to enhance the dissolution performance of the drug by increasing the rate and extent of 

dissolution under non-sink conditions, as well as inhibition of solution crystallization.  
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Figure 1.2. The thermodynamic energy level of the amorphous forms is higher than that of the 
crystalline drug. By dispersing the amorphous form in an amorphous polymer, the energy level 

is reduced. 

1.2.3 Preparation Methods 

The preparation process contributes to the chemical and physical stability as well as 

dissolution performance of the ASD.36 ASD preparation methods can be broadly classified as 

solvent-based or thermal-based processes.37 Solvent-based ASD manufacturing processes 

typically consists of three major steps: (1) dissolving the drug and polymer components in a 

volatile solvent, (2) removing the bulk of the solvent to produce solids, and (3) secondary drying 

to further remove any residual solvent.36 Solvent-based processes used to produce ASDs include 

spray drying, co-precipitation, rotary evaporation, vacuum drying, freeze-drying, and the use of 

supercritical fluids.36,38 Solvent-based processes are material-sparing in early phase development 

and applicable to a wide range of compounds; thus, spray drying dominates the field.38,39  

Thermal-based ASD manufacturing methods consist of two major steps: (1) melting or 

dissolving the drug within the polymer at elevated temperature and (2) rapid cooling of the molten 

material so it solidifies into a one-phase system.15,36 Thermal-based methods include hot melt 

extrusion (HME) and KinetiSol Dispersing Technology.36 For thermally stable systems, HME 

offers several advantages over solvent-based processing: it is solvent-free, inexpensive, continuous, 

high-throughput, easily scalable, and requires only a small facility footprint, enabling batch size 

flexibility and fast production.40,41 HME to prepare ASDs will be the focus of this review. 
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1.3 Hot Melt Extrusion 

1.3.1 Equipment 

A hot melt extruder consists of a feeding system, heated barrel system, and die, as well as 

downstream processing equipment for cooling or milling.15,36 Twin-screw extruders are typically 

used to prepare pharmaceutical formulations, because of ease of material feeding, high 

kneading/dispersing capabilities, and shorter transit time.15 Twin-screw extruders can be further 

classified by screw size, direction of screw rotation, and configuration of mixing elements.42 

Counter-rotating screw designs impart very high shear to the melt, but suffer from potential air 

entrapment, generation of high pressures, and low maximum screw speeds and throughput. Co-

rotating screw designs are self-wiping, maintain good mixing and conveying characteristics, and 

can achieve high screw speeds and throughput.15 The co-rotating design is of greatest interest for 

pharmaceutical applications, because of their efficient mixing capabilities, narrow residence time 

distributions (RTD), and low material stagnation.43 Twin-screw extruders offer modular design of 

screw elements. Highly efficient mixing and uniformity are a result of intense mixing associated 

with short inter-screw mass transfer distances.43 The short residence times offered by this process 

(commonly under 2 minutes) are advantageous for heat- or shear-sensitive formulations.44 A 

schematic of a co-rotating twin-screw extruder is found in Figure 14.43 

 

 

Figure 1.3. Schematic representation of a twin-screw extruder and elementary processing steps.43 
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1.3.2 ASD Formation by Hot Melt Extrusion 

During HME, the crystalline drug and polymer are transformed into a single phase, 

homogenous melt due to thermal and mechanical input. First, the powder components are fed into 

the heated barrel and screw system. High temperatures and mixing in the screws generate a molten 

phase, created by softening the polymer (when heated above its glass transition temperature Tg). 

Next, the dispersed drug crystals melt and/or dissolve into the polymer, depending on the 

temperature profile provided to the system. If the drug and polymer are miscible and adequate 

mixing is provided, the process results in a single phase viscous liquid of drug and polymer, which 

is then extruded through a die, cooled, and subjected to downstream processing.15,42 When the 

extrudate is cooled quickly to ambient temperatures, the drug is kinetically trapped in the high 

energy amorphous state, although it is thermodynamically unstable/metastable.10 

Conductive melting of the drug and polymer is localized at the barrel surface and takes 

place throughout length of the screw. Since drug crystal dissolution and mixing only take place 

when the polymer is molten, limited dissolution may take place in polymer which softened late in 

the process, resulting in product inhomogeneity. The portion of polymer which melted early may 

be more susceptible to thermal degradation.45 

1.3.3 Formulation and Process Design 

1.3.3.1 Material Science Tetrahedron Framework for HME 

The inter-related design parameters of hot melt extrusion product and process can be 

described by the materials science tetrahedron framework developed by Sun,46 and described for 

HME by Evans et al.47 Equipment variables include the extruder geometry, screw design (e.g. co-

rotating vs. counter-rotating, incorporation of mixing elements), and die geometry. Material 

variables include the rheological and thermal properties of the drug and polymer (as well as other 

included excipients), miscibility of drug and polymer, the drug loading, and the drug’s particle size 

distribution. Process variables include feed rates, screw speed, temperature profile, and residence 

time distribution. These factors, among many others, govern the resulting critical quality attributes 

(CQAs) and performance of the HME intermediate. 
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Figure 1.4. The materials science tetrahedron as applied to hot-melt extrusion for ASD 
formation. Tg = glass transition temperature, Tm = melting temperature, Td = degradation 

temperature, Ts = solubility temperature (temperature at which a given concentration of API is 
thermodynamically soluble in the matrix).47 

1.3.3.2 Relationship of Material and Process Attributes to Critical Quality Attributes 

The relationship of many independent and dependent variables contribute to resultant 

product characteristics.48 The complex interplay of selected material attributes and process 

parameters are highlighted in Figure 1.5. Each independent variable (pink), affects several 

dependent variables (green), which then impact the critical quality attributes (CQAs) of the ASD 

intermediate (orange, blue, yellow), which in turn affect the Quality Target Product Profile 

attributes (QTPP) (white). To illustrate this interplay, residence time can be followed through the 

flow chart as a surrogate for many kinetic factors. Residence time is impacted directly by screw 
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speed, screw type/configuration/size, and feeding rate/type and indirectly by temperature and shear 

due to their impact on melt viscosity. These factors then influence the homogeneity of the ASD, 

chemical degradation of drug or polymer, and whether or not the crystalline-to-amorphous phase 

transformation has completed. These critical quality attributes then contribute to the performance, 

efficacy, and safety of the dosage form.  

 

 

Figure 1.5. Complex interplay of the material attributes and process parameters to HME 
intermediate critical quality attributes (CQAs) and quality target product profile (QTPP) 

influenced by material, equipment, and process variables. 

1.3.3.3 Processing Regimes 

Hot melt extrusion processes for amorphous solid dispersions can be classified based on 

the relationship of the processing temperature profile used to the melting temperature of the drug.49 

When a temperature at or above the Tm is used, both drug and polymer transform into the liquid 

state, based on thermal input, and undergo liquid-liquid mixing, assuming a miscible system. At 

temperatures below the Tm, the drug crystal must dissolve into a miscible polymer in order to 

successfully prepare a single-phase amorphous system. Typical process attributes used in each 

regime are described in Table 1.2.50 
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Table 1.2. Attributes of a hot melt extrusion process for production of ASDs based on processing 
temperature classification.50 

Process attribute Processing Temperature At or Above Tm Processing Temperature Below Tm 

Feed rate Higher Lower 

Shear Low Higher shear from dispersive mixing 

Process length Shorter Longer 

Specific energy Lower Higher 

Bulk API properties Less critical Critical 

Bulk excipient properties Less critical Can be critical 

Mixing required Primarily distributive mixing Primarily dispersive mixing 

1.3.3.4 Downstream Processing 

The HME ASD intermediate is subsequently subject to downstream processing, such as 

milling, blending, compression, and/or encapsulation, in order to form the drug product, typically 

a tablet or capsule. These processes may alter the attributes of the amorphous solid dispersion, 

such as crystallinity or phase separation, and therefore alter the performance of the drug product.51–

53 

1.3.4 Phase Diagrams 

1.3.4.1 Melting Point Depression 

The Flory-Huggins theoretical framework can be used to describe the well-known 

phenomenon of melting point depression.54–59 A miscible drug-polymer system is one in which the 

(supercooled) liquid form of the drug homogenously mixes with the polymer across all 

compositions.60 Miscible drug-polymer systems exhibit melting point depression because the 

chemical potential of the drug in the drug-polymer system is reduced relative to that of the pure 

drug due to favorable exothermic mixing and entropy of mixing. This relationship is described by 

Eq. 2 

 ( ) ( )211 11 1 ln 1
c m

R
H mT T

φ φ χ φ 
− = − + − − + − 

  ∆  
  Eq. 2 

where the Tm is the melting temperature of the pure drug (in Kelvin), Tc is the depressed melting 

point of the drug-polymer system (in Kelvin), R is the gas constant, ΔH is the enthalpy of fusion 
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of the drug, ϕ is the volume fraction of the drug, m is the ratio of the polymer segment to drug 

molecular volume, and χ is the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter. A negative χ indicates a 

miscible system. Limitations of this approach and further discussion of the interaction parameter 

can be found in the literature.61–64 

The solubility of the drug in the polymer, refers to the ability of the crystalline form of the 

drug to be solubilized in a polymer.54 In a miscible drug-polymer system, solubility determination 

by multiple methods are considered to be thermodynamically equivalent.65 In the melting point 

depression method by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), the solubility equilibrium is 

approached by heating a fixed composition to determine the temperature at which dissolution is 

complete (melting point offset temperature) (Figure 1.6, line c  e). In the hot melt extrusion 

process, complete solubility is achieved by solute dissolution into the molten polymer from an 

under-saturated state under isothermal conditions (Figure 1.6, line b  e). 

 

 

Figure 1.6. Thermodynamic equivalence of solubility curve determination.65 
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Phase diagrams can be readily constructed by thermal analysis methods such as the melting 

point depression DSC method or recrystallization method.66–68 Besides Flory-Huggins, other 

approaches are commonly used to determine the solubility temperature and building phase 

diagrams, such as PC-SAFT and an empirical model.69,70  

1.3.4.2 Glass Transition 

The glass transition temperature marks the transition between the supercooled liquid and 

glassy state of an amorphous material. The high glass transition temperature of polymer carriers 

typically increases the Tg of the ASD compared to the Tg of the amorphous drug alone. The 

Gordon-Taylor equation is commonly used to predict the composite Tg (Eq. 3) 

 1 1 2 2 1 1

1 2 2 2

, where g g g
g

g

wT Kw T T
T K

w Kw T
ρ
ρ

+
= =

+
  Eq. 3 

where w is the weight fraction, where ρ is the true density, and the subscripts 1 and 2 represent 

each component. Typically, a miscible drug-polymer system will display a single, concentration-

dependent Tg.60,71 Tg values which deviate from the concentration-dependent relationship may 

indicate other phenomena, such as plasticization or anti-plasticization.72,73 

1.3.4.3 Phase Behavior 

The phase diagram shown in Figure 1.7 identifies the composition and temperature regions 

where the mixture is thermodynamically and/or kinetically stable.69 Above the solubility line, the 

mixture is thermodynamically stable, wherein all components are molten and homogenously 

mixed. Below the glass transition (formulation Tg), the mixture is kinetically stabilized due to high 

viscosity and may be thermodynamically stable, based on composition and temperature above or 

below the solubility line. In the region below the solubility line and above the glass transition, the 

mixture is thermodynamically and kinetically unstable, and prone to phase separation and/or 

crystallization. Flory-Huggins solution theory has been used to model the melting point depression 

phenomena in drug-polymer blends, and also has been used to predict ASD physical stability and 

phase behavior.68,69,74–78 
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Figure 1.7. Phase behavior of an amorphous solid dispersion. The solubility (orange) and glass 
transition (green) curves divide the phase diagram into four areas: (I) thermodynamically stable 

melt, (II) thermodynamically stable glass, (III) kinetically stable glass, and (IV) 
thermodynamically and kinetically unstable melt.69  

1.4 Critical Quality Attributes of HME ASDs 

Aside from the expected attributes of physical, chemical, or microbiological purity that are 

expected of a drug product, several critical quality attributes (CQAs) play a significant role in the 

performance of ASDs manufactured by HME. Three CQAs will be highlighted here, along with 

the two methods of performance evaluation. The successful formation of an ASD, as determined 

by its CQAs and resulting performance attributes, is dependent on the interplay of many material, 

equipment, and processing variables. 

1.4.1 Degradation 

At some elevated temperature range, depending on residence time, thermal degradation of 

the drug or polymer may result from the extrusion process. Thermal degradation is typically 

thought to be a result of cumulative exposure.79 The range where a formulation is susceptible to 

thermal degradation should be experimentally determined. In the literature, thermal degradation is 
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commonly investigated using thermal gravimetric analysis and HPLC.79–83 Raman spectroscopy 

has also been employed on-line to monitor drug degradation.11 In a recent study, Evans et al 

demonstrated a “dissolve-then-degrade” mechanism for a model compound, torasemide, in 

Soluplus.83 In addition to temperature, some compounds may be sensitive to shear.49,83 Strategies 

for mitigating thermal degradation investigated in the literature include plasticization of the melt,84 

drug-polymer interactions,85 adjusting the chemical microenvironment,86 or modifying process 

parameters or equipment setup.86–88  

While each drug has a unique chemical stability profile, the limited availability of 

thermally stable and pharmaceutically acceptable polymers also limits the temperature range of 

most HME processes. The most commonly used polymers have degradation temperatures between 

175-250°C.50 Mechanical shear stresses imposed by the rotating screw and high processing 

temperatures may cause chain scission, depolymerization, or thermal degradation of polymers.15 

Serajuddin and coworkers have extensively studied the rheological and degradation properties of 

common polymers to provide processing recommendations.81,89–91  

1.4.2 Crystallinity 

Crystallinity in the ASD may be from one of two formation pathways: (1) a result of 

recrystallization from the matrix or (2) residual from the process.92 These crystals directly result 

in lost solubility advantage,93 and may have additional product performance implications. Physical 

instability (i.e. phase separation or crystallization) upon storage or exposure to moisture is affected 

by the inherent crystallization tendency of the drug, polymer type, miscibility, drug loading, Tg, 

and particle surface area,60,92,94–98 and may be accelerated due to the presence of crystallinity.99 In 

solution, desupersaturation results due to nucleation or crystal growth in a reduced levels of 

dissolved drug available for absorption.17,100,101  

1.4.3 Homogeneity 

A fully miscible ASD system contains molecularly dispersed drug and polymer. However, 

phase separation can occur when a system is supersaturated with respect to the liquid-liquid mixing 

phase diagram, forming amorphous drug-rich and polymer-rich domains throughout the ASD 

matrix. Discrete drug-rich domains are found to crystallize faster than single phase systems.96 
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Phase separation can be induced by water, temperature changes, or processing factors.51,52,102–104 

Detection of phase separation on varying domain length scales can be accomplished with 

techniques such as ssNMR, DSC, TEM, and Raman spectroscopy.98,102–106 In the literature, 

homogeneity of ASDs is typically improved by the use of vigorous mixing conditions.102,107 

1.5 Performance Evaluation 

1.5.1 Critical Quality Attribute Detection Methods 

A complementary set of methods are typically used to characterize the critical quality 

attributes of a formulation. Crystallinity detection and quantification in ASD formulations is 

commonly performed using X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD).108 However, the technique has 

several limitations stemming from formulation and method parameters. In particular, detectability 

of crystalline peaks above baseline noise is limited by crystal mass fraction which may be reduced 

by dilution with a polymer, as well as crystal quality/size.27,108,109 High sensitivity to crystalline 

content is achieved with polarized light microscopy (PLM), even when XRPD has determined a 

sample to be amorphous.92 However, PLM is limited by spatial resolution caused by the diffraction 

limitation, only detecting crystals greater than approximately 0.5-1 µm. Differential scanning 

calorimetry (DSC) for detection of crystallinity or inhomogeneity is limited primarily by the 

dynamic heating process, as well as crystal mass fraction within the overall sample and crystal or 

phase separated domain size.65 More sensitive techniques, such as Raman spectroscopy, have 

observed molecular-level differences in the amorphous phase, even when DSC and XRPD have 

failed to identify these differences.102,106  

1.5.2 Stability Testing 

Physical stability of ASDs is typically assessed by storing a fresh sample, presumably 

completely amorphous, at defined temperature and humidity conditions, then investigated with 

respect to crystallization. Lin et al have contributed an excellent review of factors affecting 

physical stability of amorphous solid dispersions.19 
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1.5.3 Dissolution Testing 

Dissolution behavior of ASDs is typically assessed under non-sink conditions in simple or 

biorelevant media. Sink conditions are commonly defined as having a volume of solvent at least 3 

times greater than that present in a saturated solution.110 In order to achieve sink conditions for a 

poorly water soluble drug, large media volumes or high levels of surfactant may be required. 

However, such conditions are not useful for investigating a formulation’s potential for 

supersaturation, because the drug concentrations will remain below the equilibrium (crystalline) 

solubility. In the context of bioavailability enhancement, amorphous solid dispersions generate a 

transient supersaturated drug solution, where the concentrations achieved are significantly higher 

than the equilibrium solubility. Thus, testing under “non-sink” conditions is an important way to 

measure the performance of an amorphous solid dispersion, as both the achievable supersaturation 

can be characterized, as well the kinetics of nucleation and growth.111 This competition between 

dissolution and crystallization is illustrated by Figure 8a. The drug can enter the solution state and 

be absorbed or crystallize. The drug can also crystallize directly from the solid state (matrix 

crystallization), ultimately decreasing the achievable supersaturation.  

 

 

Figure 1.8. (a) Schematic illustrating the competition between dissolution and crystallization 
from the solid or solution states from an amorphous solid dispersion (adapted).112 (b) Theoretical 

dissolution profiles of amorphous solid dispersions relative to that of the crystalline drug 
(adapted).30,113 
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Under non-sink conditions, the dissolution profile may follow one of several motifs, based 

on the drug’s solid state form and ability of the polymer to promote dissolution and inhibit 

crystallization (Figure 8b).30,113 The ability of the amorphous drug to form a colloidal phase 

(liquid-liquid phase separation, or LLPS) at concentrations above the amorphous solubility is 

beyond the scope of this literature review.30,114 The crystalline drug is characterized by a limited 

extent of dissolution, constrained by the equilibrium solubility. Generally, the dissolution rate of 

the crystalline form is comparatively slower than that of the amorphous form for an equivalent 

surface area of dissolving material. An amorphous form may achieve a faster rate and extent of 

dissolution, creating a supersaturated state with respect to the equilibrium solubility. As any 

attained supersaturation is metastable with respect to the equilibrium solubility, rapid 

desupersaturation may result due to crystallization (the “spring” profile). This profile may also 

occur in ASD systems with a polymer which is an ineffective crystallization inhibitor. By 

incorporating a polymer capable of inhibiting crystallization, the achieved supersaturation can be 

prolonged and onset of crystallization delayed (the “spring & parachute” profile).113 The “spring 

& plateau” profile represents the ideal dissolution profile, where supersaturation is rapidly 

achieved and solution crystallization is completely prevented during transit through the 

gastrointestinal tract.30 The amorphous solubility limits the maximum possible molecularly 

dissolved drug concentration. By maximizing molecularly dissolved drug concentrations, in vivo 

exposure is also maximized.114 

1.6 Research Overview 

In chapter 1, an overview of the fundamental aspects of amorphous solid dispersions as a 

formulation strategy, hot melt extrusion, and performance evaluation is provided. 

In chapter 2, the description and application of temperature-composition phase diagrams 

as related to hot melt extrusions, with specific focus on identifying and validating the formulation 

critical temperature Tc as the minimum processing temperature which can be used to prepare 

amorphous solid dispersions are reported. 

In chapter 3, characterization of an X-ray amorphous hot melt extruded formulation by 

transmission electron microscopy (TEM) to detect and characterize low levels of residual 

crystallinity is described. Two populations of residual crystals were identified: single crystals mid-

dissolution (<100 nm) and nanocrystalline domains of 5-10 nm in size. 
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In chapter 4, mechanisms of crystal dissolution of indomethacin crystals into polymer melts 

are elucidated. A defect-site driven dissolution and fragmentation model was proposed to describe 

experimental and simulated evidence of irregular dissolution patterns. 

In chapter 5, non-sink dissolution testing of a model amorphous solid dispersion system 

manufactured by hot melt extrusion was performed. Supersaturation profiles of 

indomethacin/PVPVA ASDs containing 0-25% residual crystallinity demonstrated lost solubility 

advantage. Evidence of polymer adsorption onto indomethacin crystals formed a mechanistic 

hypothesis to describe the highly effective crystal growth inhibition observed. 

In chapter 6, nonisothermal and isothermal TGA heating methods were validated as a 

surrogate to assess the likelihood of degradation of amorphous materials during hot melt extrusion. 

The results indicate that TGA mass loss of volatiles should be considered only an approximate 

indicator of degradation, as actual potency loss is likely to be significantly higher. 
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 THE APPLICATION OF TEMPERATURE-
COMPOSITION PHASE DIAGRAMS FOR HOT MELT EXTRUSION 

PROCESSING OF AMORPHOUS SOLID DISPERSIONS TO PREVENT 
RESIDUAL CRYSTALLINITY 

This chapter is a reprint with minor modifications of a manuscript published in International 
Journal of Pharmaceutics in October 2018 with the same title by: Dana E. Moseson and Lynne S. 
Taylor. Reprinted with permission from Elsevier. DOI: 10.1016/j.ijpharm.2018.10.055. 

2.1 Abstract 

Hot melt extrusion (HME) can be used to produce amorphous solid dispersions (ASDs) at 

temperatures below the drug’s melting point if the drug and polymer exhibit melting point 

depression. However, the risk of residual crystallinity becomes significant. The purpose of this 

study was to apply the temperature-composition phase diagram to the HME process, correlating 

process conditions to ASD residual crystallinity, and identifying the formulation critical 

temperature, which defines the theoretical minimum processing temperature. The phase diagram 

of indomethacin (IDM) and polyvinylpyrrolidone/vinyl acetate copolymer (PVPVA) was 

generated using melting point depression measurements coupled with Flory-Huggins theory. 

Extrudates were manufactured above, at, and below the formulation critical temperature (Tc) as 

identified from the phase diagram, with a range of residence times, and characterized for 

crystallinity. Below the Tc, a fully amorphous sample could not be prepared. Above Tc, sufficient 

residence time led to amorphous samples. A processing operating design space diagram with three 

regimes was generated to correlate temperature and residence time factors with process outcome. 

In conclusion, phase diagrams provide a rational basis for designing hot melt extrusion processes 

of amorphous solid dispersions to minimize residual crystalline content, delineating the minimum 

processing temperature based on thermodynamic considerations.  

2.2 Introduction 

When choosing a commercial amorphous solid dispersion (ASD) manufacturing process, 

there are two leading choices: spray drying or hot melt extrusion (HME).37 Solvent-based 

processes are more common because they are applicable to a wide range of compounds, and are 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/pharmacology-toxicology-and-pharmaceutical-science/indometacin
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/pharmacology-toxicology-and-pharmaceutical-science/copolymer
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material-sparing in early phase development.38,39 However, HME offers several advantages for 

thermally stable systems; it is solvent-free, continuous, high-throughput, easily scalable, 

inexpensive, and requires only a small footprint.40 

Detailed descriptions of the HME process can be found in the literature.15,42 First, the 

powder components are fed into the extruder, then conveyed into a heated barrel by a screw system. 

A molten phase is generated by means of high temperatures and mixing in the screws. The first 

stage of the molten phase is created by softening the polymer by heating to above its glass 

transition temperature (Tg). Next, dispersed crystalline drug particles melt and/or dissolve into the 

polymer. If the drug and polymer are miscible and adequate mixing is provided, a single phase, 

homogenous viscous liquid consisting of drug and polymer results, which is then extruded through 

a die, cooled, and subjected to downstream processing. Pharmaceutical hot melt extrusion 

processes have been widely investigated using considerations such as equipment configuration and 

design,12,115 rheology,116–119 formulation,85,86,120–122 and process analytical technology.11,123,124 

Avoidance of thermal degradation and an absence of residual crystallinity are two critical 

quality attributes of hot melt extruded ASDs.11,83,125 To preclude thermal degradation of drug 

and/or polymer, lower processing temperatures are desirable, albeit accompanied by a risk of 

residual crystalline content, if the crystals do not fully melt or dissolve during the process. Hot 

melt extrusion processing at temperatures below the drug’s melting point has been extensively 

documented with the majority of studies utilizing melting point depression to reduce thermal 

degradation.72,79,85–87 Studies providing strategies to mitigate the corresponding risk of crystallinity 

have thus far been limited to equipment setup (screw configuration) and drug particle size 

reduction.13,126 Risk-based strategies are of considerable importance to formulation and process 

development scientists because residual crystalline content directly results in lost solubility 

advantage,93 but also impacts product performance in other ways. Physical instability upon storage 

or exposure to moisture is affected by many parameters, such as drug loading, polymer type, 

miscibility, Tg, particle surface area, and the inherent crystallization tendency of the drug,60,92,94–98 

and may be accelerated due to the presence of seed crystals.99 In solution, as a consequence of 

secondary nucleation or growth of seed crystals, desupersaturation results in a reduced amount of 

dissolved drug available for absorption.17,100,101,111,127,128 As both stability and dissolution 

performance may be undermined by the presence of seed crystals, it is considered critical to design 

the ASD manufacturing process to generate a fully amorphous system.15 
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Melting point depression occurs for many systems, most famously ice,129 and has been 

documented for drug-polymer systems.66,74,75,130,131 Flory-Huggins solution theory has been used 

to model melting point depression in drug-polymer blends, and also has been used to predict ASD 

phase behavior and physical stability.68,69,74–78 Melting point depression in a drug-polymer blend 

is most commonly depicted using a temperature-composition phase diagram. The phase diagram 

has been conceptually proposed as a methodology for identifying the solubility line and thus 

suitable HME processing temperatures,43,49,125 although the validity of this approach has not been 

extensively demonstrated in the literature. Several studies have evaluated HME in the context of 

the phase diagram and shown some evidence of residual crystals for samples processed below the 

solubility line.12,130,132 However, because little melting point depression was observed in these 

particular systems, the validity of utilizing melting point depression to extend the processing 

window to considerably lower temperatures, while simultaneously avoiding residual crystalline 

content remains an open question. 

The goal of this study was to demonstrate the applicability of the temperature-composition 

phase diagram to guide the HME processing design space for ASD manufacture. We hypothesize 

that, for a system exhibiting substantial melting point depression, processing can be carried out at 

temperatures considerably below the melting point and still lead to an amorphous extrudate, as 

long as factors impacting the kinetics of drug crystal dissolution are also taken into account. This 

provides a processing strategy for thermally labile systems or for drugs with high melting points. 

By defining the lower temperature of processing based on the solubility line, and considering 

mechanical, material, and kinetic variables, this approach provides a rational basis for 

minimization or, more desirably, elimination of residual crystalline content. Indomethacin (IDM) 

and polyvinylpyrrolidone/vinyl acetate copolymer (PVPVA) were used as the model drug and 

polymer. IDM, a BCS Class 2 compound with low aqueous solubility and a melting point of 161°C, 

is representative of the types of compounds processed by HME. PVPVA is the most common 

polymer used with ASDs processed by HME.10 Our approach involved constructing a phase 

diagram using melting point depression measurements obtained with differential scanning 

calorimetry (DSC) coupled with Flory-Huggins theory. Extrudates were then prepared at a range 

of temperature and residence times, assessed for crystallinity, with results explained based on the 

obtained phase diagram. 
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2.3 Experimental 

2.3.1 Materials 

Indomethacin (IDM), verified to be the thermodynamically stable γ polymorph by XRPD 

and DSC (data not shown), was obtained from ChemShuttle (Hayward, CA) and used as-is unless 

otherwise noted. Polyvinylpyrrolidone/vinyl acetate copolymer (PVPVA, Kollidon VA64) was a 

gift from BASF (Florham Park, NJ). The key material attributes of IDM and PVPVA are listed in 

Table 2.1. All other materials used were of suitable reagent grade. Particle size analysis of the IDM 

and PVPVA powders was performed in triplicate using a Malvern Mastersizer 3000 particle size 

analyzer with Aero S attachment (Worcestershire, UK). 

Table 2.1. Physiochemical properties of indomethacin (IDM) and polyvinylpyrrolidone/vinyl 
acetate copolymer (PVPVA). Error is reported as one standard deviation, n=3. 

Component Molecular 
weight 
(g/mol) 

Melting 
point, Tm 
(°C) 

Glass 
transition, 
Tg (°C) 

Enthalpy of 
fusion, ΔH 
(kJ/mol) 

True 
density 
(g/mL) 

Molecular 
volume 
(cm3/mol) 3 

Particle size 
(μm) 

IDM 357.8 160.64 ± 
0.04 

43.7 ± 0.5 37.8 ± 0.6 1.31 
(amorphous 
form) 2 

273 D10: 6.3 ± 0.1 

D50: 21.9 ± 0.3 

D90: 63.4 ± 0.9 

PVPVA 55,000 1 --- 104.2 ± 0.4 --- 1.18 2 46,610 D10: 24.1 ± 0.5 

D50: 72 ± 3 

D90: 169 ± 14 
1 Polymer molecular weight is an estimate from the manufacturer’s specification range of 45000-

70000. 
2 True density values taken from literature.133  
3 Calculated by dividing molecular weight by true density. 

2.3.2 Melting Point Depression 

2.3.2.1 Theoretical Concepts 

Melting point depression is a well-known phenomenon, which can be described within the 

Flory-Huggins theoretical framework.54–59 The free energy of mixing of polymer and small 

molecule is described by Equation 1 

 (1 )ln ln(1 ) (1 )G RT
m
φφ φ φ χφ φ− ∆ = + − + −  

  (4) 
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where ΔG is the Gibbs free energy, R is the gas constant, T is the temperature in Kelvin, ϕ is the 

volume fraction of the drug, m is the ratio of the polymer segment to drug molecular volume, and 

χ is the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter. 

The melting point of a drug occurs when the chemical potential of the crystalline and 

molten forms are equal. In the presence of a miscible polymer, favorable exothermic mixing in 

combination with a favorable entropy of mixing will result in a depressed melting point, as the 

chemical potential of the drug-polymer system is reduced relative to that of the pure drug.74,75 

Therefore, miscible drug-polymer systems will exhibit melting point depression. If the drug and 

polymer are immiscible, melting point depression will not occur, since the presence of the polymer 

does not alter the chemical potential of the drug.75 The relationship between the melting 

temperature of the pure drug, Tm, and the depressed melting point of the drug in the drug-polymer 

system, herein referred to as the critical temperature, Tc, is shown by Equation 2, where ΔH is the 

heat of fusion of the drug. 

 ( ) ( )211 11 1 ln 1
c m

R
H mT T

φ φ χ φ 
− = − + − − + − 

  ∆  
  (5) 

The Flory-Huggins interaction parameter, χ, is an indication of the non-ideality of mixing, 

and can display non-trivial dependence on temperature, chain length, and composition. A negative 

χ indicates a favorable enthalpy of mixing and results in additional melting point depression 

beyond that driven by the combinatorial entropy. Additional discussion of the interaction 

parameter, as well as the limitations of this approach can be found in the literature.61,62 

A miscible drug-polymer system is one in which the (supercooled) liquid form of the drug 

mixes with the softened polymer across all compositions.60 The solubility of the drug in the 

polymer, refers to the ability of the crystalline form of the drug to be solubilized in a polymer.54 

In a miscible drug-polymer system, solubility determination of crystalline drug in the polymer by 

multiple methods is considered to be thermodynamically equivalent.65 Two approaches are applied 

herein which seek to determine this solubility equilibrium: melting point depression and hot melt 

extrusion. In the melting point depression method, the solubility equilibrium is measured by 

heating a fixed composition to determine the dissolution temperature. In the hot melt extrusion 

process, the solubility equilibrium is determined by monitoring solute dissolution from an under-

saturated state under isothermal conditions.  
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2.3.2.2 Phase Diagram Construction 

The melting point depression DSC method developed by Tao et al.66 was used, with several 

modifications, to build a thermodynamic temperature-composition phase diagram that can be 

correlated to HME process design. Physical mixtures of IDM and PVPVA of compositions every 

10% drug loading from 40%-90% were prepared in triplicate by cryomilling (6750 Freezer/Mill, 

SPEX, Metuchen, NJ) approximately 1 g of sample under liquid nitrogen using 5 minutes of pre-

cooling time, followed by 2 minutes of grinding time at 10 Hz. Samples were then brought to room 

temperature and stored under desiccant until analysis. 

A Q2000 differential scanning calorimeter equipped with a refrigerated cooling accessory 

(TA Instruments, New Castle, DE) purged with nitrogen at 50 mL/min was used to analyze 

physical mixtures of IDM and PVPVA as well as their constituent components. The instrument 

was calibrated for temperature and enthalpy using indium and tin. Since the dissolution of the 

crystalline drug into the molten polymer is a dynamic measurement, the melting point offset 

temperature depends on heating rate.66,131 Physical mixtures of 3-5 mg were loaded into standard 

aluminum pans and heated from 25-180°C at various heating ramp rates, then cooled to 25°C at 

10°C/min, followed by a second heating ramp at 10°C/min. In the first heating ramp, six heating 

rates of 0.5-10°C/min were used to determine the relationship of melting point offset temperature 

to heating rate. 

The melting point offset temperature was selected as the most relevant parameter to 

understand the system, as it represents the temperature at which the composition is fully solubilized. 

Thus, the melting point offset temperature most accurately reflects the goals of this study, i.e. to 

determine the lower bound of HME processing temperature to generate a fully amorphous system. 

As the change in melting point offset temperature is nonlinear with respect to heating rate, the data 

were fit to a second order polynomial curve and extrapolated to zero heating rate. The intercept of 

melting point offset temperature at 0°C/min heating rate was used as the equilibrium critical 

temperature (Tc) for a given composition. By rearrangement of Equation 2, the interaction 

parameter can then be calculated across the range of compositions to model the solubility line. The 

drug molecular volume was used as the lattice volume. 

The second heating ramp was used to determine the onset dry glass transition (Tg) 

temperature. The Gordon-Taylor relationship (Equation 3) was used to model the formulation glass 
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transition, where w is the weight fraction, where ρ is the true density, and the subscripts 1 and 2 

represent each component.73 

 1 1 2 2 1 1

1 2 2 2

, where g g g
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wT Kw T T
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= =

+
  (6) 

Enthalpy of fusion (ΔH), melting point offset temperature (Tm), and onset Tg temperature 

were determined in triplicate for IDM using the approach described for the physical mixtures. The 

onset Tg temperature of PVPVA was determined using the procedure described above using 

heating and cooling rates of 10°C/min (n=6). 

2.3.3 Processing 

2.3.3.1 Preparation of Amorphous Solid Dispersions by Hot Melt Extrusion 

A 50% drug loading level of IDM in PVPVA was selected for investigation, as a range of 

processing conditions are accessible within the phase diagram (above polymer glass transition Tg 

and minimum processing temperature Tmin). Being a fairly high drug loading level, this 

composition is also relevant to certain marketed ASD formulations. A physical mixture of IDM 

and PVPVA was prepared at 1:1 water corrected weight ratio by blending 200 g for 10 minutes at 

20 rpm in a 1 liter Dott-Bonapace tumble blender (Limbiate, Italy). Prior to blending, a 60 mesh 

sieve was used to separate any agglomerated material from the bulk IDM powder. 

Extrudates were prepared using temperatures above, at, and below the formulation critical 

temperature Tc (131°C for the 1:1 IDM:PVPVA system), so as to characterize the impact of process 

temperature and kinetic factors on product characteristics. An Xplore Pharma Melt Extruder 

(Geleen, The Netherlands), assembled with a 5 mL co-rotating conveying screw and barrel set 

(refer to the schematic in Appendix A Figure A.1), was used to prepare 10 g batch sizes of the 1:1 

IDM:PVPVA premix with a screw speed of 20 rpm.134 A water bath set to 10°C cooled the hopper 

to prevent powder melting and blockage of the feeding zone. The processing temperature of all 

heating zones was set per the conditions in Table 2.2, so as to achieve the desired product melt 

temperature as monitored by an in-line thermocouple located between screws and recirculation 

channel or die. The process set temperature was always higher than the bulk product melt 

temperature. The residence time, as noted by the time to first appearance of the extrudate, was 

controlled using one of two methods. First, the instrument was set in continuous mode (the 
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recirculation channel was closed), yielding a residence time of approximately 2 minutes. Second, 

the recirculation channel valve was in the open position to control the residence time; the valve 

was then closed to stop the recirculation and begin extruding the melt. In all experiments, the total 

extrusion time ranged from the noted time until 2-4 minutes later (depending on material flow). 

The extrudates were allowed to cool at room temperature. The selected screw configuration and 

speed was intended to provide moderate mixing without excessive heat generation, and to 

prioritize the conductive heating effects on the crystal dissolution process. Increased local 

temperatures due to viscous dissipation may yet be significant, and impacted by the shear imparted 

and composition,135 but not detected here due to the extruder size and thermocouple placement. 

Further, variation in shear experienced by the melt may also occur due to the crystal dissolution 

and subsequent plasticization process.136 

A portion of each extrudate was cryomilled for 60 seconds of grinding time at 10 Hz to 

form a fine powder. Powders were then brought to room temperature and sieved to achieve particle 

size fractions of 100-250 µm and <100 µm. Extrudates and powders were stored in a refrigerator 

under desiccant until analysis. 
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Table 2.2. Hot melt extrusion processing conditions and sample appearance. Error of product 
melt temperature range is reported as the actual temperature range during the experiment. The 

sample ID is reported as Temp-Time. 

Sample ID Process Set 
Temperature (°C) 

Product Melt 
Temperature Range (°C) 

Residence Time 
(min) 

Appearance1 

161-2 166 161 ± 1 2 Clear 

141-10 145 141 ± 1 10 Clear 

141-2 145 141 ± 1 2 Clear with visible crystals 

138-2 142 138 ± 1 2 Clear with visible crystals 

134-2 138 134 ± 1 2 Cloudy 

134-10 138 134 ± 1 10 Clear 

131-2 135 131 ± 1 2 Very cloudy 

131-5 135 131 ± 1 5 Cloudy 

131-10 135 131 ± 1 10 Clear with visible crystals 

131-20 135 131 ± 1 20 Clear 

126-2 130 126 ± 1 2 Very cloudy 

126-10 130 126 ± 1 10 Cloudy 

121-2 126 121 ± 1 2 Opaque 

121-20 126 121 ± 1 20 Cloudy with visible crystals 

117-2 122 117 ± 1 2 Opaque 
1 Images of the representative extrudates are found in Appendix A Figure A.2. 

2.3.3.2 Preparation of Amorphous Solid Dispersions by Solvent Evaporation 

An amorphous solid dispersion of 1:1 IDM:PVPVA was prepared by the solvent 

evaporation method. The drug and polymer were dissolved in a mixture of methylene chloride and 

methanol (2:1 v:v). The ASD was prepared with a Brinkmann Rotavapor-R (Buchi, New Castle, 

DE) under reduced pressure at 60°C to remove the solvent. The sample was then dried under 

vacuum to remove residual solvent and cryomilled for 60 seconds of grinding time at 10 Hz to 

form a fine powder. 
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2.3.4 Characterization 

2.3.4.1 Determination of Crystalline Content by XRPD 

X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD) patterns were collected using a Rigaku SmartLab 

diffractometer (Rigaku Americas, The Woodlands, Texas) in Bragg-Brentano mode with a Cu-kα 

radiation source and d/tex ultra detector. Using a glass sample holder, the patterns were obtained 

from 5-40° 2θ, using a step size of 0.02° and a 0.5°/min scan rate. A calibration curve (R2 = 0.985) 

covering the range 0-100% crystalline content was prepared by geometric mixing of various 

amounts of crystalline IDM with a fully amorphous IDM:PVPVA sample (prepared by solvent 

evaporation). Each calibration sample was prepared in triplicate. The raw intensity data was 

processed using a moving average filter in order to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio, then 

subtracted from the baseline in order to calculate the peak area of 11.7°, 21.7°, and 26.8° 2θ. A 

fully amorphous 1:1 IDM:PVPVA ASD prepared by solvent evaporation was measured in 

triplicate, and the response was used to calculate the baseline noise. The LOD and LOQ were 

determined to be approximately 0.4% and 1% based on a 3:1 and 10:1 signal-to-noise ratio of 

intensity of the 11.7° 2θ peak. Each extrudate powder (100-250 µm size fraction) was analyzed 

and the total peak area used to determine the % crystallinity. 

2.3.4.2 Imaging of Extrudate Powders by Polarized Light Microscopy (PLM) 

Each powder sample (100-250 µm size fraction) was loaded in mineral oil on a glass slide 

and visually observed for birefringence using a Nikon Eclipse E600 POL cross-polarized light 

microscope (20X objective) with Nikon DS-Ri2 camera (Melville, NY). 

2.3.4.3 Determination of Extrudate Thermal Properties 

The thermal properties of the extrudate powders, the 1:1 IDM:PVPVA physical mixture 

and solvent evaporation preparations, as well as the constituent components were analyzed by 

DSC. Each sample (3-5 mg, <100 µm size fraction) was loaded into standard aluminum pans and 

heated from 0-180°C at 5°C/min with modulation of ±0.796 every minute, then cooled to 0°C at 

10°C/min, followed by a second heating ramp at 10°C/min. 
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2.3.5 Crystal Dissolution in Polymer Visualized by Hot Stage Microscopy 

A Nikon Eclipse E600 POL cross-polarized light microscope (20X objective) with Nikon 

DS-Ri2 camera (Melville, NY) and Linkam TMS93 hot stage accessory (Surrey, United Kingdom) 

was used to characterize the isothermal dissolution process of the crystalline drug into the molten 

polymer. A small amount of HME 117-2 powder (<100 µm size fraction) was placed on a glass 

coverslip and heated at 100°C/min to the target temperature, and held for up to 24 hours. Images 

were periodically captured using NIS-Elements D software to monitor the dissolution process of 

the IDM into PVPVA in the absence of mechanical mixing. 

Since the IDM:PVPVA physical mixture did not have sufficient contact surface area for 

heat transfer between the glass slide, drug, and polymer particles to conduct the experiment, the 

117-2 HME sample was used to visualize the dissolution kinetics in the absence of mixing. This 

sample (<100 µm size fraction) was used for all experiments, as it had the highest crystalline 

content but had undergone intimate mixing and possible crystal size reduction due to shear or 

partial dissolution. Also, since the ASD is partially formed, its composite glass transition 

temperature is lower, quickly decreasing the viscosity of the surrounding matrix so as to promote 

the formation of the dissolution boundary layer of the suspended crystals, in the absence of mixing. 

2.4 Results 

2.4.1 Temperature-Composition Phase Diagram 

IDM demonstrated melting point depression in the presence of PVPVA across the range of 

compositions, as demonstrated in Figure 2.1a, confirming drug-polymer miscibility at elevated 

temperatures. The 50% drug loading composition shows approximately 30°C of melting point 

depression relative to the melting point offset temperature of the pure drug. Compositions with 

lower polymer content showed moderate melting point depression (1-4°C), while polymer 

amounts above 30% enhanced the ability of the drug to be solubilized, resulting in greater melting 

point depression (6-30°C).  
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Figure 2.1. (a) Representative DSC thermograms of the dissolution/melting endotherms of 
IDM:PVPVA compositions and pure IDM heated at 10°C/min. Melting point offset temperature 

reflects the point at which all crystalline drug has dissolved into the molten polymer, or all 
crystalline drug has melted. (b) Melting point offset temperature vs. DSC heating rate for 

IDM:PVPVA compositions and pure IDM at 10°C/min scanning rate. Second order polynomial 
regression was used to calculate the melting point offset temperature. (c) The χ interaction 

parameter is calculated as the slope by rearrangement of Equation 2 into linear A=χB form. Error 
is reported as one standard deviation of triplicate preparations. 
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The effect of DSC heating rate on melting point offset temperature is shown in Figure 2.1b. 

Compositions down to 50% drug loading could be analyzed without significant viscosity effects 

hindering the measurement. High variability between replicates was seen for the 40% drug loading 

sample, indicating that the high viscosity of the system hindered accurate determination of the 

melting point offset temperature; as such, this drug loading was not used for further calculations.  

The Flory-Huggins interaction parameter, χ, was calculated by rearrangement of Equation 

2, where χ is the slope of the linear trend line (Figure 2.1).74 This approach yields a single 

interaction parameter that describes the melting point depression across the entire composition 

range and neglects any temperature- or composition-dependence,62 good agreement of the 

experimental data and modeled solubility line is observed (Table 2.3, Figure 2.2). The calculated 

interaction parameter of χ = -1.97 is comparable with other interaction parameters determined for 

the same drug-polymer system in other studies (-0.64, -2.06, -2.9, and -4.5).61,65,68,137 Differences 

in the value of the interaction parameter can be attributed to various factors, including sample 

preparation (e.g. cryomilling), DSC method (e.g. heating rate), or choice of melting point onset or 

offset temperature for the determination; however, all studies similarly conclude that the 

IND:PVPVA system is miscible based on the negative value of the interaction parameter. 

Table 2.3. Experimental and predicted equilibrium critical temperature (Tc) and glass transition 
(Tg) of IDM, PVPVA, and IDM:PVPVA mixtures. Error is reported as one standard deviation of 

triplicate preparations. 

Sample Description Experimental Tc 
(°C) 

Predicted Tc (°C) Experimental Tg 
(°C) 

Predicted Tg (°C) 

IDM 160.64 ± 0.04 160.6 43.7 ± 0.5 43.7 

90/10 IDM/PVPVA 159.9 ± 0.3 159.4 47.0 ± 0.3 49.4 

80/20 IDM/PVPVA 157.2 ± 0.4 155.6 52.6 ± 0.4 55.1 

70/30 IDM/PVPVA 151 ± 3 149.6 59.7 ± 0.9 61.0 

60/40 IDM/PVPVA 141 ± 3 141.4 66.3 ± 0.8 66.9 

50/50 IDM/PVPVA 132.3 ± 0.8 131.0 72.2 ± 0.5 72.9 

40/60 IDM/PVPVA 129 ± 6 118.5 77.6 ± 0.7 79.0 

30/70 IDM/PVPVA N/A 103.6 N/A 85.2 

20/80 IDM/PVPVA N/A 85.5 N/A 91.4 

10/90 IDM/PVPVA N/A 61.1 N/A 97.8 

PVPVA N/A N/A 104.2 ± 0.4 104.2 
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Figure 2.2. IDM:PVPVA temperature-composition phase diagram showing the experimental and 
predicted critical temperatures Tc (solubility line) and formulation glass transition temperatures 
Tg. The melting point and glass transition temperature of IDM and PVPVA, respectively, are 

noted by the dashed lines. The PVPVA minimum processing temperature Tmin is approximated as 
117°C (noted by the dotted line found 10-15°C above the PVPVA Tg). Error bars reflect one 

standard deviation (n=3); the error bars are too small to see on the experimental Tg results and 
several experimental Tc compositions. 

The equilibrium critical temperature (Tc) for each composition (Table 2.3) was calculated 

by extrapolating the melting point offset temperature to zero heating rate as described above. The 

calculated interaction parameter, χ = -1.97, was used in Equation 2 to predict the critical 

temperature across the entire composition range. Although the 40% drug loading composition is 

above the polymer Tg, the experimental melting point offset temperature shows a significant 

deviation from that predicted by Equation 2, due to viscosity effects. Throughout this work, the 

term critical temperature Tc refers to the solubility temperature at a fixed composition, and not the 

concept of upper or lower critical solution temperature. 

The experimental and predicted IDM:PVPVA temperature-composition phase diagram is 

shown in Figure 2.2. IDM:PVPVA temperature-composition phase diagram showing the 

experimental and predicted critical temperatures Tc (solubility line) and formulation glass 

transition temperatures Tg. The melting point and glass transition temperature of IDM and PVPVA, 
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respectively, are noted by the dashed lines. The PVPVA minimum processing temperature Tmin is 

approximated as 117°C (noted by the dotted line found 10-15°C above the PVPVA Tg). Error bars 

reflect one standard deviation (n=3); the error bars are too small to see on the experimental Tg 

results and several experimental Tc compositions.. The predicted formulation critical temperature 

Tc forms the solubility line. The experimental results above 50% drug loading are in good 

agreement with the predicted value, while the 40% drug loading composition deviates significantly 

from the predicted value, as previously discussed. Therefore, above 50% drug loading, the critical 

temperature Tc = 131°C ± 2°C forms the lower bound of processing temperature wherein all 

crystalline drug can be dissolved into the molten polymer, if the process were taken to equilibrium. 

Below 50% drug loading, the polymer’s minimum processing temperature Tmin forms the lower 

bound of processing temperature. All experimental formulation Tg values (Table III) are in good 

agreement with the values predicted by the Gordon-Taylor equation (Equation 3). 

2.4.2 Characterization of IDM:PVPVA Extrudates 

2.4.2.1 Determination of Crystalline Content by XRPD 

XRPD was used to identify and quantify the presence of residual crystallinity as a function 

of sample temperature and residence time (diffractograms of all samples are shown in Appendix 

A Figure A.3). Figure 3 clearly demonstrates that longer residence time and/or higher temperature 

reduces the amount of residual crystallinity. At the formulation critical temperature Tc (131°C), 

the crystalline content decreases from 3% to trace levels within 10 minutes residence time. Above 

the Tc (>131°C), for equivalent residence times, crystalline content decreases as the processing 

temperature increases. Below the Tc (<131°C), crystalline content above the limit of quantification 

is seen in all samples irrespective of residence time, suggesting that the drug loading is above the 

solubility of the crystalline drug in the polymer for these temperatures. Samples prepared below 

the Tc (as measured by the bulk product melt temperature) and long residence times have lower 

crystalline content than expected based on the phase diagram. This may be a result of local heating 

effects within the extruder causing the melt to experience transiently higher temperatures above 

that of the measured bulk product melt temperature, driving greater crystal dissolution into the 

polymer. 
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Figure 2.3. Quantification of crystalline content of IDM:PVPVA ASDs (100-250 µm size 
fraction) by XRPD as a function of product melt temperature. The dashed lines indicate the 

formulation critical temperature Tc and drug melting point Tm, delineating the processing regime 
boundaries by temperature. The dotted lines indicate the method limit of detection (LOD) and 

quantification (LOQ). Above Tm (melting regime), no crystallinity is seen even at short residence 
times. Between Tc and Tm (dissolution regime), crystalline content quickly falls below the 

LOD/LOQ with increasing residence time. Below the Tc (suspension regime), crystalline content 
is seen in all samples, even at long residence times. 

2.4.2.2 Imaging of Extrudates by PLM 

Non-quantitative, polarized light microscopy was found to be highly sensitive for detection 

of residual crystals through their birefringent properties (representative images are found in Figure 

2.4), even when XRPD suggested an amorphous sample. For samples prepared at 2 minutes of 

residence time, as the melt temperature was decreased, the level of birefringence increases 

significantly. As expected, the level of birefringence decreases for samples prepared at longer 

residence times at the same melt temperatures. Although several samples were identified as X-ray 

amorphous through the XRPD method, low levels of birefringence are noted in samples prepared 

at longer residence times and above the Tc (frames B, C, E, and F). Interestingly, a diffuse pattern 

of birefringence is seen in samples prepared at longer residence times (for example, frames C, E, 

F, and H), suggesting that the crystals are very small, relative to the optical microscopy detection 
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limit, possibly containing a high defect density, and well distributed in the samples. The PLM 

results show good agreement with the XRPD data, in that longer residence times and higher 

temperatures yield lower levels of residual crystallinity. 

 

  

Figure 2.4. Polarized light micrographs of IDM:PVPVA ASDs (100-250 µm size fraction) 
prepared at operating melt temperatures 161°C (A), 141°C (B-C), 131°C (D-F), and 121°C (G-
H). Controls shown include PVPVA (I), IDM (J), 1:1 IDM:PVPVA ASDs prepared by solvent 

evaporation (SE5050, K), and the 1:1 IDM:PVPVA physical mixture (PM5050, L). 
Birefringence indicates the presence of crystalline content. MT = melt temperature, 

RT = residence time. 
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2.4.2.3 Assessment of Crystalline Content by DSC 

DSC was also used to provide a positive, but insensitive identification of crystalline content. 

The reversing and non-reversing heat flow of several HME ASDs, compared against the pure 

polymer (PVPVA), the physical mixture, and an ASD prepared by solvent evaporation are found 

in Appendix A Figure A.4. Above the polymer Tg, during the heating step, the drug crystals, if 

present, can dissolve into the molten polymer (just as in the melting point depression DSC method 

used to prepare the phase diagram). Depending on the quantity and characteristics of the crystals, 

this crystal dissolution endotherm may or may not be detectable. Only four HME batches, those 

prepared with short residence times (2 minutes) with temperatures at or below the Tc (131°C), had 

dissolution endotherms that were consistently detectable (greater than approximately 1.5 J/g). 

Process conditions consisting of higher temperatures and longer residence times provided more 

mixing and opportunity for crystal size reduction due to shear as well as further crystal dissolution, 

so all appeared “amorphous” by this technique, even when crystallinity was clearly seen with other 

techniques. This is because the crystals, although initially present, can dissolve into the molten 

matrix during the dynamic DSC test, so the method qualitatively and quantitatively under-predicts 

crystalline content, when compared with the XRPD method.  

2.4.3 Crystal Dissolution in Polymer Visualized by Hot Stage Microscopy 

The goal of this experiment was to simulate the temperature conditions of the HME process, 

as an alternate means of understanding the thermodynamic driving force for crystal dissolution 

into molten polymer. Since this experiment is diffusion-controlled (i.e., there is no mixing), the 

time to complete dissolution is over-predicted and the process might arrest due to kinetic 

hindrances (viscosity). 

The time to complete dissolution (loss of birefringence) is shown in Figure 2.5a. 

Representative micrographs are shown of the dissolution process at temperatures above and below 

the predicted formulation critical temperature Tc (Figure 2.5b). In the sample held at the drug’s 

melting point Tm (161°C), most of the drug had dissolved before the temperature setting was 

reached (the initial heating step was performed at 100°C/min). Thus, the drug melting was 

complete in under 30 seconds (Figure 2.5b, Panel A). Between the Tm and Tc, the dissolution 

process completed between approximately 3 minutes and 2 hours (Figure 2.5b, Panels B-D). In 
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this temperature range, dissolution is slower than the melting process as a result of decreased 

thermal input, increased matrix viscosity, and lack of external mixing, demonstrating the impact 

of kinetic factors on the crystal dissolution process. The extended time frame of these hot stage 

experiments compared to residence time in an extrusion experiment emphasizes the importance of 

mixing forces to decrease boundary layers on suspended drug particles to promote dissolution and 

homogenously distribute the drug and polymer, rather than reliance on diffusion only. 

Below Tc, the crystal dissolution process did not complete for up to 8 hours of observation 

(Figure 5b, Panel E), based on residual birefringence, suggesting that the drug cannot be 

completely solubilized in the molten polymer at this temperature due to thermodynamic, rather 

than kinetic limitations. Complete loss of birefringence was observed between approximately 8-

20 hours of extended monitoring, however the variation between samples indicates significant 

dependence on initial particle size, increasing melt viscosity, lack of mixing, and also on 

limitations introduced by the diffraction barrier. 

The data is broadly consistent with the phase diagram generated using the melting point 

depression DSC method. Longer dissolution times are required as the temperature is reduced. 

However, a lower critical temperature is predicted with microscopy. This could be due to loss of 

crystallinity due to sample degradation due to long equilibration times at high temperatures, or a 

loss of ability to detect crystals less than approximately 600 nm in size. At shorter equilibration 

times (<2 hours), the critical temperature Tc of 131°C is confirmed. 
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Figure 2.5. (a) Time at hot stage temperature until all crystalline content was dissolved (n=3). (b) 
Hot stage polarized light micrographs of 1:1 IDM:PVPVA over time at isothermal temperature 

settings 161°C (Panel A), 151°C (Panel B), 141°C (Panel C), 131°C (Panel D), and 121°C (Panel 
E). Birefringence indicates the presence of residual crystals. T = isothermal temperature setting. 
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2.5 Discussion 

2.5.1 Application of the Temperature-Composition Phase Diagram to HME 

The temperature-composition phase diagram (Figure 2.6a) can be applied to the HME 

process to understand the complex interplay between formulation, process, and performance. 

Although the phase diagram has been discussed in the framework of HME processing, little 

experimental validation of its applicability has been documented in the literature,12,43,49,125,130,132 in 

particular to assess the risk of crystalline content that may remain if insufficient thermal or kinetic 

input are provided. The acceptable temperature design space is bounded by the thermal 

degradation region and solubility line. The polymer glass transition and minimum processing 

temperature is added as it provides a viscosity limitation to processing; most pharmaceutical 

polymers require a temperature of 15-60°C above Tg to be sufficiently molten for processing.132 

 

  

Figure 2.6. (a) The temperature-composition phase diagram as related to the hot melt extrusion 
process. The temperature design space falls below the thermal degradation temperature and, 

depending on composition, above the solubility line or polymer’s minimum processing 
temperature Tmin. Product phase behavior is governed by the solubility line (formulation Tc) and 
formulation glass transition Tg. (b) Hot melt extrusion process operating design space diagram. 

Three processing regimes (melting, dissolution, and suspension) can be delineated by 
temperature and kinetic considerations. Higher temperatures and longer residence times 

correspond to a greater risk of thermal degradation; lower temperatures and shorter residence 
times correspond to a greater risk of residual crystallinity. 

The temperature-composition phase diagram shows the extent to which the drug’s melting 

point is reduced by increasing amounts of polymer under equilibrium conditions. By exploiting 
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melting point depression of a miscible drug-polymer system, lower processing temperatures can 

be used to produce a homogenous, molecularly dispersed ASD, whereby processing conditions 

must be selected to satisfy both thermodynamic and kinetic criteria. Based on consideration of the 

phase diagram, residual crystalline content will be present if the processing temperature is lower 

than the critical temperature for a given composition. For miscible drug-polymer systems that 

interact strongly in the molten phase, melting point depression can be quite extensive.66,68,75 For 

the IDM:PVPVA system investigated here, which has favorable specific interactions,105 a 

substantial extent of melting point depression (30°C) was observed at the 50% drug loading level 

(Figure 2.2). In contrast, for drug-polymer systems with unfavorable interactions, melting point 

depression may be minor or non-existent, in particular at relatively high drug loadings.75,77 

In the context of HME, the critical temperature Tc represents the minimum theoretical 

processing temperature (based on thermodynamic considerations) for a given composition where 

drug crystals can fully dissolve and mix with the polymer. This value provides the lowest possible 

bound of product melt temperature when designing an HME process to achieve a completely 

amorphous mixture, recognizing that the measured product or process set temperature may deviate 

from the actual temperature experienced by the melt, which in turn may vary in different regions 

of the extruder. Because kinetic factors are also important, sufficient time and appropriate 

mixing/mechanical conditions are also required for the crystal dissolution process to complete at 

the critical temperature. 

When the solubility line crosses below the polymer’s minimum processing temperature 

Tmin, determined as the temperature above the polymer Tg where the polymer has softened to 

provide a sufficiently low viscosity to initiate the crystal dissolution process, this value now 

provides the lower bound for successful processing, provided this viscosity is also within the 

equipment operating limits. A viscosity range of 1000-10,000 Pa s is commonly cited,81 though 

the precise viscosity range for successful processing may be formulation- and equipment-

dependent. For neat PVPVA, this viscosity range provides an extrusion temperature window of 

157-177°C.81 For any given drug-polymer system, the minimum processing temperature may vary 

based on the extent of plasticization induced by the drug, but must always be above the polymer’s 

glass transition Tg. Further, although the minimum processing temperature is depicted in the phase 

diagram as being constant (Figure 2.2, Figure 2.6), it may have compositional dependence based 

on viscosity (higher viscosities will be observed at lower drug loads). For the extruder and 
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formulation used in this study, a minimum processing temperature of 117°C was observed, as the 

matrix viscosity is quickly reduced as indomethacin dissolves into and plasticizes the polymer. For 

the IDM:PVPVA system, drug loadings below 50% would be governed by this Tmin (or higher, as 

required to accommodate the increased viscosity associated with lower drug loadings) as the lower 

bound of melt temperature for successful processing. 

The applicability of the phase diagram for understanding temperature regions where 

residual crystallinity can be minimized is clearly demonstrated in this study. Amorphous samples 

with a 50% drug loading were successfully prepared with temperatures at and above the 

formulation critical temperature Tc when given sufficient mixing/time to achieve equilibrium, 

convincingly demonstrating that melting point depression can be utilized to reduce processing 

temperatures. In contrast, residual crystalline content persisted in all samples prepared below the 

Tc, as insufficient thermal input was provided, whereby the drug content was higher than the 

solubility limit of the drug in the polymer at these temperatures. 

2.5.2 HME Processing Regimes 

Regime maps incorporate concepts described in the phase diagram in conjunction with 

kinetic considerations such as residence time, and can be used to further guide the acceptable 

process operating design space (Figure 2.6b). DiNunzio and coworkers have classified the 

acceptable temperature design space into two regimes: miscibility and solubilization.49,50 Another 

classification approach uses six categories based on drug melting point, extent of melting point 

depression, and polymer viscosity, with the objective of guiding risk-based processing decisions.43 

Herein, our regime map builds on this past work and focuses on the thermodynamic and kinetic 

behavior of a miscible drug-polymer system to classify the design space into three regimes: 

melting, dissolution, and suspension. A primary focus of our regime map (Figure 2.7) is to describe 

the consequences of insufficient thermodynamic or kinetic input, namely that residual crystallinity 

will remain in both the dissolution and suspension regimes. The pure drug melting point Tm, 

formulation critical temperature Tc, and polymer’s minimum processing temperature Tmin form the 

major transition temperatures between processing regimes. For a given composition, the polymer 

Tmin may be above the Tm or Tc, so this schematic serves to represent a system and drug loading 

where each of these temperatures are discrete and sufficiently separated. 
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Figure 2.7. HME processing regime scenarios: (a) the melting (or liquid-liquid miscibility) 
regime occurs above drug Tm, (b) the dissolution (or solubilization) regime occurs between drug 

Tm and the formulation critical temperature Tc because of the melting point depression 
phenomenon, and (c) the suspension regime occurs below the formulation critical temperature 

Tc. In the melting and dissolution regimes, given sufficient mixing time and intensity, a 
homogenous molecular dispersion can be formed. In the dissolution or suspension regimes, the 
suspended drug particles may not fully dissolve due to insufficient process kinetics and/or the 

drug-polymer solubility limit. Blue represents drug, white represents polymer. Tm = drug melting 
point, Tc = formulation critical temperature, Tmin = minimum processing temperature of the 

polymer, MT = melt temperature. 
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2.5.2.1 Melting Regime 

As shown in Figure 2.7a, the melting (or miscibility) regime takes place above the melting 

point of the pure drug Tm; for indomethacin, this would correspond to temperatures above the 

melting point of the γ polymorph (161°C). Based on thermal input, both drug and polymer 

transform into the liquid state and undergo liquid-liquid mixing, assuming a miscible system. Then, 

given even a minimal amount of mechanical input, a homogenous system will be formed. Because 

melting is thermodynamically driven, given even a minimal amount of processing time, there is 

no risk of residual crystallinity, unless the drug recrystallizes during cooling due to insufficient 

stabilization by the polymer.  

2.5.2.2 Dissolution Regime 

As shown in Figure 2.7b, the dissolution (or solubilization) regime takes place between the 

pure drug melting point Tm and the formulation critical temperature Tc, because of the melting 

point depression phenomenon. For the 1:1 IDM:PVPVA system, this corresponds to product melt 

temperatures ranging from 131-161°C. A similar solution formation process was presented by Liu 

et al.138 In this regime, the extrusion process begins with premixed drug and polymer, the polymer 

softens into a continuous liquid state with drug particles suspended. A dissolution boundary layer 

forms at the crystal-polymer interface, which drug molecules diffuse through into the melt. 

Similarly, heat transfer boundary layer will also exist. These boundary layers are reduced by 

mixing forces. Thus, the drug crystals decrease in size until all of the drug molecules are 

molecularly dispersed in the molten polymer. Contributions from dispersive mixing may also 

cause breakage if the drug particle encounters the impact zone of the mixing elements or if the 

shear stress exceeds the critical breakage stress of the drug particles. The dissolution regime does 

not exist for immiscible systems or for systems where the polymer’s minimum processing 

temperature Tmin is greater than the pure drug melting point Tm.  

A homogenous molecular dispersion forms if the system achieves the thermodynamic 

solubility equilibrium. Hot melt extrusion, due to its continuous and finite nature, is inherently 

non-equilibrium. However, given the appropriate kinetic conditions, an HME process can 

approximate this equilibrium condition. In practice, this approximate equilibrium may be difficult 
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to attain based on the high matrix viscosity. The impact of kinetic factors on the crystal dissolution 

process can be understood using the Noyes-Whitney equation (Equation 4) 

 ( )s
dC DA C C
dt hV

= −   (7) 

where dC/dt is the change in concentration vs. time, D is the diffusion coefficient, A is the surface 

area available for dissolution, Cs is the solubility of the crystalline drug in the molten polymer, C 

is the concentration of the dissolved drug in the liquid phase at time t, h represents the boundary 

layer thickness at the solid-liquid interface, and V is the volume of the liquid phase. The diffusion 

coefficient will increase due to increased temperature or decreased viscosity. It should be noted 

that the viscosity of the liquid phase is not constant at a given temperature. As the drug dissolves, 

the viscosity typically decreases due to the plasticization effect of the drug on the polymer;136 this 

is the case for the system studied herein. The use of higher screw speeds and shear will decrease 

the boundary layer thickness, facilitating dissolution and attainment of a homogenous molecular 

dispersion.  

The particle size distribution provides a critical kinetic variable in a hot melt extrusion 

process.126 Smaller particles will dissolve more quickly based on surface area considerations. In 

this work, the drug lot was used as-received; no particle size modification was performed, aside 

from sieving to remove very large agglomerates prior to preparing the physical mixture. Although 

the D50 was ~22 micron, many particles over 150 microns were present (data not shown). Because 

of a reduced surface area-to-volume ratio, these large particles require significantly more time to 

complete the dissolution process at a given temperature. These large particles are likely the primary 

reason trace crystallinity may be detected by polarized light microscopy at long residence times 

(Figure 2.4) at some processing temperatures. Thus, for a process designed with a specific size 

fraction, crystallinity may be detected when other lots are used which contain larger particles. 

Hence, it is critical to have particle size control over the starting drug material, to ensure a well-

controlled manufacturing process.  

Because processing in the dissolution regime is both thermodynamically and kinetically 

driven, the risk for residual crystallinity is controlled by selection of key process variables. 

Dissolution rate will depend on temperatures, residence time distribution, screw configuration and 

speed, relative particle sizes of polymer and drug, and drug-polymer miscibility.11–13,83,126,132,138,139 

The use of a robust screw configuration may be sufficient to overcome particle size and dissolution 
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rate limitations.13,126 Vigorous mixing conditions are also an important prerequisite to formation 

of a homogenous molecular dispersion.48,102 However, if the process is given insufficient mixing 

and/or residence time, residual crystalline content will be entrapped in the ASD matrix. Physical 

stability and/or solution dissolution performance may be compromised if residual crystallinity 

remains.17,99,111,127 In order to set appropriate specifications, it is important that these consequences 

be understood for a given formulation.  

2.5.2.3 Suspension Regime 

As shown in Figure 2.7c, the suspension regime takes place below the formulation critical 

temperature Tc. For the IDM:PVPVA system studied herein, this corresponds to product melt 

temperatures below 131°C. In this temperature range, a completely amorphous dispersion cannot 

be achieved under any kinetic conditions. The scheme follows that of the dissolution regime, 

though the diffusion rates of the drug into the matrix would be considerably slower, and terminates 

with residual crystalline content.  

2.5.3 Experimental Process Operating Design Space 

The experimental process operating design space diagram for the 1:1 IDM:PVPVA system 

is shown in Figure 2.8. Herein, screw configuration and speed were held constant, a single drug 

lot was used, and a single composition was explored. Residence time was the primary kinetic 

variable used to demonstrate the impact of adequate mixing/time on the residual crystalline content 

of the extrudate. Residence times employed here are significantly longer than those found in 

typical continuous extrusion experiments, but serve to highlight the interplay between 

thermodynamic and kinetic factors on the crystal dissolution process. 
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Figure 2.8. HME process operating design space of 1:1 IDM:PVPVA. Based on the sensitivity of 
the characterization technique, the sample can be classified as amorphous or crystalline. These 

classifications create zones where the samples can be considered amorphous. The transition 
between crystalline and amorphous zones are approximated between experimental data points. 

Figure 2.8 shows the expected trends between temperature and residence time, with longer 

residence times being required to produce amorphous samples at lower temperatures. Thus, at a 

lower temperature (131°C), 20 minutes of residence time was required to generate a sample that 

was crystal-free, while at a higher temperature (141°C), only 10 minutes was required. However, 

thermodynamic factors are also highlighted, in that all samples produced below formulation 

critical temperature Tc show evidence of crystallinity, regardless of residence time. 

Of particular note from Figure 2.8 is the dependence of the zone boundaries on the 

sensitivity of the measurement technique. As the ability of these techniques to detect residual 

crystallinity differs significantly, the processing zone boundary shifts within the operating space. 

In Figure 2.8, the placement of the zone boundary is approximated between the experimental data 

points. Similarly, zone boundaries could be defined by a single quantitative technique such as 

XRPD, so as to identify process conditions which yield residual crystallinity below certain levels 
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(e.g. <1%, <2%, <5%). Such an approach would be best done using modeling or statistical 

experimental design, such as Design of Experiments (DOE), in conjunction with experiments that 

demonstrate that these levels of crystallinity do not impact product performance. 

Control of particle size, equipment configuration, and process parameters are assumed in 

such a diagram. While an as-received particle size distribution was used in this study, it must be 

stressed that the actual particle size distribution plays into the required residence time to transition 

from the residual crystalline to fully amorphous regions. If a smaller particle size distribution is 

used, the transition line would shift to the left (lower residence times would be adequate). A larger 

particle size distribution would cause the transition line to shift to the right, which would require 

potentially significantly longer residence times to complete the crystalline-to-amorphous transition. 

Changes to screw configuration or other process parameters similarly affect the location of the 

transition line, thus the complex interplay of these parameters must guide material and process 

specifications. 

2.6 Conclusions 

The temperature-composition phase diagram showing the extent of melting point 

depression of a drug by a polymer provides a rational framework for designing hot melt extrusion 

processes of amorphous solid dispersions to prevent residual crystalline content, delineating the 

minimum processing temperature based on thermodynamic considerations. This approach can be 

further refined by developing a process operating design space diagram which incorporates both 

thermodynamic and kinetic considerations, wherein processes using lower temperatures and 

shorter residence times are more susceptible to residual crystallinity. Accurate determination of 

the processing regime zone boundaries lessens the risk of residual crystallinity, and depends on 

the analytical approach employed. 

The ICH Pharmaceutical Development Q8(R2) guideline states that studies should provide 

“scientific understanding to support the establishment of the design space, specifications, and 

manufacturing controls.” This study clearly demonstrates that melting point depression can be 

effectively utilized as a risk-based process design strategy. The approach described thus provides 

a thermodynamic basis for hot melt extrusion product and process design as well as practical tools 

for formulation and process development. 
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 NANOMETER-SCALE RESIDUAL CRYSTALS IN A 
HOT MELT EXTRUDED AMORPHOUS SOLID DISPERSION: 

CHARACTERIZATION BY TRANSMISSION ELECTRON 
MICROSCOPY 

This chapter is a reprint with minor modifications of a manuscript published in Crystal Growth & 
Design in October 2018 with the same title by: Dana E. Moseson, Naila A. Mugheirbi, Andrew A. 
Stewart, and Lynne S. Taylor. Reprinted with permission from American Chemical Society (ACS). 
DOI: 10.1021/acs.cgd.8b01435 

3.1 Abstract 

Common characterization techniques used to detect crystallinity in amorphous solid 

dispersions (ASD) typically have detection or quantification limits on the order of 1%. Herein, an 

amorphous solid dispersion of indomethacin and polyvinylpyrrolidone/vinyl acetate copolymer 

(PVPVA) produced by hot melt extrusion was determined to be amorphous by X-ray powder 

diffraction (XRPD) and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). However, through the use of 

transmission electron microscopy (TEM), residual crystals of two populations were identified: 

single crystals mid-dissolution (<100 nm) and nanocrystalline domains of 5-10 nm in size. Both 

domain types were observed to contain a high defect density. Polarized light microscopy (PLM) 

and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) techniques supplement these findings by corroborating 

crystallinity. The use of high resolution analytical techniques to identify and characterize residual 

crystallinity is considered an important first step to understanding the significance of these residual 

crystalline populations to ASD performance attributes. 
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3.2 Introduction 

Amorphous solid dispersions (ASDs) are an increasingly popular formulation strategy used 

to overcome poor aqueous solubility and slow dissolution of many drugs, improving 

bioavailability and therapeutic efficacy.7,8 By crystalline-to-amorphous solid state transformation 

and subsequent stabilization by dispersion within an amorphous polymer, the solubility advantage 

of the amorphous form often can be realized.30,93 Hot melt extrusion (HME) processes utilize 

thermal and mechanical input to form ASDs by melting and/or dissolving the drug into the molten 

polymer.15 Given sufficient thermal input and mixing, a homogenous molecular dispersion should 

result free of residual crystallinity.140 However, if the transformation is incomplete, residual 

crystalline content may contribute to potential stability or dissolution performance issues.17,99,127 

X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD) is the gold standard technique for crystallinity detection 

and quantification in ASD formulations.108 However, the technique is limited by mass fraction and 

dilution, crystal quality, as well as method parameters.27,108,109 A complementary set of techniques 

would commonly be used to characterize a formulation, but have their own limitations which stem 

from properties of the instrument or sample. Polarized light microscopy (PLM) may be highly 

sensitive for detection of crystalline content, even when XRPD has determined a sample to be 

amorphous,92 but this technique is limited by spatial resolution caused by the diffraction limitation. 

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) is limited by mass fraction, domain size, and the dynamic 

heating process.65,140 Other studies have demonstrated that molecular-level differences in the 

amorphous phase can be identified by more sensitive techniques, such as Raman spectroscopy, 

even when XRPD and DSC have failed to identify these differences.102,106 

The use of higher resolution analytical techniques may overcome some of these limitations 

in order to characterize residual crystalline content. Microscopy techniques such as transmission 

electron microscopy (TEM) have recently been found to be capable of detecting crystalline phases 

within ASDs.103,141 Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) analysis reveals periodic structure within TEM 

images, which may or may not be clearly visible in image space. The Fourier space image will 

produce sharp spots at frequencies corresponding to the lattice periodicities within the image, 

which in turn enables crystallinity to be confirmed and domains spatially identified within the 

micrograph. The inherent challenge of TEM is in preparing an electron-transparent sample on the 

order of 100 nm in thickness; however the technique allows atomic distances to be visualized.142,143 
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Herein, an X-ray amorphous extrudate of a 1:1 blend of indomethacin (IDM) and 

polyvinylpyrrolidone/vinyl acetate copolymer (PVPVA) was prepared using HME processing 

conditions that correspond to the solubility temperature, i.e. the lowest temperature where a 

homogenous molecular dispersion could theoretically be prepared.140 Under these conditions, there 

is a significant risk of residual crystallinity if insufficient time or mixing conditions are provided. 

By processing for a long residence time to account for the kinetics of drug crystal dissolution, the 

extrudate was found to be amorphous by XRPD and DSC. However, through the use of high 

resolution characterization techniques, namely transmission electron microscopy (TEM), evidence 

of nanometer-scale crystallinity was found. 

3.3 Experimental 

3.3.1 Materials 

Indomethacin (IDM, Tm = 161°C) was obtained from ChemShuttle (Hayward, CA). 

Polyvinylpyrrolidone/vinyl acetate copolymer (PVPVA, Kollidon VA64, Tg = 104°C) was a gift 

from BASF (Florham Park, NJ). 

3.3.2 Methods 

3.3.2.1 Hot Melt Extrusion 

An Xplore Pharma Melt Extruder (Geleen, The Netherlands), assembled with the 5 mL co-

rotating conveying screw and barrel set, was used at a screw speed of 20 rpm to prepare an 

extrudate of a 1:1 IDM:PVPVA premix (water corrected weight ratio). A schematic of the extruder 

used in this study is found in Figure 3.1a, and the temperature and time process conditions used 

are shown in the process operating design space diagram Figure 3.1b). A water bath set to 10°C 

cooled the hopper, and the heating zone temperature was set to 134°C, resulting in a bulk product 

melt temperature of 131°C (as monitored by an in-line thermocouple located after the screw and 

prior to the recirculation channel or die). The recirculation valve was in the open position to extend 

the processing time; the valve was closed after 20 minutes to stop the recirculation and begin 

extruding the melt. The extrudate was allowed to cool at room temperature. A portion of the 

extrudate was cryomilled using a SPEX 6750 Freezer/Mill (Metuchen, NJ) for 60 seconds of 

grinding time at 10 Hz under liquid nitrogen to form a fine powder. Powders were then brought to 
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room temperature and sieved to achieve particle size fractions of 100-250 µm and <100 µm. 

Extrudates and powders were stored in a refrigerator under desiccant until analysis. 

 

 
Figure 3.1. (a) Schematic of the hot melt extruder. (b) The process conditions of the 

IDM:PVPVA extrudate (ASD) are represented within a process operating space diagram, 
constructed based on the characterization of many samples found in our previous work.140 

3.3.2.2 X-ray Powder Diffraction (XRPD) 

X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD) patterns were collected using a Rigaku SmartLab 

diffractometer (Rigaku Americas, The Woodlands, Texas) in Bragg-Brentano mode with a Cu-Kα 

radiation source and a d/tex ultra detector. Using a glass sample holder, the patterns of the extrudate 

powder (100-250 µm size fraction) were obtained from 5-40° 2θ, using a step size of 0.02° and a 

scan rate of 0.5° per min. The limits of detection and quantification were found to be 0.4% and 

1%, respectively.140 

3.3.2.3 Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) 

A TA Q2000 differential scanning calorimeter equipped with a refrigerated cooling 

accessory (TA Instruments, New Castle, DE) purged with nitrogen at 50 mL/min was used to 

detect the Tg of the extrudate powder (<100 µm size fraction), as well as the constituent 

components. Each sample (3-5 mg, <100 µm size fraction) was loaded into a standard aluminum 
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pan and heated from 0-180°C at 5°C/min with modulation of ±0.796 every minute, then cooled to 

0°C at 10°C/min, followed by a second heating ramp at 10°C/min. 

3.3.2.4 Polarized Light Microscopy (PLM) 

The 100-250 µm size fraction powder samples or indomethacin particles were loaded in 

mineral oil on a glass slide and visually observed for birefringence using a Nikon Eclipse E600 

POL cross-polarized light microscope (20X objective) with Nikon DS-Ri2 camera (Melville, NY). 

At least 5 images were captured to characterize the sample. 

3.3.2.5 Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) 

Small pieces of the extrudate or indomethacin particles were sprinkled on a 300 mesh 

carbon-coated copper TEM grids with 5-6 nm standard thickness (SPI supplies, West Chester, PA). 

Extrudate pieces were placed on the TEM grid by gently touching/wiping the interior of the vial 

lid, which contained particulates fragmented from the bulk extrudate rods, with the carbon-coated 

side of the grid.  

Bright-field transmission electron micrographs were acquired in an FEI Tecnai G20 

electron microscope (FEI, Hillsboro, Oregon, USA) equipped with a LaB6 source, X-max 80 mm2 

silicon drift detector (Oxford Instruments, Abingdon, Oxfordshire, UK), and operated at 200 keV, 

100 µm aperture, and a spot size of 1 (drug crystal images) or 3 (extrudate images). At least three 

grid squares were analyzed to identify particles that were suitably electron transparent for imaging. 

Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) analysis was performed using the Gatan DigitalMicrograph 

3.21 software suite (Pleasanton, CA). Fourier filtering was applied using a spot mask symmetric 

about the origin of the FFT image, which selects only the desired frequencies (in reciprocal space). 

By then performing an inverse FFT on the masked image, the filtered image is reconstructed (in 

real space) which reveals only the periodic content associated with the specific FFT spot pair. 

ImageJ 1.51 (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD) was used to apply false color imaging. 

3.3.2.6 Scanning Electron Microscopy 

Indomethacin particles or a cross section of the extrudate were fixed on a SEM stub using 

double sided carbon tape, sputter-coated with platinum target for 60 seconds and examined with a 
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FEI Nova nanoSEM field emission scanning electron microscope (FEI Company, Hillsboro, 

Oregon) operating at a 5 kV accelerating voltage, ∼5 mm working distance, and a spot size of 3. 

High resolution through-the-lens detector (TLD) and Everhart Thornley detector (ETD) were used 

to image the extrudate and indomethacin particles, respectively. 

3.4 Results and Discussion 

3.4.1 Characterization of Indomethacin Crystals 

The IDM starting material was primarily composed of plate-like particles (Figure 3.2a,b), 

which consist of single crystals coated with smaller crystals as observed by extinguishing 

birefringence during rotation under polarized light (Figure 3.2a). The crystal lattice planes seen by 

TEM (Figure 3.2c-e) show microstructure consistent with crystals in a variety of orientations, 

consistent with the observations from SEM and PLM, where small crystals are agglomerated or 

electrostatically affixed to the surface of larger crystals, and surface imperfections are evident.
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Figure 3.2. (a) Polarized light microscopy images of an IDM crystal, demonstrating 
extinguishing birefringence upon rotation. (b) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of the 

IDM particles. (c) BF TE micrograph of an IDM particle. (d, e) BF TE micrograph of the 
crystalline microstructure and corresponding FFT pattern. 
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3.4.2 Sample Preparation & Characterization 

By applying high temperatures and mixing in an HME process, crystalline drug particles 

melt and/or dissolve into the molten polymer. Based on the temperature-composition phase 

diagram constructed previously,140 processing conditions used to prepare the IDM:PVPVA 

extrudate were expected to generate a fully amorphous system. As shown in the process operating 

design space diagram (Figure 3.1b), within the dissolution regime, the crystalline drug can be fully 

solubilized at or above the formulation critical temperature Tc (131°C), given sufficient mixing 

and residence time. Samples prepared at this lower bound of processing temperature have the 

greatest risk of residual crystalline content, because drug crystal dissolution into a polymer melt is 

both a thermodynamically and kinetically driven process. 

An ASD prepared at the formulation critical temperature Tc (131°C) with 10 minutes of 

residence time was found to be X-ray amorphous, but had some birefringence detected using PLM. 

Hence, for TEM studies, the processing time was extended to 20 minutes. This extended 

processing time was selected to achieve complete dissolution of any residual crystals that may 

have been present after 10 minutes of processing time (below the XRPD limit of detection, 0.4%, 

but visible by PLM). Characterization by common analytical tools supported this supposition: no 

evidence of crystallinity is seen by XRPD (Figure 3.3), a single composite glass transition Tg is 

observed by DSC (Figure 3.3b), trace or no birefringence is seen by PLM (Figure 3.3c), and the 

extrudate is clear by visual assessment (Figure 3.3d). 
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Figure 3.3. Characterization of the IDM:PVPVA extrudate (ASD). (a) X-ray powder diffraction 
patterns of PVPVA, ASD, physical mixture (PM), and pure IDM. The halo pattern of the ASD 

pattern indicates the sample is amorphous. (b) Reversing heat flow DSC thermogram of 1:1 
IDM:PVPVA showing a single Tg. (c) Polarized light micrograph of 1:1 IDM:PVPVA. Trace 
birefringence is observed in some images. (d) The 1:1 IDM:PVPVA extrudate appears clear, 

indicating the sample is amorphous.  
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3.4.3 Extrudate Characterization by Transmission Electron Microscopy 

Multiple particles of the ASD extrudate were imaged using transmission electron 

microscopy (TEM), and both amorphous and crystalline domains were detected within (Figures 

3.4-3.6). Amorphous domains appear as a homogenous continuous phase, while evidence of 

crystallinity include darker areas within the matrix, diffraction contrast, and lattice planes.103,141,144 

Each of these particles show broadly consistent, yet unique morphology. In particular, highly 

defective nanometer-scale crystallites of two populations are identified. First, discrete crystals 

(<100 nm) are observed mid-dissolution. Second, nanocrystalline domains of approximately 5-

10 nm in size, commonly in clusters, are observed. When observing small crystalline phases, it is 

often difficult to confirm the crystallinity by FFT, for a variety of reasons: the crystal orientation 

may have frequencies beyond those which can be recorded in the image, the specimen thickness 

may vary causing some areas to be too thick to record a lattice image, the sub-surface placement 

of the crystal within the particle obscures the lattice, the remaining degree of order in the domain, 

and the interference of the drug-polymer amorphous matrix. 

The ASD particle shown in Figure 3.4a shows evidence of amorphous material and both 

populations of crystalline domains. The population of nanocrystalline domains is shown in Figure 

3.4b. The FFT pattern (inset) confirms that many of the domains in this region are crystalline. The 

domains are clustered within the particle, suggesting that these domains originated from the same 

crystal and have not yet distributed and dissolved into the matrix. The domains in this image are 

5.8 ± 1.2 nm in size (± SD, n = 20), and are randomly oriented, as demonstrated in the FFT. The 

random orientation, similarity of domain size, and clustering suggests a mechanical origin of these 

crystals.  
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Figure 3.4. (a) BF TE micrograph of an ASD particle with residual crystallinity. (b) BF TE 
micrograph of the nanocrystalline domains and corresponding FFT pattern (inset). (c) BF TE 

micrograph of the ~ 26x70 nm discrete crystal and corresponding FFT pattern (inset). (d) 
Reconstructed BF TE micrographs from the inset of (C) generated using the Inverse FFT 

function in the Gatan Suite. Each of the areas A-D are colorized to indicate the location where 
those patterns appear in the original image (c). Bend contours in A are highlighted by blue 

arrows; lattice defects, such as edge dislocations, are highlighted by white arrows. 

A closer view of a discrete 26x70 nm crystal from this ASD particle is shown in Figure 

3.4c, which clearly shows both amorphous and crystalline regions (confirmed by the FFT pattern 

inset). By applying an inverse FFT to each of these spots, the image can be reconstructed to show 

only the areas producing that order (Figure 3.4d: A-D). The lattice planes, now individually 

visualized, show dislocations and different degrees of thermally- and/or mechanically-induced 

structural deformation. The dark interference fringes seen in Figure 3.4d panel A are bend contours, 

which indicate curvature of the crystal arising due to strain at the interface of the crystal.145,146 We 
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hypothesize that this crystal, while defective, is still a single crystal. The reconstructed images 

Figure 3.4d panels C and D are two lattice planes of the crystal and are found in almost the entire 

area of the crystal shape, while the planes found in Figure 3.4d panels A and B (if superimposed) 

form a third, in-focus lattice plane. 

Another ASD particle (Figure 3.5a) primarily contains areas that resemble crystalline 

domains, based on the appearance of the internal structure. A representative region is shown in 

Figure 3.5b. This partially crystalline area (also seen in the reconstructed false color images found 

in Figure 3.5c panels A-C) highlights a single lattice spacing in multiple orientations. This suggests 

that the crystal planes have been sheared with rotation in three distinct orientations. Each plane 

has a different level of dissolution, most clearly observed in Figure 3.5c panel C. 

 

 

Figure 3.5. (a) TEM image of an ASD particle with residual crystallinity. (b) Representative 
region of the particle and corresponding FFT pattern (inset). (c) Inverse FFTs of areas A-C 

colorized to indicate the location where those patterns appear in the original image. The 
dissolution front is most apparent in C, highlighted by white arrows. 
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The ASD particle shown in Figure 3.6a is also composed of amorphous and crystalline 

domains. Channels of amorphous material are observed, where polymer appears to have advanced 

into the crystalline regions. We hypothesize that the remaining crystalline domains in this particle 

may have originated from a discrete crystal, now segregated into smaller and partially dissolved 

domains. The appearance of the bend contours in Figure 3.6b are likely a result of crystal edges 

formed by dissolution of the crystal and strain at the interface with the amorphous matrix. Figure 

3.6c shows a larger crystal with similar bend contours, which are highlighted in the false color 

reconstructions (Figure 3.6d).  

Figure 3.6e contains both single crystals (orange circles) and nanocrystalline domains 

(yellow circles). The nanocrystalline domains in this region of the particle are more dispersed than 

those seen in Figure 3.4b, suggesting that, if also formed by the mechanical breakage mechanism, 

more time has elapsed since the event allowing the nanocrystals to further dissolve or distribute 

into the surrounding amorphous matrix. In the lower right of the Figure 3.6e, the orientation of the 

~60 nm crystal (also seen in the false color reconstructed image found in Figure 3.6f panel B) 

highlights a single lattice spacing in multiple orientations, suggesting that the crystal planes have 

been sheared with rotation in multiple orientations. Bend contours are also seen on one edge of the 

crystal, suggesting strain and deformation at the interface (this crystal edge is also seen in the false 

color reconstructed image found in Figure 3.6f panel C). 
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Figure 3.6. (a) BF TE micrograph of an ASD particle with residual crystallinity. Amorphous 
channels show areas of advancing polymer content. (b) Discrete crystal with bend contours and 
corresponding FFT pattern (inset). (c) BF TE micrograph of multiple crystals showing strain at 
the interface. (d) Reconstructed BF TE micrographs from the inset of (c) generated using the 
Inverse FFT function in the Gatan Suite. Each of the areas A-D are colorized to indicate the 

location where those patterns appear in the original image (c). (e) BF TE micrograph showing 
multiple crystals and corresponding FFT pattern (inset). Domains in the 5-10 nm range are 
highlighted with yellow circles, and larger crystals are highlighted with orange circles. (f) 

Reconstructed BF TE micrographs from the inset of (e) generated using the Inverse FFT function 
in the Gatan Suite. Each of the areas A-D are colorized to indicate the location where those 

patterns appear in the original image (e). 
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3.4.4 Extrudate Characterization by Scanning Electron Microscopy 

The interior of the extrudate rod was imaged for evidence of crystallinity (Figure 3.7) using 

scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Some regions of the extrudate appear fully amorphous 

(Figure 3.7a), as no clear features appear on the surface. Some regions have embedded crystals in 

the size range of 10-1000 nm (Figure 3.7b, c). Due to the resolution capability of the instrument, 

domains smaller than 10 nm could not be imaged. 

 

 

Figure 3.7. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the ASD extrudate. Some regions 
appear fully amorphous (a), or contain crystalline domains between 10-1000 nm (b, c). The 
length distribution of the domains found in (c) were measured as 38 ± 18 nm (± SD, n=100). 
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3.4.5 Comparison with X-ray Powder Diffraction 

Ricarte et al. found that TEM was capable of detecting crystals in an X-ray amorphous 

physical mixture consisting of 3% crystalline drug,141 while a much greater degree of sensitivity 

was found in this analysis. There are many underlying reasons for the sensitivity limitations of X-

ray diffraction. Because of the dilution of drug by the polymer in an ASD, crystallinity detection 

becomes more challenging because of the resulting reduction in signal intensity associated with 

the crystalline peaks.109,147 As crystallite size decreases, particularly into the nanometer range, peak 

broadening may limit detection of otherwise perfect crystals imbedded in an amorphous matrix.148 

Other sources of strain may influence peak detection, such as dislocations, stacking faults, and 

grain boundaries.149 In the ASD sample characterized here, as well as many samples in our 

previous work and others in the literature,138,140 crystalline content, as quantified by XRPD, may 

be systematically underestimated based on these factors. 

3.4.6 Crystal Dissolution Initiated from Defect Sites 

As the starting material of drug crystals is likely to contain imperfections and local disorder 

at the surface and in the bulk of the crystal,150,151 these defects are the likely sites for initiation of 

phase transformation due to thermal or mechanical stresses because of higher overall free energy 

resulting from the presence of mixed amorphous and crystalline phases. Chemical and thermal 

etching studies that have demonstrated that dissolution is initiated at defect sites152,153 and that 

dissolution rate correlates to defect density.154 Furthermore, contributions from the crystal 

structure, solvent-solid interactions, and the adsorption of the solvent molecule onto the crystal 

surface have been found to influence the dissolution mechanism at the crystal surface.155,156 The 

highly defective nanocrystalline domains imaged in this extrudate suggest that defects, both those 

intrinsic to the crystals and those formed by mechanical damage, propagate as the crystals dissolve 

into the amorphous matrix, resulting in size reduction of crystals both through dissolution of 

external crystal surfaces as well as through fragmentation. Thus, due to HME processing under 

high temperature and shear, loss of crystallinity (i.e. increase in crystal defects) is expected, as an 

intermediate stage of the crystalline-to-amorphous transformation by mechanical damage and 

dissolution into the molten polymer. 
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3.5 Conclusions 

Low levels of nanometer-scale residual crystals within a nominally amorphous drug-

polymer dispersion prepared by hot melt extrusion were detected by transmission electron 

microscopy. This technique provided a high degree of sensitivity for the identification and 

microstructural characterization of two populations of nanocrystalline domains: single crystals 

<100 nm and clusters of 5-10 nm in size. The residual crystals show little similarity to the bulk 

crystalline starting material, as a result of thermally- and/or mechanically-induced structural 

deformation and dissolution into the amorphous matrix. 

An open question remains whether or not any level, critical crystal size, or characteristic of 

residual crystals may be acceptable within ASDs, without causing detrimental stability or 

dissolution effects. The poor ability of common techniques to detect low levels of crystalline 

content contributes to the difficulty in addressing this question. The use of high resolution 

analytical techniques such as transmission electron microscopy to identify and characterize 

residual crystallinity is considered an important first step to understanding the significance of these 

residual crystalline populations to ASD performance attributes. 
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 DISSOLUTION OF INDOMETHACIN CRYSTALS INTO 
A POLYMER MELT: ROLE OF DIFFUSION AND FRAGMENTATION 

This chapter is a reprint with minor modifications of a manuscript published in Crystal Growth & 
Design in April 2019 with the same title by: Dana E. Moseson, Andrew S. Parker, Christopher J. 
Gilpin, Andrew A. Stewart, Stephen P. Beaudoin, and Lynne S. Taylor. Reprinted with permission 
from American Chemical Society (ACS). DOI: 10.1021/acs.cgd.9b00200. 

4.1 Abstract 

The dissolution or melting of a crystalline drug into a molten polymeric matrix underpins 

the fabrication of a number of drug delivery systems. However, little is known about how crystals 

dissolve in such viscous matrices. Herein, the heat-induced dissolution of indomethacin crystals 

into a molten polymer, copovidone, was evaluated, probing changes in crystal features at multiple 

length scales using various microscopy techniques. Diffusion of the drug into the polymer film 

was observed by elemental composition analysis (scanning electron microscopy with energy-

dispersive X-ray analysis). Under polarized light microscopy, irregular dissolution patterns were 

observed, in which channels and holes were seen forming in the crystals, which then resulted in 

fragmentation. At shorter length scales by scanning and transmission electron microscopy (SEM 

and TEM), crystals demonstrated a range of channel formation and fragmentation behaviors. 

Defect sites intrinsic to the bulk crystals were hypothesized to be the origin of the dissolution-

induced fragmentation process. A defect site-driven dissolution and fragmentation model was thus 

proposed. A Monte Carlo simulation of crystal dissolution under a range of surface energy 

configurations is also presented. This study has implications for modeling and understanding of 

dissolution kinetics and pathways of organic crystals in the context of processing operations such 

as hot melt extrusion. 

https://doi.org/10.1021/acs.cgd.9b00200
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4.2 Introduction 

Crystal dissolution is a fundamentally important process, but is typically studied only by 

evaluating the rate of appearance of molecules in the solution phase,157 with little attention paid to 

the evolving structure of the dissolving crystal.158,159 This oversight potentially leads to erroneous 

conclusions about dissolution mechanisms and the implementation of theoretical models that do 

not appropriately capture dissolution kinetics. In comparison to the body of experimental and 

theoretical data on crystal growth,160,161 crystal dissolution kinetics and mechanisms are less well 

understood.162,163 

One area where dissolution mechanisms have received little attention is the dissolution of 

organic crystals into polymers. Polymers are used as functional excipients in pharmaceutical 

formulations ranging from controlled release delivery systems,164–166 mucoadhesives,167,168 

nanosuspensions/nanoparticles,169–171 biopharmaceuticals,172 transdermal systems,173 and solid 

dispersions.18,174–176 Thermal-based processing, such as hot melt extrusion (HME), has been used 

manufacture drug-polymer systems for a wide range of formulation applications, including 

controlled release,177–179 taste masking,180 implants,181,182 and solubility enhancement.8,183 

The dissolution of crystals into polymers is particularly relevant for hot melt extrusion 

processing to produce amorphous solid dispersion (ASD) drug formulations.126,138,140 Amorphous 

systems are of great interest as a formulation strategy to address low drug solubility.5,184,185 By 

dispersing the drug within an amorphous polymer to produce a single phase amorphous blend, a 

system kinetically stable against crystallization can be produced.18,19,102 During hot melt extrusion 

processing, the goal is to transform a powder blend of crystalline drug and amorphous polymer 

into a single phase, homogenous melt using thermal and mechanical input.15,36 If performed above 

the drug’s melting point, the transformation can be described as melting, followed by mixing of 

liquid drug and polymer. If performed below the drug’s melting point, the polymer can act as a 

solvent, allowing the drug to dissolve into the highly viscous matrix.140 The dissolution process of 

crystalline drug into polymer melt has been mathematically described by the Noyes-Whitney 

equation, where dissolution is governed by crystal surface area, solute diffusivity, and 

solubility.125,138,140,186 This, however, neglects contributions from drug crystal properties (e.g. 

defects) or contributions from the mechanical process (e.g. crystal breakage) on the dissolution 

rate. Despite the practical relevance to the formation of ASDs through the HME process, there is 

a lack of knowledge around the mechanism of crystal dissolution into polymer melts. 
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Imperfections and local disorder at crystal surfaces and in the bulk are common in organic 

crystals, originating during crystallization or other downstream processing operations.150,151,187,188 

Such defects, in the form of vacancies, impurities, dislocations, and grain boundaries, are sites of 

higher energy and greater molecular mobility, and may contribute to the initiation of physical or 

chemical transformations, such as melting, solubilization, polymorphic transitions, or mechanical 

failure.151 Crystal defects have been linked to increased dissolution rates.152–154,189 Local stress 

fields in solids result from virtually all types of reactions, and therefore have important chemical 

and physical consequences.190–192 Defects have also been shown to impart localized stress, helping 

to explain their role in enhancing dissolution rates and facilitating physical or chemical 

transformations.193 Crystal faces are known to dissolve at different rates in aqueous solution,158,159 

although most dissolution models typically assume a spherical particle shape.194–197 Various efforts 

to study crystallization using Monte Carlo simulations have also revealed the potential for 

imperfections through the course of crystallization in the form of surface roughening of growing 

crystal faces.198,199 These imperfect surfaces are known to exhibit a greater surface energy than 

their smooth counterparts, as well as heterogeneities in surface energy distribution.200–202 Monte 

Carlo simulations have also been used to simulate the statistical processes associated with 

dissolution of minerals and amorphous solids, highlighting etch pit formation and irregular 

dissolution associated with defects and surface heterogeneities.203–206 

Recently, we reported the existence of nanometer-scale residual crystals within a nominally 

crystal-free hot melt extruded amorphous solid dispersion.207 These residual crystals were found 

to contain a range of defects, which we hypothesized had both intrinsic and mechanical origins. 

Additionally, preliminary evidence of a fragmentation-based dissolution mechanism was observed; 

however, given the high mechanical input of the HME process, other explanations are also possible. 

The goal of this study was to explore the dissolution of drug crystals into molten polymer under 

quiescent conditions, to better understand the crystal-to-solution transformation in the absence of 

mechanical input, addressing the hypothesis that crystal fragmentation occurs in addition to 

diffusion-based crystal shrinkage. Copovidone films with suspended indomethacin crystals were 

heated under quiescent isothermal conditions, at a temperature below the drug’s melting point, to 

initiate the crystal dissolution process. By monitoring changes under multiple length scales, effects 

of crystal properties and microstructure on the dissolution mechanism were captured. A Monte 

Carlo simulation of crystal dissolution under a range of surface energy configurations is also 
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presented. We believe this study is the first to investigate the mechanism of crystal dissolution into 

a polymer melt and to report a fragmentation-based microstructural progression. 

4.3 Experimental Section 

4.4 Materials 

Indomethacin (IDM, Tm = 161°C) was obtained from ChemShuttle (Hayward, CA). 

Copovidone (polyvinylpyrrolidone/vinyl acetate copolymer, Kollidon VA64, Tg = 104°C) was a 

gift from BASF (Florham Park, NJ). Chemical structures and elemental composition are provided 

in Figure 4.1a. Relative elemental composition refers to the calculated atomic % of the overall 

composition without hydrogen. The IDM powder has a particle size D50 of 21.9 ± 0.3 μm (Figure 

4.1b), determined in triplicate using a Malvern Mastersizer 3000 particle size analyzer with Aero 

S attachment (Worcestershire, UK). 
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Figure 4.1. (a) Chemical structures and relative elemental composition of indomethacin and 
copovidone. (b) Particle size distribution of indomethacin crystals. 

4.5 Experimental Methods 

4.5.1 X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) 

Films composed of copovidone and suspended indomethacin (IDM) crystals (5:1 ratio) 

were deposited from water onto a zero background silicon sample plate. X-ray diffraction patterns 

were recorded using a Panalytical Empyrean diffractometer (Malvern, United Kingdom) with a 

Cu-kα radiation source and PIXcel3D detector equipped with an Anton Paar HTK 1200N high 

temperature chamber (Graz, Austria). Prior to heating, an ambient scan of the film was collected. 

After heating to 130°C over approximately 10 minutes, patterns were obtained from 10-30° 2θ 

over 15 minutes and monitored up to 3 hours. 
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4.5.2 Polarized Light Microscopy (PLM) 

Films composed of copovidone and suspended indomethacin (IDM) crystals (5:1 ratio) 

were deposited from water onto glass slides. Films were held at 130°C for up to 3 hours on an 

integrated hot stage. During heating on the hot stage, images of the drug crystal dissolution process 

were periodically captured using a Nikon Eclipse E600 POL cross-polarized light microscope 

(20X objective) with Nikon DS-Ri2 camera (Melville, NY). 

4.5.3 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 

The glass slides from the polarized light microscopy investigation containing the heat-

treated films were then fixed on SEM stubs and sputter-coated with platinum for 60 seconds. 

Imaging was performed with an FEI Nova nanoSEM field emission scanning electron microscope 

(FEI Company, Hillsboro, Oregon) operated at 10 kV accelerating voltage, ∼6 mm working 

distance, and a spot size of 5. Secondary electron images were captured with the Everhart Thornley 

detector (ETD) and backscatter electron images were collected using a vCD detector.  

To collect elemental data, a ∼10 mm working distance and an X-Max energy-dispersive 

X-ray (EDX) detector was used. The resulting data was analyzed with an Oxford Aztec system 

(Oxford Instruments, Abingdon, Oxfordshire, UK). The QuantMap and QuantLine functions were 

used to calculate elemental composition (atomic %). 

4.5.4 Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) 

Films composed of copovidone and suspended indomethacin crystals (5:1 ratio) were 

deposited from water onto glow-discharged 300 mesh carbon-coated copper TEM grids with 5-6 

nm standard thickness (SPI supplies, West Chester, PA). Films were held at 130°C for up to 3 

hours on a hot stage (integrated with the polarized light microscope). An FEI Tecnai G20 electron 

microscope (FEI, Hillsboro, Oregon, USA) equipped with a LaB6 source, X-max 80 mm2 silicon 

drift detector (Oxford Instruments, Abingdon, Oxfordshire, UK), and Gatan US1000 2kx2k bottom 

mount CCD camera, operated at 200 keV, 100 µm aperture, and a spot size of 1, was used to 

acquire bright-field transmission electron micrographs. At least three grid squares were analyzed 

to ensure particles characterized were representative of the overall sample. 
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Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) analysis was performed using the Gatan DigitalMicrograph 

3.21 software suite (Pleasanton, CA). Fourier filtering was applied using a spot mask symmetric 

about the origin of the FFT image, which selects only the desired frequencies (in reciprocal space). 

By then performing an inverse FFT on the masked image, the filtered image is reconstructed (in 

real space) which reveals only the periodic content associated with the specific FFT spot pair, not 

necessarily the atomic columns associated with the crystal. ImageJ 1.51 (National Institutes of 

Health, Bethesda, MD) was used to apply false color imaging and prepare overlays. 

4.6 Computational Methods 

4.6.1 Monte Carlo Simulation 

Two-dimensional lattice Monte Carlo (MC) simulations were performed in order to model 

experimental dissolution observations. An initial grid was populated with crystalline sites whereby 

allowed trial moves consisted of removing crystal sites from the lattice at random. The probability 

of accepting or rejecting these moves was determined by the change in energy associated with 

adding or removing interfacial area, where the formation of new interfaces is considered 

energetically unfavorable. Furthermore, the underlying surface energy distribution of the lattice 

was also tuned to describe the heterogeneities that may be found in real crystals. Mathematically, 

the probability for accepting a trial move is expressed as (Eq. 1): 

 ( )( ) exp surface interfacesP x E E = − + ∆    (Eq. 8) 

Here, P(x) is the probability of accepting a trial move, Esurface is the underlying surface energy of 

the trial site, and ΔEinterfaces is the energy change from adding or removing the total number of 

interfaces. Once P(x) is determined, it is compared to a random number between 0 and 1 taken 

from a uniform distribution; if P(x) is greater than or equal to the random number the trial move 

is accepted, and if P(x) is less than the random number the trial move is rejected. The simulation 

is allowed to continue until no crystalline units remain. The dimensionless energy penalty 

associated with each new interface was chosen to be 4.0 to allow simulations to progress in a 

reasonable timeframe. Computer code was written in Python and made use of NumPy208 and 

Matplotlib209 libraries for mathematical functions and visualization of results, respectively (found 

in Appendix B). 
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4.7 Results 

4.7.1 Characterization of Bulk Drug Crystals 

Based on characterization by multiple microscopic techniques, the bulk IDM crystals were 

found to consist of plate-like single crystals, with small crystals adhered to the generally smooth 

surface.207 Additionally, surface imperfections and irregular growth are evident (Figure 4.2a,b). 

When distributed in a copovidone film deposited from water, the plate-like nature of the bulk 

crystals with associated surface crystals can still be observed (Figure 4.2b,c). 

 

 

Figure 4.2. SEM and PLM images of (a) indomethacin crystals with surface imperfections, and 
(b,c) IDM crystals distributed in a copovidone film. The time notation in (b) and (c) refers to the 

duration of isothermal heating of the crystal in the polymer film (in this case no heating). 
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By imaging small indomethacin crystals with transmission electron microscopy (Figure 

4.3), microstructure as well as the impact of the polymer film on the crystals can be observed. A 

drug crystal (no polymer film) has consistent internal microstructure, and gradual thickness 

changes as well as layers of crystal growth can be observed. The indomethacin crystal (dispersed 

in a copovidone film without heating) shown in Figure 4.3b shows the same smooth transition of 

thickness variation. In Figure 4.3c, grain boundaries divide a flat crystal into three distinct regions. 

During the imaging of this particle, the diffraction contrast from each region moved independently 

when focus was changed, confirming the crystallinity of the particle, as well as the different 

orientation of the three regions. In Figure 4.3d, thickness variations can again be observed, as well 

as discrete crystallites on the surface of the parent crystal. The presence of these surface crystallites 

and strain at the crystal-polymer interface leads to bend contours. 

 

 

Figure 4.3. Bright field TEM images of (a) the internal microstructure of an indomethacin 
crystal, and (b-d) IDM crystals distributed in a copovidone film. The time notation in (b-d) refers 
to the duration of isothermal heating of the crystal in the polymer film (in this case no heating). 
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4.7.2 Dissolution of Drug Crystals in Polymer Films 

4.7.2.1 Drug-Polymer Dissolution Monitored by Variable Temperature X-ray Diffraction 

High temperature X-ray diffraction (XRD) has been used to study reaction kinetics and 

solid state changes,210–212 and was used herein to monitor the in situ dissolution of indomethacin 

into molten copovidone under quiescent isothermal conditions. By heating the physical mixture to 

130°C and monitoring the profile as the crystal dissolves into the polymeric matrix (Figure 4.4), 

the crystalline peak heights can be observed to decrease over time. The peak pattern at 130°C 

matches that of the physical mixture at room temperature, although a small shift can be observed 

attributable to the temperature difference. The detectable crystalline phase at the 20.7° 2θ has 

disappeared at approximately 120 minutes. Detectability of the crystalline phase may be limited 

by dilution of drug by the polymer, crystallite size, and crystal quality.109,147–149,207,213 

 

 

Figure 4.4. XRD patterns of indomethacin crystals dispersed in a copovidone film at ambient 
conditions and as the crystals dissolve over time at 130°C. 
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4.7.2.2 Polarized Light Microscopy 

Indomethacin crystals distributed in a copovidone film were held under quiescent 

isothermal conditions at 130°C and crystal dissolution into the molten polymer was observed with 

time. The dissolution of three individual crystals under polarized light is shown in Figure 4.5. The 

smallest crystals dissolve quickly in under 30 minutes, leaving the larger crystals to be observed. 

Crystal A breaks up into at least 5 pieces within 30 minutes of isothermal treatment (black arrows), 

and then each of those individual fragments dissolve over the observation period. Crystal B shows 

evidence of an apparent growth imperfection to the crystal structure (blue arrows, also shown in 

Figure 4.2b). This disruption grows and separates the crystal into two pieces within 15-30 minutes. 

The small fragment dissolves within 60 minutes of observation, while the larger fragment 

continues to dissolve during the observation period. A channel can be seen forming from the left 

side of the crystal at around 45 minutes (white arrows), and irregularly grows as the crystal 

dissolves, ultimately dividing the fragment into two pieces around 105 minutes. Additionally, 

holes can be seen forming around 60 minutes in the center of crystal fragments which grow during 

the dissolution process. Similar to crystal B, a hole forms in crystal C around 30 minutes (purple 

arrows), which enlarges as dissolution continues. Because of the proximity of the hole to the edge 

of the crystal, the hole eventually merges with the amorphous matrix. In each image series, a 

boundary appears around the crystal where dissolved drug has joined the molten phase. This 

suggests that there is a refractive index difference to this area of film caused by a change in 

chemical composition and/or film thickness as the diffused drug migrates through the polymer 

melt. 
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Figure 4.5. Time lapse polarized light micrographs of indomethacin crystals dissolving into 
copovidone held at 130°C. Arrows note the appearance and progression of hole and channel 

formation and fragmentation (discussed in the text). 

4.7.2.3 Scanning Electron Microscopy 

Copovidone films containing partially dissolved indomethacin crystals were observed by 

SEM, equipped with a backscatter detector. Crystals appear lighter (greater intensity) than the 

surrounding film, which indicates higher atomic number, presumably due to the chlorine atoms 

present in indomethacin. While the bulk crystals had generally smooth surfaces (Figure 4.2a), the 

partially dissolved crystals show irregular patterns on the crystal surface due to partial dissolution, 

as in Figure 4.6a. Figure 4.6b shows a small crystallite with channel formations prior to significant 

dissociation. In Figure 4.6c, the crystal fragments are found below the film surface, while they are 

found at the film surface in Figure 4.6d. 
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Figure 4.6. Backscatter SEM images of indomethacin drug crystals at various stages of 
dissolution into copovidone melt. The time notation refers to the duration of isothermal heating 

of the crystal in the polymer film (in this case 1 or 2 hours at 130°C). 

The diffusion process was observed in crystals before (Figure 4.7a) and after heating and 

dissolution (Figure 4.7b) using elemental mapping. Indomethacin contains chlorine, while 

copovidone does not contain any unique elements. Thus, the appearance of chlorine indicates the 

presence of indomethacin, either as a crystal or molecularly dissolved into the film. Across the 

mapped area of the near-completely dissolved crystal (Figure 4.7b), a region of higher intensity in 

the backscattered image is observed around the remnants of a crystal which can be attributed to 

the presence of chlorine. The elemental mapping shows slight modulation of carbon, oxygen, and 

nitrogen signals in the polymer and drug-polymer diffusion areas, while distinct chlorine signals, 

corresponding to the increased intensity region in the electron image, are observed. A line scan 

was taken to provide elemental composition information across the region of interest, in the 
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polymer, drug-polymer diffusion, and crystal regions. Carbon, oxygen, and nitrogen show the 

expected trends of change in elemental composition across the line scan, based on consideration 

of the relative elemental compositions of drug and polymer. Interestingly, oxygen shows a distinct 

drop in quantity at the location of the crystal, corresponding to the lower overall oxygen content 

found in indomethacin relative to copovidone. In the outer areas of the film, no chlorine is detected 

indicating that only polymer is present. Moving inward, chlorine then appears and increases in 

concentration, maximizing across the majority of the drug-polymer diffusion and crystal regions. 

Due to the penetration depth of the electron beam, signal from the amorphous matrix is also seen 

in the area of the crystal, so the overall chlorine content appears lower than the theoretical level of 

a pure indomethacin crystal. In the undissolved crystal (Figure 4.7a), appearance of chlorine is 

observed which identifies the crystal in the film. No signal from indomethacin is seen outside of 

the crystal. 
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Figure 4.7. (a) SEM image and elemental maps and linescan of an undissolved crystal in the 
copovidone film. Distinct appearance of chlorine identifies the crystalline material. (b) 

Backscatter SEM image and elemental maps and line scan of a near completely dissolved 
indomethacin crystal into the copovidone film. The region of greater intensity surrounding the 

crystal (identified by a white arrow) indicates the change in atomic composition due to the 
diffusion of indomethacin into the polymer melt. Small modulations in carbon, oxygen, and 

nitrogen content across the map are observed, while distinct appearance of chlorine content is 
found in the diffusion area. The location of the line scan on the rotated SEM image is presented, 

and aligns with the scale on the panels shown in the chart. Vertical dashed lines indicate the 
location of the crystal and diffusion areas along the line scan. The time notation refers to the 

duration of isothermal heating of the crystal in the polymer film (in this case no heating or 1 hour 
at 130°C). 

4.7.2.4 Transmission Electron Microscopy 

TEM images allow the overall morphology and internal structure of the crystal to be 

visualized within the film following the heating process. However, the inherent challenge with this 

technique is in preparing an electron-transparent sample on the order of 100 nm thickness.142,143,214 

Amorphous domains appear as a homogenous continuous phase, while evidence of crystallinity 

include darker areas within the matrix, diffraction contrast, and lattice planes (at high 

magnification only).103,141,144,207,215 Due to thickness variations of the crystal and film deposited on 

the grid and interference from the amorphous matrix, the crystal lattice could only be visualized 
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in some crystalline regions. When lattice planes can be visualized, crystallinity can be confirmed 

by Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) analysis.207 

Bright field TEM images capture the stages of channel formation and fragmentation in the 

crystalline particles shown in Figure 4.8. Each of these particles has a rounded shape, indicating 

fairly uniform dissolution and reduction in crystal size by dissolution at all crystal surfaces. Figure 

4.8a shows an example of the initiation of channel formation, where the channel has advanced <20 

nm into the crystal. A more extensive channel, where the particle is fully divided, can be seen in 

Figure 4.8b. At an even more advanced stage of dissolution, separate fragments, presumably 

originating from a single particle with extensive channel formation, can be observed (Figure 4.8c). 

In each of these crystallites, the crystal lattice could not be imaged due to sample thickness and/or 

crystal orientation; however, crystallinity can be confirmed by the presence of diffraction contrast. 

The intermediate stages of channel formation (Figure 4.9) were captured in a single particle, 

similar to what was seen under time lapse imaging with polarized light microscopy (Figure 4.5). 

A larger parent crystal (Figure 4.9a) has dissociated into three large fragments. Two of the smaller 

daughter fragments are separated by a narrow channel (Figure 4.9b), indicating they have more 

recently dissociated. Several small channels evolving from the left and right sides of the crystal 

are highlighted in Figure 4.9b. The channels at the bottom of the particle (Figure 4.9c) are nearly 

connected, whereby completion would eventually lead to crystal breakage. In Figure 4.9d, greater 

extent of dissolution is seen at the edge of the particle where the channel initiated; the channel 

becomes narrower as it advances into the particle. The heterogeneous appearance can be attributed 

to thickness variations across the crystal, as well as scattering effects from defects induced by the 

dissolution of the crystal. 
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Figure 4.8. Bright field TEM images of indomethacin crystals with increasing degrees of channel 
formation and fragmentation. The arrows indicate channels where amorphous content is 

advancing into the crystal, dividing crystalline areas. The time notation refers to the duration of 
isothermal heating of the crystal in the polymer film (in this case 30 minutes at 130°C).
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Figure 4.9. Bright field TEM images of indomethacin crystals with channel formations. The 
arrows indicate channels where amorphous content is advancing into the crystal, dividing 

crystalline areas. The time notation refers to the duration of isothermal heating of the crystal in 
the polymer film (in this case 3 hours at 130°C). 

At a later stage of dissolution, a fragment field consisting of small, connected crystalline 

domains is observed (Figure 4.10a). Channels and wider regions of amorphous material are 

observed in interior areas. The highlighted region contains many crystallites, as noted by the 

presence of many spots at the same distance from the center of the FFT pattern (indicating that the 

spots arise from the same lattice spacing), but at multiple orientations (Figure 4.10b,inset). In this 

region, a channel is found which has separated a crystal fragment into two areas. The false color 

reconstruction was created from a single FFT spot, demonstrating a crystal lattice of a single 

orientation and lattice spacing (Figure 4.10c). Thus, this crystallite, now divided, has not changed 
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orientation or position as it is dissolving and breaking into two pieces. This observation provides 

evidence that the fragments are derived from a parent crystal. 

 

 
Figure 4.10. Bright field TEM images of a crystal fragment field of indomethacin crystals 

dissolving into a copovidone film at a later stage of dissolution (a). A channel has formed which 
separates two areas of a crystal fragment (b), highlighted by the false color reconstruction (c) 

generated from a single FFT spot (b, inset). The time notation refers to the duration of isothermal 
heating of the crystal in the polymer film (in this case 3 hours at 130°C). 

Global dissolution by diffusion results in particle shrinkage, where the crystal dissolves 

from all surfaces. This is evidenced in Figure 4.11a, wherein a 40 nm crystallite with rounded 

shape has a single crystal lattice plane in focus throughout the entire area (Figure 4.11b), except 

in the lower right corner, where the lattice is obscured due to crystal thickness. 
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Figure 4.11. Bright field TEM images showing the dissolution by particle shrinkage (a-b) and 
fragmentation (c-f) mechanisms. In the crystallite in (a), the FFT pattern (a, inset) was 

reconstructed to reveal single lattice spacing. In the particle in (c), the four distinct spots with 
equivalent lattice spacing in FFT pattern (d) were reconstructed (e) to reveal a series of 

fragmentation and rotation events. The rotation of each false colorized lattice spacing is shown in 
(f). The time notation refers to the duration of isothermal heating of the crystal in the polymer 

film (in this case 2 hours at 130°C).
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In Figure 4.11c, the mechanism of fragmentation of a 30 nm crystallite is observed. The 

FFT pattern shows four distinct spots with equivalent lattice spacing, which were individually 

reconstructed and false colorized with red, blue, yellow, and green. The spot indicated in blue is 

the sharpest, indicating that this is likely the original orientation of this lattice plane which has not 

shifted. The spot marked in red appears more as a smear rather than a crisp FFT spot, indicating 

slightly different orientation of areas of the lattice. The red fragment has rotated roughly 6° from 

the original placement, but covers approximately the same area in the x-y plane as the blue 

fragment. The red and blue lattice fragments are slightly obscured in the center due to crystal 

thickness. The spots marked in yellow and green cover roughly the same area in the x-y plane, but 

are approximately 8° and 12° shifted from the blue fragment. The overlay of these fragments 

reveals the layer-like structure of the crystal. Due to the size and spatial placement of each of the 

four fragments, there are three fragmentation sites where the crystal has delaminated or split apart. 

The first fragmentation site splits the yellow/green and red/blue fragments into top and bottom 

pieces. The red/blue and yellow/green fragments delaminated in the z-axis (i.e. parallel to the x-y 

plane). Rotation of each fragment presumably occurs as a result of slow dynamic motion of the 

crystallites in the amorphous matrix, diffusive movement of indomethacin into the amorphous 

matrix, and diffusive movement of copovidone into the area of the crystal, which functions to push 

the fragments apart. The crystal fragments, from red to green, rotate over a total of 18.8°. 

When the crystal surface has dissolved sufficiently, discrete crystallites within the overall 

structure can be identified. In Figure 4.12, two daughter fragments of 150-300 nm in size are 

separated by a channel distance of 5 nm, suggesting their origin from a single parent crystalline 

particle. In each of these fragments, narrow channels can be seen penetrating from the edges and 

within the particulate structure (highlighted by the arrows in Figure 4.12b). These internal channels 

curve around crystalline formations. In Figure 4.12c, through FFT analysis, the lattice structure of 

the darker formations identifies crystalline domains of 6.4 ± 2.2 nm (n = 18) in size. The consistent 

lattice spacing indicates that a single lattice plane is being observed with multiple orientations. 

There are two possibilities for such an observation: (1) a parent crystal has fragmented, and the 

resultant crystallites have rotated in the x-y plane, or (2) the parent crystal was made up of multiple 

crystal orientations, which have now separated due to the dissolution process. Indeed, the 

crystallites in both daughter fragments are oriented primarily in the 1st/3rd quadrant, and have a 
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maximum rotation of 93°. Movement of the crystallites may also have taken place as a result of 

the cooling process from 130°C to room temperature. 

 

 

Figure 4.12. Bright field TEM images of an indomethacin crystal fragmented into two fragments 
150-300 nm in size (a). Channel formations are observed (b), as well as discrete crystallites 

having rotated within the structure (c). False colorized reconstructions were generated from each 
FFT spot, with the crystallites spatially identified A-H corresponding to the FFT spot. The time 
notation refers to the duration of isothermal heating of the crystal in the polymer film (in this 

case 3 hours at 130°C). 
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4.7.2.5 Time Progression of Crystal Dissolution 

Observation of crystalline material and its corresponding microstructure by TEM is 

inherently limited by the thickness requirement of the sample. In many of the images presented 

(Figure 4.8, Figure 4.11), even when lattice planes were visualized in one area, thickness variations 

obscured part of the crystalline area. Films were prepared and observed up to 3 hours of quiescent 

isothermal heating, and a different population of crystalline material would be expected to be 

observed at each time point, based on an extent of dissolution that translated to the specific 

thicknesses required for observation. While the dissolution mechanism is not expected to change 

overall based on the length of time, the observations that can be captured vary based on initial 

crystal size. 

At an early time point (30 minutes), crystalline material from the smaller initial particles 

would be observable. For example, in Figure 4.8, the channel formation and fragmentation process 

is captured where the total area observed ranges from 100-300 nm. After 2 hours, the 

microstructure of 30-40 nm discrete crystals was observed (Figure 4.11), showing particle 

shrinkage and fragmentation dissolution mechanisms. After 2 and 3 hours, the highly 

heterogeneous nature of the particle surfaces could be observed in larger fragments (for example, 

Figure 4.9, Figure 4.10b, Figure 4.12). Discrete crystalline domains could be observed, as well as 

orientation changes. 

At later time points, collections of small fragments are observed by both TEM and SEM 

techniques (Figure 4.10b, Figure 4.13). Because of the spatial proximity and similarity in extent 

of dissolution, these regions likely originated from a single particle, which has dissolved through 

the diffusion, particle shrinkage, channel formation, and fragmentation mechanisms. The particles 

do not migrate significantly from one another due to slow diffusivity in the highly viscous matrix. 

These fragment fields are seen over larger areas in SEM than can be observed in TEM due to the 

instrumental limitations of each technique. However, both techniques demonstrate the creation of 

new interfaces due to irregular dissolution, channel formation, and fragmentation. 
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Figure 4.13. Crystal fragment fields observed by TEM (a-d) and SEM (e-f). Due to spatial 
proximity, and similarity in extent of dissolution, these regions likely originated from a single 

particle. The time notation refers to the duration of isothermal heating in the crystal in the 
polymer film (in this case 1-3 hours at 130°C). 
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4.7.3 Monte Carlo Simulation of Crystal Dissolution 

Monte Carlo simulations of the probability of crystal dissolution were performed for 

systems representing various surface energy configurations. Figure 4.14 depicts three sample 

surface energy distributions with snapshots of the accompanying simulations. Figure 4.14a shows 

a uniform surface energy, representative of an ideal, defect free crystal. Figure 4.14b is a surface 

energy configuration containing a long diagonal region of high surface energy, representing the 

surface energy of a grain boundary between two crystallites. Figure 4.14c is more complex, 

containing randomly placed two-dimensional Gaussians of high surface energy along with two 

orthogonal lines originating from each of these high energy centers. The orientations of these pairs 

of orthogonal lines in space relative to the underlying 2D lattice were assigned randomly. This 

configuration is designed to represent point defects and the corresponding defect-induced strain in 

the crystal. 

Beginning with the simplest energy configuration (Figure 4.14a), the snapshots reveal 

isotropic dissolution driven almost exclusively at the edges of the lattice. As expected, the 

crystallite seeks to minimize surface area by approaching a nearly circular (or spherical in 3D 

space) shape, as seen in Figure 4.14a-4. It can be noted, however, that the simulations deviate from 

circularity as the simulations progress, seen in Figure 4.14a-5 and Figure 4.14a-6. Most likely, this 

phenomenon is an artifact of the spatial discretization in the form of 2D Cartesian lattice sites of 

finite size. As the crystalline region shrinks, the dimensions of the lattice sites themselves influence 

the shape of the remaining domain, a consequence of forming a small circle from relatively large 

squares. In spite of this limitation, these results represent an idealized system and serve as a base 

case for comparison against more physically motivated and relevant simulations. 

For the surface energy configuration in Figure 4.14b, the snapshots highlight interesting 

differences from those in Figure 4.14a. Dissolution is still driven to the edges of the lattice with a 

tendency to minimize surface area by approaching a circular shape (compare Figure 4.14a-4 with 

Figure 4.14b-5). However, the introduction of the high energy diagonal line in the surface energy 

distribution results is significant dissolution following this line. Dissolution along the diagonal 

begins forming a channel between the two halves (Figure 4.14b-1) which widens (Figure 4.14b-2) 

and eventually splits the crystal into two pieces (Figure 4.14b-3). These now disparate pieces each 

undergo dissolution originating at the edges and eventually working towards the center, similar to 

the dissolution for the single crystal in Figure 4.14a.
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Figure 4.14. Surface energy distributions employed in MC simulations (a-c) and snapshots of 
MC simulations for the corresponding surface. Energy configurations represent (a) a defect-free 
crystal, (b) a crystal exhibiting a grain boundary, and (c) a crystal with randomly located defects 
and accompanying defect-induced strain. Number of MC steps refers to the number of trial steps 

of MC simulation.
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The final system for consideration is a more complex surface energy distribution (Figure 

4.14c), involving multiple localized high energy sites with high energy lines intersecting at these 

centers. Now, with significant regions of high surface energy, the initial crystal undergoes rapid 

dissolution emanating from these high energy sites/lines (Figure 4.14c-1,2) which leads to 

extensive channel formation (Figure 4.14c-3,4), and fragmentation (Figure 4.14c-4,5), as well as 

diffusion-based dissolution around the edges of the many resultant fragments (Figure 4.14c-6). 

An interesting comparison between the three systems is revealed by the length of the 

simulation. While trial step count does not have a direct connection to any timescale, it is indicative 

of the relative probability of a particular dissolution event occurring. Hence, comparing the length 

of simulation to achieve a similar fractional dissolution proves to be a helpful surrogate to relative 

rate of dissolution (Figure 4.15). The presence of defects and high energy sites shortens simulation 

times and thus is thought to increase the rate (probability) of dissolution—new surfaces are quickly 

exposed, which then dissolve in the typical manner. Moreover, by comparing the extent of 

dissolution in Figure 4.14a-2, Figure 4.14c-3, and Figure 4.14c-6, where all three images depict 

simulations after 30 million trial MC steps, it is highlighted that the channel formation and 

fragmentation process is relatively rapid compared to the rate of diffusion-based dissolution alone. 
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Figure 4.15. Relative extent of crystal dissolution per MC step of the three simulation conditions. 
Black diamonds represent the defect free simulation, red circles represent the grain boundary 

simulation, and blue squares represent the multiple random defects simulation. Error bars 
correspond to one standard deviation based on ten replicates for each simulation. 

4.8 Discussion 

4.8.1 Diffusion-Based Crystal Dissolution Model 

Miscible drug-polymer systems will exhibit melting point depression, wherein the drug can 

be dissolved into the polymer at temperatures below the drug’s melting point.66,68,74,140 

Indomethacin and copovidone are known to have favorable specific interactions, and be miscible 

at high temperatures.61,65,68,105,137,140 The temperature-composition phase diagram of indomethacin 

and copovidone indicates that the solubility temperature of the composition (1:5 ratio) used in this 

investigation is approximately 78°C.140 Thus, if taken to completion at 130°C, all of the drug would 

be able to dissolve in the polymer. 
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The Noyes-Whitney equation coupled with the Nernst-Brunner diffusion layer model 

forms the theoretical basis for understanding the dissolution mechanism of solutes into solvents 

(Eq. 2) 

 ( )s
dC DA C C
dt hV

= −   (Eq. 9) 

where dC/dt is the differential change in solute concentration in solution with time, D is the 

diffusion coefficient, A is the surface area available for dissolution, Cs is the equilibrium solubility 

of the crystalline drug in the molten polymer, C is the concentration of the dissolved drug in the 

liquid phase at time t, h represents the mass transfer boundary layer thickness at the solid-liquid 

interface, and V is the volume of the liquid phase. Drug and polymer dissolution models can be 

found in the literature which incorporate particle size, particle shape, diffusion layer thickness, 

impact of other formulation components, and sink vs. non-sink conditions on dissolution rates into 

(low viscosity) solvents or biological fluids.194–196,216–220 In high viscosity environments, such as a 

polymer melt, the diffusivity of a solute molecule can be estimated by the Stokes-Einstein equation 

(Eq. 3) 

 
6

Bk TD
rπη

=   (Eq. 10) 

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, η is the viscosity, and r is the radius of 

the diffusing species. The dissolution rate is thus driven by diffusivity, temperature, viscosity, 

solubility, particle surface area, and boundary layer thickness. 

Diffusion-based dissolution, schematically depicted in Figure 4.16a, represents the 

prevailing model for formation of a homogenous drug-polymer melt at temperatures above the 

polymer’s glass transition.125,138,140,186 First, the crystals are suspended within the polymer melt. A 

boundary layer will form on all crystal surfaces, across which the diffusing species will travel into 

the bulk. As the diffusion process proceeds, the crystal size reduces (particle shrinkage) uniformly 

from all surfaces until all crystals are completely dissolved, assuming the solubility limit has not 

been reached. 
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Figure 4.16. Models of crystal dissolution into polymer melts: (a) diffusion-based crystal 
dissolution and (b) defect-site driven crystal dissolution and fragmentation. 

The diffusion process was readily visualized by SEM-EDX mapping, by tracking the 

location of the drug’s chlorine signal. Under quiescent conditions, due to slow diffusivity in the 

viscous matrix, a gradient in chlorine signal arises on either side of a higher concentration plateau 

region (Figure 4.7b). The appearance of the plateau region suggests that ~30 µm was the initial 

width of the crystal being observed. Concentration, or (more accurately) activity gradients, provide 

the driving force for diffusion, whereby concentration is highest in the location of the (former) 

crystal. The driving force for diffusion decreases as the concentration gradient decreases further 

away from the crystal site. The observable gradient of molecularly dissolved indomethacin on each 

side of the plateau region is approximately 8 µm after 60 min of heating. In contrast, in the absence 

of heating, a sharp drop in chlorine content was observed, corresponding to the boundaries of the 

undissolved crystal (Figure 4.7a). 

4.8.2 Defect Site-Driven Crystal Dissolution and Fragmentation Model 

In addition to diffusion, a fragmentation process has been clearly identified. This 

mechanism was first suggested through the TEM imaging and microstructure characterization 
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performed on extrudates in our previous work207 and is confirmed by the study of dissolution of 

crystals in films under quiescent isothermal conditions in this study. This crystal dissolution model 

is schematically depicted in Figure 4.16b. Upon formation of the diffusion boundary layer, 

diffusion rates are accelerated at higher energy defect sites at the crystal surface, likely due to a 

greater thermodynamic driving force for dissolution at these sites which results in a larger 

concentration gradient for diffusion. We propose that these higher energy sites are composed of 

defects intrinsic to the crystal, or representative of the typical surface energy heterogeneity 

associated with crystal surfaces. Channels form connecting these domains, due to the faster rates 

of dissolution and the stress fields associated with the defects. This channel formation process is 

the precursor to fragmentation of the crystal. Once the channels from different areas connect, the 

parent crystal breaks apart into smaller crystallites. The channel formation and fragmentation 

process forms new surfaces available for dissolution, which then continue to dissolve by diffusion 

and/or continued fragmentation by the same mechanism. Within the hot melt extrusion process, 

the stress fields may also be sites for particle breakage due to mechanical stresses imposed by 

mixing. 

The MC simulations performed aid in interpreting the experimental results and validating 

the defect site-driven crystal dissolution and fragmentation model. The base case, presented in 

Figure 4.14a and Figure 4.14d, models the diffusion-based dissolution which would govern a 

relatively ideal crystal with no significant defects or variations in surface energy. As expected, 

simulations predict global dissolution which agrees well with the diffusion-based model from 

Figure 4.16a. Contrasted with this ideal system are the results from two cases which depict systems 

containing two common defect types. In Figure 4.14b and Figure 4.14e, a grain boundary is shown 

to facilitate dissolution at this crystal-crystal interface, leading to fragmentation and subsequent 

diffusion-based dissolution of the resulting fragments. Similarly, localized defects and 

accompanying stress fields (Figure 4.14c and Figure 4.14f) cause rapid dissolution emanating from 

the defect sites, channel formation and fragmentation, and diffusion-based dissolution of the 

various fragmented pieces. The excellent agreement between mathematical simulation results in 

Figure 4.14f and the conceptual model in Figure 4.16b supports the usefulness of the defect site-

driven crystal dissolution and fragmentation model. 

Fragmentation was observed at all length scales by various microscopy techniques. Surface 

imperfections and growth defects were observed in some crystalline starting material (Figure 4.2, 
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Figure 4.3), which is not unexpected, as such imperfections are common on the surface and in the 

bulk of organic crystals.150,151 These growth imperfections served as sites for initiation of 

dissolution due to their higher surface energy, and dissolution would be accelerated at these sites. 

By polarized light microscopy (Figure 4.5), these growth imperfections served as sites for 

fragmentation early in the dissolution process. However, irregular dissolution (channel and hole 

formation) was observed even in the absence of visible growth imperfections, indicating that the 

defects do not need to be on the macro-scale in order to drive surface roughening and affect the 

dissolution process. By imaging with scanning electron microscopy, the partially dissolved 

crystallites showed little similarity to the bulk crystalline starting material (Figure 4.6). Crystal 

surfaces were often irregular and showed evidence of heterogeneous surface dissolution and 

channel formation. 

Fragmented crystals were also observed showing a range of dissolution extent under 

transmission electron microscopy. Crystals were observed dissolving uniformly from all surfaces 

(particle shrinkage) as well as by channel formation, delamination, and fragmentation (Figure 4.8, 

Figure 4.9, Figure 4.10b, Figure 4.11). As the dissolution process proceeded, heterogeneity of the 

crystal surfaces were observed (Figure 4.12). Isolated crystallites were observed within the overall 

crystal structure, which showed evidence of rotation and orientation changes (Figure 4.12). 

Evidence that isolated crystallites from a single parent crystal dissolve at fairly uniform rates was 

observed through the appearance of fragment fields, consisting of similarly sized and structured 

particles, over significant distances (Figure 4.13). 

4.8.3 Implications of a Fragmentation-Based Dissolution Mechanism 

Imaging crystal dissolution in a viscous matrix under quiescent isothermal conditions 

allowed the fragmentation process to be captured because of the high viscosity of and consequently 

low diffusivity within the polymeric matrix. At the temperature condition selected, approximately 

20°C above the glass transition temperature of the polymer and 30°C below the melting point of 

the drug, the dissolution process happened over a period of hours (depending on the size of the 

initial crystal). Also, because the crystal fragments don’t move to any great extent, their 

microstructural progression could be observed. A fragmentation-based dissolution mechanism 

may be universally found in other solute-solvent systems, although it may not be observed because 

the particles disperse under typical experimental conditions. Similar dissolution mechanisms and 
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kinetics were demonstrated by Unwin and colleagues using atomic force microscopy (AFM) 

analysis of single crystals, which displayed surface roughening and increasing dissolution rates as 

dissolution progressed in an unstirred aqueous environment.158,159 Alternatively, viscous solvents 

(e.g. polyethylene glycols, lipids, polymers) may have unique properties that bring about this 

mechanism. 

Because of the exposure of new surfaces, fragmentation may enable dissolution to proceed 

more rapidly. Detection of the crystalline phase may also be hindered by the fragmentation process. 

For example, in powder x-ray diffraction, reduction in signal intensity due to decreased crystalline 

content and peak broadening due to decreased crystallite size (particularly into the low nanometer 

range) limit the detection of low levels of crystallinity.109,147,148 In this system, the crystalline phase 

was detected through 2 hours by high temperature XRD (Figure 4.4), although crystals were 

observed by all microscopy techniques at longer dissolution times. Ultimately, the use of methods 

such as XRD may lead to an incorrect conclusion that the phase transformation is complete. 

4.8.4 Application to Hot Melt Extrusion Process Modeling & Design 

Modeling of HME is complex and has mainly focused on mass, energy, and momentum 

balances.221 Recently, a HME process model has been developed which assumes a consistent 

number of particles and corresponding reduction of surface area during dissolution, and links 

process parameters with ASD formation.222 The consideration of a fragmentation-based 

dissolution mechanism indicates that the number of particles, and thus surface area, may change 

during the dissolution process. A population balance-type model with a changing number of 

particles, due to both phase transformation and fragmentation, is therefore likely necessary to 

accurately capture the dynamics of the dissolution process. 

Mechanical damage serves as a complementary source of lattice defects and particle 

breakage, which would accelerate the formation of dissolution surfaces. Mechanically-induced 

defects or particle breakage may arise due to mixing in the extruder.140,207 Such mechanical 

contributions would be expected to have a significant impact on the dissolution mechanism of 

crystals within a hot melt extrusion process, particularly with screw configurations consisting of 

dispersive mixing/kneading elements. 

Particle size distribution is known to play a significant kinetic role in a hot melt extrusion 

process.126,140 The identification of a fragmentation mechanism driven by defects further suggests 
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that it is critical to have control of the crystal quality (i.e. defect density), in addition to the particle 

size distribution of the starting crystalline material, in order to have adequate control of an HME 

process. A crystallization process which produces particles with higher defect density yields a 

faster dissolution rate, as demonstrated by Burt and Mitchell.154 Our work would further suggest 

that these defects served as sites for initiation of fragmentation, yielding more surfaces for 

dissolution, thus increasing dissolution rate. 

4.9 Conclusion 

A fragmentation-based mechanism for dissolution of organic crystals into a polymer melt 

was identified based on microscopic observation under multiple length scales. Defects intrinsic to 

the crystal, or induced by mechanical means, are hypothesized to be the sites of initiation of the 

crystal dissolution process. Stress fields from these defect sites further accelerate the dissolution 

process, forming channels and ultimately fragmenting the parent crystal into smaller crystallites. 

This fragmentation-based mechanism has implications for modeling of crystal dissolution into 

polymer melts, since the number of crystalline particles may change during the phase 

transformation, and not all surfaces may dissolve uniformly. In addition to the particle size 

distribution and corresponding available surface area for dissolution, the presence of intrinsic and 

induced defects affects the dissolution rate. Thus, crystal quality may be an unexplored critical 

material attribute. 
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 AMORPHOUS SOLID DISPERSIONS CONTAINING 
RESIDUAL CRYSTALLINITY: INFLUENCE OF SEED PROPERTIES 
AND POLYMER ADSORPTION ON DISSOLUTION PERFORMANCE 

This chapter is a reprint with minor modifications of a manuscript published in European Journal 
of Pharmaceutical Sciences in February 2020 with the same title by: Dana E. Moseson, Andrew 
S. Parker, Stephen P. Beaudoin, and Lynne S. Taylor. Reprinted with permission from Elsevier. 
DOI: 10.1016/j.ejps.2020.105276 

5.1 Abstract 

The solubility advantage of amorphous solid dispersions (ASDs) is contingent upon 

supersaturation being generated and maintained. If crystals are present within an ASD, these 

crystals directly result in lost solubility advantage, and may also seed crystal growth leading to 

desupersaturation. The goal of this study was to evaluate the impact of residual crystals on ASD 

supersaturation profiles. Indomethacin-copovidone (PVPVA) ASDs with different levels of 

residual crystallinity were manufactured by hot melt extrusion (HME). PVPVA at 5 and 50 µg/mL 

was found to be a highly effective nucleation and crystal growth inhibitor of indomethacin at high 

supersaturation. Evidence of polymer adsorption onto indomethacin crystals was observed by 

atomic force microscopy and scanning electron microscopy. HME ASDs containing 0-25% 

residual crystallinity demonstrated lost solubility advantage, along with minimal desupersaturation 

during non-sink dissolution testing. While bulk seeds did not properly represent the impact of 

residual crystals, extensive polymer adsorption onto residual seed crystals resulted in poisoned 

crystal growth, limiting the potential dissolution performance consequences. Several risk factors 

related to the presence of residual crystallinity were identified: polymeric crystal growth inhibition 

effectiveness, seed properties, and supersaturation conditions. 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ejps.2020.105276
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5.2 Introduction 

Accessing the solubility advantage of the amorphous form of a drug requires 

supersaturation to be generated and maintained.31,93 Supersaturating formulations hold the promise 

of achieving bioavailability enhancement over their crystalline counterparts, as faster dissolution 

rates and higher solution concentrations can theoretically be achieved.223,224 Supersaturated 

solutions are metastable and are prone to crystallization, thus prolonged maintenance of 

supersaturation in the gastrointestinal (GI) tract may be difficult.225 Amorphous solid dispersions 

(ASDs) are a popular supersaturating formulation strategy, and consist of an amorphous drug and 

polymer formulated as a molecular-level dispersion.226 The inclusion of a polymer in the ASD 

formulation can be used to inhibit crystallization from supersaturated solutions, even at low 

concentrations.21,112,227–229 Proposed mechanisms for inhibition of nucleation or crystal growth by 

the polymeric precipitation inhibitor include specific interactions between the dissolved polymer 

and drug molecule and surface adsorption of polymer molecules onto crystalline drug 

particles.21,230 

Non-sink conditions are essential for assessing the in vitro dissolution performance of a 

supersaturating system, as this allows the achievable supersaturation to be characterized, as well 

the kinetics of crystal nucleation and growth.111,112,231,232 Non-sink dissolution behavior of ASDs 

is typically assessed by evaluating the release profile of a fresh sample, presumed to be completely 

amorphous, under non-sink conditions in simple or biorelevant media.233 If crystals are present 

within an ASD, these crystals directly result in lost solubility advantage (i.e. it is assumed that they 

cannot dissolve due to rapid generation of supersaturation),111 and may also impact dissolution 

performance in other ways. In solution, as a consequence of secondary nucleation or growth of 

seed crystals, desupersaturation results in a reduced amount of dissolved drug available for 

absorption.17,100,101  

Crystallinity in the ASD may be residual from the manufacturing process or a result of 

recrystallization from the matrix. As it is not always practical to completely avoid residual 

crystallinity, or prevent crystallization upon product storage, specifications are set for allowable 

crystallinity, typically on a mass basis. However, % crystallinity is an arbitrary indicator of product 

quality, as many factors contribute to solid- and solution-state crystallization. For example, it has 

been shown that amorphous drugs have a wide range of crystallization tendencies and that the 
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intrinsic properties of crystal seeds drive crystal growth.16,17,234 Further, a wide range of polymer 

properties play a role in stabilizing the solid state as well as inhibiting crystallization during 

dissolution.18–21 Literature studies of crystalline content are principally concerned with crystals 

originating from the matrix, following manufacturing or storage.92,96,99,235 As the origin of that 

crystallization (e.g. drug loading above the solubility/miscibility limit, moisture-induced phase 

separation) represents a nucleation-based failure mode, the potential product performance effects 

resulting from residual crystals, in which crystal growth would be the dominant pathway, may 

show different trends.  

Non-sink dissolution tests offer a powerful way of detecting differences resulting from 

processing variation and critical quality attributes, such as residual crystallinity, and assessing 

product performance.97,111,127,236–238 However, the impact of crystallinity within an ASD is 

inherently challenging to evaluate. Commonly, bulk crystal seeds or a physical mixture of fully 

amorphous with fully crystallized ASD fractions are often used as a surrogate for crystallinity that 

originated from within the matrix or is residual from the process.17,127,128,238,239 In practice, crystal 

characteristics such as particle size, surface area, or defect density within the ASD matrix may not 

be properly represented by external bulk crystal seeds.240,241 In our previous work, residual crystals 

embedded within hot melt extrusion (HME) samples or polymer films were imaged by 

transmission electron microscopy (TEM), and it was found that many crystals were on the order 

of 5-100 nm and highly defective.207,242 Further, the use of bulk seeds or physical mixtures neglects 

the role of the polymer on the dissolution behavior. The intimate mixing achieved by a HME 

process may alter crystal growth behaviors, such as by polymer adsorption to crystal surfaces, thus 

altering kinetics.230 

We seek to address several questions with respect to non-sink dissolution performance 

using indomethacin (IDM) and copovidone (PVPVA) as a model drug-polymer system: 1) Do 

residual crystals represent a failure mode of an ASD? 2) What are the consequences of these 

residual crystals on product performance? 3) Are there certain characteristics of the crystals or 

formulation which permit some degree of residual crystallinity in the ASD? 4) What impact does 

the polymer have on these crystals? Essentially, could crystallinity in an ASD ever be “inert” and 

have no impact on the dissolution performance of a supersaturating system? To address these 

questions, the impact of crystal seeds on non-sink dissolution performance of ASDs was assessed 

through two study designs. First, the impact of bulk IDM crystal seeds on maintenance of 
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supersaturation and the effect of polymeric additives (PVPVA) on crystal growth inhibition was 

studied. Second, non-sink dissolution performance of IDM/PVPVA ASDs prepared with various 

levels of residual crystallinity by a HME process was assessed and compared with dissolution 

performance of externally seeded samples. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) and scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM) imaging studies were utilized to characterize polymer adsorption and growth 

patterns of residual crystal seeds under non-sink conditions.  

5.3 Experimental Section 

5.3.1 Materials 

Indomethacin (IDM, Tm = 160°C) was obtained from ChemShuttle (Hayward, CA) and 

copovidone, also known as polyvinylpyrrolidone/vinyl acetate copolymer (PVPVA, Kollidon 

VA64, Tg = 105°C), was a gift from BASF (Florham Park, NJ). All other materials used were of 

reagent grade. 

5.3.2 Methods 

5.3.2.1 Processing and Characterization of IDM Crystals 

IDM crystals (bulk) were used after passing through a 60 mesh sieve (250 μm). A D50 

particle size of 21.9 ± 0.3 µm was determined in triplicate using a Mastersizer 3000 particle size 

analyzer with Aero S attachment (Malvern Panalytical, Malvern, UK). BET surface area of 0.14 ± 

0.08 m2/g was determined in triplicate (TriStar II, Micromeritics, Norcross, GA). 

For later dissolution and imaging studies, mechanical damage was applied to bulk crystals 

by cryomilling approximately 1 g of IDM crystals under liquid nitrogen using 5 minutes of pre-

cooling time, followed by 2 minutes of grinding time at 10 Hz using a 6750 Freezer/Mill (SPEX, 

Metuchen, NJ). 

5.3.2.2 Preparation of ASDs and Physical Mixtures 

HME ASDs were prepared using an Xplore Pharma Melt Extruder (Geleen, The 

Netherlands), assembled with a 5 mL volume barrel with co-rotating conveying screw (refer to 

Appendix C Figure C.1a for a schematic of the extruder). Control of product melt temperature is 
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obtained through selection of operating set temperatures, and residence time is independently 

controlled through the use of the recirculation loop, thus ASDs of varying residual crystallinity 

were prepared by operating at different points within the process operating design space (Appendix 

C Figure C.1b). Specifically, operating conditions within the suspension regime were used wherein 

insufficient temperature and/or residence time was supplied in order to produce samples with 

residual crystallinity. Eight HME ASDs were used for this study, and basic process parameters 

and characterization are reported in Table 5.1. Full preparation details and solid state 

characterization were described previously.140 Residence time is considered the point when the 

recirculation valve is opened and the melt begins extruding through the die. In all experiments, the 

total extrusion time ranged from the noted time until 2-4 minutes later, depending on the material 

flow characteristics (viscosity). 

Table 5.1. Preparation details and crystallinity characterization of IDM/PVPVA HME ASDs 
used. 

Sample ID Process Set 
Temperature 

(°C) 

Product Melt 
Temperature 
Range (°C) 

Residence Time 
(min) 

Appearance1 % Crystallinity by 
PXRD1 

161-2 166 161 ± 1 2 Clear 0% (<LOD) 

134-2 138 134 ± 1 2 Cloudy 1.8% 

131-2 135 131 ± 1 2 Very cloudy 3% 

131-5 135 131 ± 1 5 Cloudy <LOQ 

126-2 130 126 ± 1 2 Very cloudy 7% 

121-2 126 121 ± 1 2 Opaque 16% 

121-20 126 121 ± 1 20 Cloudy with 
visible crystals 

1.9% 

117-2 122 117 ± 1 2 Opaque 25% 
1 As determined in our previous publication; limits of detection and quantification were determined 
to be 0.4% and 1%. The % crystallinity reported refers to the drug total content.140 
 

An amorphous solid dispersion of 1:1 weight ratio IDM/PVPVA was prepared by solvent 

evaporation (SE) out of methylene chloride and methanol (2:1 v:v) using a Brinkmann Rotavapor-

R (Buchi, New Castle, DE) under reduced pressure at 60°C. The sample was then dried under 

vacuum and cryomilled for 60 seconds of grinding time at 10 Hz to form a fine powder. 

Additionally, a physical mixture (PM) of 1:1 IDM/PVPVA was prepared by tumble blending for 
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use in dissolution studies. A 60-140 mesh sieve fraction (106-250 µm) of all HME and SE ASDs 

was used for all dissolution studies.  

All ASDs were stored in the refrigerator under desiccant immediately following production 

to arrest any possible crystal growth. No changes to crystallinity levels were observed over time 

by subsequent powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) measurements. 

5.3.2.3 Dissolution Studies and Solubility Measurements 

5.3.2.3.1 Determination of Crystalline and Amorphous Solubility 

The equilibrium solubility of IDM was determined by stirring excess IDM crystals in 50 

mM pH 4.5 acetate buffer at 37°C for 72 hours (n = 3). This media reflects the buffer used for all 

dissolution studies. Concentrations were measured against a calibration curve (R2 = 0.999) of the 

absorbance at 450 nm subtracted from absorbance at 317 nm using 10 mm UV fiber optic dip 

probe and SI Photonics 400 UV/Vis spectrophotometer (SI Photonics, Tuscan, AZ). The same 

procedure was performed in the presence of 50 µg/mL PVPVA to determine the influence (if any) 

of the polymer on the crystalline solubility. 

The amorphous solubility was determined by a solvent shifting UV extinction method to 

detect the appearance of liquid-liquid phase separation (LLPS), as previously reported.30,243 Briefly, 

a stock solution of IDM in methanol (5 mg/mL) was added to the 15 mL of buffer solution using 

a syringe pump at a rate of 80 µL/min (n = 3). Using the UV fiber optic dip probe, light scattering 

was monitored every 10 seconds and plotted against the concentration of drug in the vial. The 

formation of the colloidal phase results in an increase in scattering, and this concentration is 

reported as the amorphous solubility. The same procedure was performed in the presence of 50 

µg/mL PVPVA added to the buffer solution to determine the influence (if any) of the polymer on 

the amorphous solubility. Paired, one-tailed student’s t-test were performed in Microsoft Excel. 

5.3.2.3.2 Dissolution Methods 

All dissolution studies were conducted in triplicate using 200 mL jacketed beaker of 50 

mM pH 4.5 acetate buffer at 37°C with a magnetic stir bar used at 300 rpm to provide a gentle 

vortex. A 10 mm UV fiber optic dip probe and SI Photonics 400 UV/Vis spectrophotometer (SI 

Photonics, Tuscan, AZ) were used to monitor concentrations over time. To account for scattering 
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induced by particulates in the dissolution media, concentrations were measured against a 

calibration curve (R2 = 0.999) of the absorbance at 450 nm subtracted from absorbance at 317 nm. 

A maximum theoretical IDM concentration of 50 µg/mL representing a moderately high 

supersaturation condition (S = 6, where S is the ratio of the solution concentration to the 

equilibrium solubility), was selected for dissolution studies, as it would enable access to both 

dissolution and crystallization mechanisms as a robust non-sink condition (with respect to 

crystalline solubility). Dissolution experiments were monitored for 12 hours. 

5.3.2.3.3 Nucleation and Crystal Growth Studies  

A concentration of 50 µg/mL was created by anti-solvent addition of a concentrated 

methanolic solution of IDM into buffer. Crystal seeds (0-10 mg) were added to the solution, 

representing supplemental IDM concentrations of 0-50 µg/mL. The experiment was conducted for 

up to 12 hours to monitor either the nucleation induction time (in absence of seeds) or 

desupersaturation rate (in the presence of seeds). Experiments were repeated with 5 µg/mL and 50 

µg/mL PVPVA added to the buffer. 

5.3.2.3.4 Non-Sink Dissolution to Maintain Constant IDM Concentration 

HME ASD powder was added into buffer to achieve a maximum theoretical concentration 

of IDM of 50 µg/mL.  

Mixtures of SE ASD and PM powders were added in various ratios to achieve a maximum 

theoretical concentration of IDM of 50 µg/mL and PVPVA of 50 µg/mL. Ratios are reported in 

the % of crystalline drug (e.g. 0% represents 100% SE ASD, 10% represents 10% PM mixed with 

90% SE ASD), 100% represents 100% PM).  

Refer to Appendix C for detailed calculations. 

5.3.2.3.5 Non-Sink Dissolution to Maintain Constant IDM Supersaturation  

HME ASD powders containing high levels of residual crystallinity were added into buffer 

to achieve a maximum theoretical concentration of amorphous IDM of 50 µg/mL. Due to the 
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presence of crystallinity within the sample, the total dose of IDM (both amorphous and crystalline) 

was in excess of this amount. 

SE ASD powder was added to achieve a maximum theoretical concentration of IDM of 50 

µg/mL. Additional bulk crystal seeds were added, representing additional IDM concentrations of 

10-50 µg/mL, equivalent to 20-100% crystals with respect to the amorphous dose.  

Refer to Appendix C for detailed calculations.  

5.3.2.4 Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) 

Crystal samples for AFM were prepared by affixing bulk IDM crystal powder onto a 15 

mm steel AFM sample puck. Buffer solutions at 0 µg/mL, 5 µg/mL, and 50 µg/mL of PVPVA 

were added to the crystals on the pucks and equilibrated for 4 days prior to imaging. These 

solutions also contained 3 µg/mL IDM, which was prepared through anti-solvent addition out of 

ethanol into the buffer solutions. Crystal surfaces were probed by AFM using a MultiMode 8 

(Bruker Corporation, Technology Forest, TX) operated in tapping mode with an NPG probe, 

cantilever C in all three media. Measurements were performed in the presence of buffer solutions 

using a fluid cell.  

5.3.2.5 Crystal Dissolution and Crystal Growth Experiments for SEM Imaging 

To examine the effect of the polymer on IDM crystals of multiple origins and seek 

microstructural information on residual crystal seeds found in HME ASDs, a series of experiments 

were performed to simulate crystal dissolution or crystal growth over a 24 hour period. Table 5.2 

breaks down the amount of IDM or PVPVA added from the sample or directly to the solution. As 

the crystalline solubility of IDM in buffer is well below the amount of sample added, the crystal 

dissolution conditions allow the crystals to be isolated after a small amount of dissolution of the 

crystal or after the ASD has completely dissolved. The crystal growth conditions allow for the 

bulk crystals to grow from the high supersaturation added to the buffer solution. In the case of the 

ASD, the high supersaturation conditions are in addition to the ASD which dissolves during the 

experiment, which allows the residual crystals to grow. To retrieve crystals following the crystal 

dissolution or crystal growth experiments, the dissolution liquid was sampled, then the liquid was 

wicked away with filter paper to leave solids deposited on double-sided carbon tape. Concentration 
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vs time measurements were made for each of the crystal dissolution and crystal growth conditions 

to enable comparison of the SEM images to the dissolution/growth profiles. 

Table 5.2. Crystal Dissolution and Crystal Growth Sample Matrix 

Experiment Sample Sample Concentration Solution Concentration Condition 

IDM PVPVA IDM PVPVA 

a2 IDM bulk crystal 50 µg/mL --- --- --- Crystal Dissolution 

a3 IDM bulk crystal 50 µg/mL --- --- 50 µg/mL Crystal Dissolution 

a4 (*) IDM bulk crystal 50 µg/mL --- 50 µg/mL --- Crystal Growth 

a5 (*) IDM bulk crystal 50 µg/mL  --- 50 µg/mL 50 µg/mL Crystal Growth 

b1 (*) HME ASD 117-2 50 µg/mL 50 µg/mL --- --- Crystal Dissolution 

b2 (*) HME ASD 117-2 50 µg/mL 50 µg/mL 50 µg/mL --- Crystal Growth 

c2 IDM mechanically 
damaged crystal 

50 µg/mL --- --- --- Crystal Dissolution 

c3 IDM mechanically 
damaged crystal 

50 µg/mL --- --- 50 µg/mL Crystal Dissolution 

c4 (*) IDM mechanically 
damaged crystal 

50 µg/mL --- 50 µg/mL --- Crystal Growth 

c5 (*) IDM mechanically 
damaged crystal 

50 µg/mL  --- 50 µg/mL 50 µg/mL Crystal Growth 

(*) Samples selected for chemical identification by Raman spectroscopy. 

 

Crystals were imaged by SEM using a FEI TeneoVS scanning electron microscope (FEI 

Company, Hillsboro, Oregon) in OptiPlan mode with T1 and T2 detectors to capture backscatter 

and secondary electron images. Operating conditions were 5 kV accelerating voltage, 0.10 nA 

current, and ∼2 mm working distance. Samples were fixed onto SEM stubs and sputter-coated 

with platinum for 60 seconds. 

Chemical identification of a subset of crystal dissolution and crystal growth particles was 

performed with a Morphologi G3SE-ID Raman-coupled microscope (Malvern Panalytical, 

Malvern, UK). Liquid samples as described above were loaded onto microscope slides and 

particles were automatically identified with the Morphologi 8.20 software. A minimum of 5 

particles for each sample were manually targeted for chemical identification. The presence of the 

γ and α forms of IDM are uniquely identified peaks at 1700 and 1650 cm-1, respectively.244,245 
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5.3.2.6 Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) 

Bright-field transmission electron micrographs were acquired in an FEI Tecnai G20 

electron microscope (FEI, Hillsboro, Oregon, USA) equipped with a LaB6 source, X-max 80 mm2 

silicon drift detector (Oxford Instruments, Abingdon, Oxfordshire, UK), and operated at 200 keV, 

100 µm aperture, and a spot size of 3. Extrudate pieces were placed on the 300 mesh carbon-coated 

copper TEM grid (SPI supplies, West Chester, PA) by gently touching/wiping the interior of the 

vial lid, which contained particulates fragmented from the bulk extrudate rods, with the carbon-

coated side of the grid. Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) analysis was performed using the Gatan 

DigitalMicrograph 3.21 software suite (Pleasanton, CA). 

5.4 Results 

5.4.1 Crystalline and Amorphous Solubility 

The crystalline and amorphous solubility of IDM in 50 mM pH 4.5 acetate buffer at 37°C 

was found to be approximately 8 and 80 µg/mL (Appendix C Figure C.2), and did not vary 

significantly in the presence of PVPVA (p-value > 0.05).  

5.4.2 Nucleation and Crystal Growth Studies 

Crystallization can be described into two separate rate processes: nucleation and growth.227 

In the absence of PVPVA, IDM nucleates in the pH 4.5 buffer system at S = 6 in under an hour, 

based on the loss of supersaturation observed after about 40 min (Table 5.1a). When crystal seeds 

are added, seed growth occurs, consuming the available supersaturation. As higher levels of seeds 

are added, the growth rates increase, as indicated by the steeper decline in the concentration as a 

function of time profile, indicating more rapid desupersaturation.  

The rate of crystal growth is approximately proportional to the amount of crystal seeds 

added (Figure 5.2). The crystal growth rate, RG, or the mass m deposited on crystal surface per unit 

time t, can be described by the following equation (Eq. 1) 

 g
G G

dmR Ak S
dt

= =   (Eq. 11) 
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where S is the degree of supersaturation, A is the crystal surface area (proportional to seed amount), 

kG is the growth rate coefficient, and g is the overall growth order.230 Amongst other factors, the 

presence of polymer can alter both kG and g.246,247 Mechanical forces (such as those experienced 

during HME or cryomilling, as performed later in this study), can affect the surface area term by 

changing the particle size of crystals, creating defects, and generating new sites for growth.248,249 

 

 

Figure 5.1. Supersaturation maintenance of 50 µg/mL IDM (S = 6) in the absence and presence 
of bulk crystal seeds in buffer with (a) 0 µg/mL, (b) 5 µg/mL, and (c) 50 µg/mL PVPVA. 

 

Figure 5.2. Crystal growth rates of IDM bulk seeds in the absence and presence of PVPVA. 
Dashed lines are added as a guide to the eye. 
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The supersaturation is maintained for >12 hours by PVPVA at polymer levels of 5-50 

µg/mL (in the absence of crystal seeds), demonstrating that the polymer is a highly effective 

nucleation inhibitor of IDM at this degree of supersaturation, S = 6 (Figure 5.1b,c). When seeds 

are added to the solution, desupersaturation is observed, demonstrating that the crystal growth of 

seeds is occurring, albeit at reduced rates in the presence of PVPVA. The effectiveness (EG) of the 

polymer at inhibiting the crystal growth of IDM seeds can be expressed using the following 

equation (Eq. 2)  

 
,

,

G np
G

G p

R
E

R
=   (Eq. 12) 

where RG,np and RG,p are the crystal growth rates in the absence and presence of polymer.250 A 

value of EG > 1 indicates that the polymer is effective at disrupting growth. At the highest seed 

level (50 µg/mL), the polymer effectiveness ratio (EG) was found to be 18 (for the low PVPVA 

concentration, 5 µg/mL) and 56 (for the high PVPVA concentration, 50 µg/mL), demonstrating 

that the polymer is a highly effective crystal growth inhibitor of IDM. 

5.4.3 Non-Sink Dissolution of HME ASDs Containing Residual Crystallinity 

The eight HME samples containing 0-25% crystallinity show dissolution profiles of similar 

shape (Figure 5.3), wherein the concentration increases at a similar rate, and then a near-plateau is 

reached. Concentrations continue increasing slightly during the remainder of the monitoring period 

for all samples of <2% crystalline content (Figure 5.3b). For samples of >3% crystalline content 

(Figure 5.3a), slight desupersaturation is noted over the monitoring period. Desupersaturation 

corresponds to the crystal growth rate being greater than that of the dissolution rate. Samples with 

higher levels of crystallinity reach lower maximum achieved concentrations. 
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Figure 5.3. Non-sink dissolution of IDM/PVPVA HME ASDs containing (a) 0-25% and (b) <2% 
residual crystallinity. 

5.4.4 Non-Sink Dissolution of SE ASDs and Bulk Crystal Seeds 

Non-sink dissolution was performed on physical mixtures of SE ASD/PM prepared to yield a 

total amount of IDM and PVPVA of 50 µg/mL (compositionally equivalent to the HME samples), 

enabling direct comparison of dissolution profiles with those of the HME samples. Qualitatively 

equivalent dissolution profiles were obtained (Figure 5.4), with the maximum concentration 

achieved trending with the proportion of amorphous material. Therefore, the decrease in 

achievable concentration can be attributed to the proportion of crystalline content. Interestingly, 

desupersaturation is not observed during the monitoring period indicating that the dissolution rate 

is greater or equal to the crystal growth rate at all time points. This contrasts with the observation 

of the HME samples (Figure 5.3). The crystal-free SE ASD dissolution profile is equivalent to that 

of the HME ASD 161-2 (Appendix C Figure C.3). 
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Figure 5.4. Non-sink dissolution of physical mixtures IDM/PVPVA SE ASD and PM yielding 
various levels of crystalline content. Total concentration of both IDM and PVPVA is maintained 

at 50 µg/mL. 

To further investigate the observation of crystal growth rates varying between the HME 

samples and equivalent mixtures prepared from SE ASD/PM (from bulk IDM crystals), dissolution 

experiments were conducted at equivalent supersaturation conditions with varying crystalline 

content. The same quantity of SE ASD was added to each experiment to yield 50 µg/mL IDM, and 

additional bulk crystal seeds were added for an additional possible IDM concentration of 10-50 

µg/mL. This scenario allows for a constant driving force for dissolution across all experiments 

based on a constant amount of amorphous IDM, a condition which was not met in the previous 

experiments. Although the total amorphous IDM does not dissolve during the monitoring period 

even in the absence of seeds, no (or minimal) desupersaturation is noted (Figure 5.5), indicating 

that the dissolution rate is greater than that of the crystal growth rate at all time points. 
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Figure 5.5. Non-sink dissolution of IDM/PVPVA SE ASD at a theoretical maximum 
concentration of 50 µg/mL. Additional bulk IDM crystal seeds added at concentrations of 10-50 

µg/mL, corresponding to 20%, 50%, and 100% of the amorphous dose. 

5.4.5 Non-Sink Dissolution of HME ASDs to Examine Supersaturation Effects 

The impact of crystals on ASD dissolution under conditions of constant supersaturation 

potential were examined (Figure 5.6). This was accomplished using a crystal-free (161-2) HME 

ASD at 50 µg/mL and several HME ASDs containing high levels of crystalline content but altering 

the dose to keep the level of amorphous IDM constant (at 50 µg/mL). This has the effect of 

changing and controlling the supersaturation level generated as well as altering crystallization 

kinetics to gain further insight into crystal properties. (A comparison of the four samples with 

crystalline content at both dose levels used is found in Appendix C Figure C.4.) With increasing 

crystalline content, despite an equivalent amount of amorphous material available for dissolution, 

the dissolution rate and extent is reduced, suggesting that the crystals are consuming some of the 

available supersaturation. Desupersaturation is then observed for each sample containing 

crystalline content. 
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Figure 5.6. Dissolution profiles of ASDs at a constant supersaturation potential (where 
amorphous IDM is held constant at 50 ug/mL in the dose): crystal-free ASD 161-2 dosed at 50 
µg/mL, 131-2 at 51.5 µg/mL, 126-2 at 60 µg/mL, 121-2 at 54 µg/mL, and 117-2 at 60 ug/mL. 

5.4.6 Adsorbed Polymer Surface Coverage 

Adsorption of PVPVA at different concentrations onto IDM crystals was observed via 

AFM (Figure 5.7). Bulk IDM crystal surfaces in the absence of polymer (Figure 5.7a,d) are 

generally smooth with occasional topographical features, consistent with SEM images (Figure 

5.8a1). At lower polymer concentration (5 µg/mL, Figure 5.7b,e), spheroidal elevations in the 

topography, corresponding to contrast in the phase plot, indicate likely polymer adsorption, most 

clearly observed in the bottom left quadrant of the image. These polymer globules exhibit moderate 

surface coverage, with evidence of adsorption across much of the surface, yet are distinct and non-

overlapping. In contrast, in the presence of higher PVPVA concentration (50 µg/mL), polymer 

adsorbs on the crystal surface with a high degree of surface coverage (Figure 5.7c,f). 

Measurements between the centers of adsorbed globules reveal mean distances of 160 ± 50 nm for 

the low polymer concentration (n = 30) and 70 ± 20 nm for the high polymer concentration (n = 

100). 
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Figure 5.7. AFM topographical and phase lag plots showing adsorbed polymer surface coverage 
onto IDM crystal surfaces at (a,d) 0 µg/mL PVPVA, (b,e) 5 µg/mL PVPVA, and (c,f) 50 µg/mL 

PVPVA. 

5.4.7 Polymer Impacts on Crystal Dissolution and Crystal Growth of Seeds of Different 
Origins 

Differences in the microstructure of dissolving crystals and crystal seeds grown from 

supersaturated solutions are observed in the absence and presence of polymer (50 µg/mL). The 

impact of the polymer on bulk crystal surfaces under conditions of dissolution or growth was 

observed by SEM (Figure 5.8). Despite the generally smooth surfaces of the neat bulk IDM crystals 

(Figure 5.8a1), the crystal surface becomes much rougher, showing etching pits, when partially 

dissolved in the absence of polymer (Figure 5.8a2). In the presence of polymer (Figure 5.8a3), the 

etching pits have rounded features, indicating that polymer is interacting with the crystal surfaces 

during the dissolution process. At high supersaturation (an additional 50 µg/mL of IDM pre-

dissolved in the media), IDM crystals grow as smooth, plate-like crystals in the absence of polymer 

(Figure 5.8a4) and show disrupted growth patterns consisting of striated surfaces and small needle-
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like protrusions in the presence of polymer (Figure 5.8a5). The distance between step pinnings 

observed on the bulk crystal surface were measured at 270 ± 100 nm (n=20).  

 

 

Figure 5.8. SEM images of IDM bulk crystals (A), residual crystals from 117-2 HME ASD (B), 
and mechanically damaged crystals (C), following 24 hours of dissolution or crystal growth. 
Representative dissolution profiles of each crystal dissolution or crystal growth sample are 

included in Figure S5. 
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Bulk crystals were then mechanically damaged by cryomilling, and subjected to the same 

dissolution and growth conditions. For dissolution, little difference is apparent based on the 

absence (Figure 5.8c2) or presence (Figure 5.8c3) of polymer, as the crystals retain the highly 

irregular appearance of the starting mechanically damaged crystals (Figure 5.8c1). However, when 

highly supersaturated conditions were applied (an additional 50 µg/mL of IDM), growth patterns 

are easily distinguished between the samples. In the absence of polymer (Figure 5.8c4), the sample 

is polycrystalline with multiple crystallites with reasonably well defined crystal facets. In the 

presence of polymer (Figure 5.8c5), small, irregular needle-like growth is observed from all 

surfaces, where the crystallites have widths of 170 ± 60 nm (n = 20). Thus, the presence of the 

polymer disrupts the growth patterns of both the bulk and mechanically damaged crystals, though 

with observable differences attributable to the polycrystalline nature of the seed crystals induced 

by mechanical damage. In both conditions, the γ polymorph is confirmed to be growing on the 

seed crystals, despite the difference in morphology (Appendix C Figure C.6). 

Dissolution and growth patterns lend insight into the structure of the residual crystals 

present in the HME ASD. After dissolution of the surrounding amorphous material, a small 

residual crystal remains with rounded features, but a highly non-uniform structure (Figure 5.8b1). 

Residual crystals from the HME ASD exposed to higher supersaturation conditions, show needle-

like growth protruding from all crystal surfaces, suggesting underlying disorder in the processed 

crystal such as was seen in the mechanically damaged crystal (Figure 5.8b2). Widths of needle-

like crystallites were measured at 230 ± 80 nm (n = 20). Despite the needle-like growth pattern, 

the identity of crystals from both the dissolution and growth condition are confirmed to be the γ 

polymorph (Appendix C Figure C.6). 

5.4.8 Transmission Electron Microscopy 

IDM/PVPVA extrudate particles were imaged by TEM in order to observe the 

size/morphology of crystalline domains contained within the sample. Due to the time-intensive 

and emerging nature of the technique,207,215,251 findings do not represent a statistically significant 

sample, but are intended to demonstrate characteristics of crystals found within the extrudates. A 

representative image showing amorphous and crystalline areas is found in Figure 5.9a. Small 

crystalline domains (<100 nm) are found within the homogenous continuous phase (amorphous 

area). The closer view of the 45x65 nm highlighted crystalline domain (Figure 5.9b) confirms the 
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crystalline character of the domain by the presence of diffraction contrast and lattice planes (the 

periodicity found in the image is confirmed by the FFT pattern in the inset).  

 

 

Figure 5.9. Bright field TEM image of an IDM/PVPVA ASD extrudate particle (HME sample 
131-2) showing discrete crystalline domains embedded within the amorphous matrix. The 

crystalline domain highlighted in (a) is shown at higher magnification in (b), where the crystal 
lattice planes can be observed and crystallinity confirmed by FFT (inset) and presence of 

diffraction contrast.  

5.5 Discussion 

5.5.1 Non-Sink Dissolution Performance of ASDs Containing Residual Crystallinity 

Supersaturation can be generated by dissolution of an amorphous solid dispersion under 

non-sink conditions. This leads to a competition between dissolution and crystallization, illustrated 

by Figure 5.10a.112 The amorphous drug can dissolve and be absorbed across a biological 

membrane, or solution-mediated crystallization can occur and solution concentrations can be 

depleted. The amorphous drug can also crystallize directly from the solid state via matrix 

crystallization, ultimately decreasing the achievable supersaturation. In the presence of crystal 

seeds, the available supersaturation can be consumed by crystal growth of the seeds. These 

competing crystallization processes lead to a reduction in the amount of drug absorbed.127,238,240,252 
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Figure 5.10. (a) Competition between dissolution and crystallization of an ASD system 
containing residual crystallinity under non-sink dissolution conditions (adapted in part from 
Alonzo et al.112). (b) Possible non-sink dissolution concentration vs. time profiles of ASD 
systems with and without crystalline content (A: complete dissolution, B: loss in solubility 

advantage, C: reduced dissolution rate and desupersaturation; discussed in text) (adapted from 
Sun et al.111). 

Although dissolution testing for quality control purposes is traditionally conducted using 

sink conditions, where maximum concentrations do not exceed the crystalline solubility,157 this 

does not adequately characterize supersaturating dosage forms, since both dissolution and 

crystallization kinetics, as well as supersaturation level, play an important role in impacting 

product quality and performance. A recent commentary by Sun et al. discussed the application of 

non-sink dissolution testing for assessing performance of these systems (Figure 5.10b).111 In “at-

sink” conditions with respect to amorphous solubility, if the ASD system does not nucleate, 

complete release of the amorphous drug can be achieved (scenario A). The authors then 

hypothesize several outcomes for ASD systems containing initial crystalline content. In one 

scenario (B), the crystal seeds may be inhibited from growth, or “poisoned” by the presence of the 

polymer, leading simply to a loss of solubility advantage (potency). However, if the crystal seeds 

can grow or induce secondary nucleation (C), a reduced dissolution rate and extent will be 

observed, along with desupersaturation due to crystal growth.  

In the non-sink dissolution studies of the IDM/PVPVA ASDs containing residual crystal 

seeds resulting from incomplete amorphization during the HME process (Figure 5.3), the 

theoretical scenario B most closely matches the experimental outcomes. The HME ASD samples 
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contained crystallinity up to 25%, and near-complete release of the remaining amorphous content 

of the HME samples was achieved. (This observation is consistent at the concentration studied, 50 

µg/mL, due to the minimal impact of crystallization. At higher supersaturation, where the kinetics 

of crystallization are increased, greater rates of desupersaturation were observed). The dissolution 

rate of the IDM/PVPVA system is drug-controlled, rather than polymer-controlled, due to the high 

drug loading of IDM in the PVPVA matrix.253,254 In this regime, the highly soluble polymer is 

expected to dissolve quickly, leaving behind the amorphous drug in the solid amorphous 

particulates to be released at a relatively slower rate. In samples free of crystalline content, near-

complete release of IDM is achieved after 12 hours, and the level continues to slowly increase. 

This observation is expected, as limited continued thermodynamic driving force for dissolution 

remains. Although the 12 hour monitoring period selected for this study is significantly longer than 

typical GI transit times, it allows for both dissolution and crystal growth mechanisms to be 

observed, thus allowing mechanistic information to be gained. In the HME ASD samples 

containing crystallinity, minimal desupersaturation was observed, despite the significant level of 

crystallinity contained within the ASDs. Additional studies were performed to further investigate 

the mechanisms involved in this observation. 

By studying the dissolution performance outcomes from intrinsic residual crystals in 

comparison to control samples (i.e. physical mixtures of bulk IDM crystals and a fully amorphous 

ASD), the impact of the crystal properties and HME processing can be better understood. Figure 

5.11 plots the total concentration after 12 hours dissolution against the amount (%) of crystalline 

content found in the HME and SE/PM samples (Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4). A line joins the 100% 

amorphous (SE) vs. 100% crystalline (PM) samples, forming a theoretical maximum achievable 

concentration with respect to the level of crystallinity contained within the sample. This line 

represents scenario B, in which no crystal growth occurs, while deviation from this line provides 

some evidence of scenario C, in which dissolution rates are reduced or desupersaturation occurs 

due to crystallization. In the SE/PM mixtures, achieved concentrations reduce along this 

theoretical concentration line, in direct proportion with their percent (%) crystallinity, indicating 

that the crystal seeds present in the mixture do not grow. As the HME ASDs with residual 

crystallinity generate lower final concentrations at 12 hours than would be expected based on their 

reported % crystallinity (i.e. they fall below the theoretical maximum concentration line), this 

suggests that the crystal seeds have grown to some extent. This corresponds with the slight 
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desupersaturation observed during the plateau phase of the dissolution profile for HME ASD 

samples with crystallinity higher than 3%.  

 

 

Figure 5.11. IDM concentration at t=720 min following dissolution of IDM/PVPVA HME ASDs 
or SE ASD/PM samples. 

The HME ASDs with <2% crystallinity may follow the same pattern as those with higher 

levels of crystallinity, although it is not observable due to the small amount of crystallinity found 

within the ASDs. Alternately, due to the low level and crystal attributes (they can be inferred to be 

nanometer-sized and defective based on TEM studies207), these crystals may have higher 

solubility,255,256 and dissolve. As the release profiles of these samples were indistinguishable from 

the crystal-free sample (Figure 5.3b), there may be some low level of crystallinity contained within 

an HME ASD that functionally performs like amorphous material, i.e. can dissolve instead of 

functioning as seeds for crystal growth. Through TEM characterization found in Figure 5.9 and in 

our previous publication,207 we observed residual crystals in an IDM/PVPVA HME ASD <100 

nm in size, including a population as small as 5-10 nm, generated by dissolution, fragmentation, 

and breakage effects. Based on the Gibbs-Thomson theory for size dependent-solubility,255,256 

crystals in this size range would be expected to show a non-negligible increase in solubility. 
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Experiments conducted to compare dissolution outcomes under constant supersaturation 

conditions enable additional insight into crystal properties, by altering dissolution and 

crystallization kinetics. Figure 5.12 plots the total concentration after 12 hours dissolution against 

the amount (%) of crystals present in the experiment, with a constant amorphous dose of 50 µg/mL. 

A line joins the concentrations found in the 0% and 100% crystallinity experiments (50 µg/mL of 

SE ASD with 0 or 50 µg/mL of added bulk crystal seeds). This level represents the expected 

decrease in solution concentration based on the level of bulk crystal seeds present (Figure 5.5), 

describing the rate of crystal growth over the course of the experiment as the fully amorphous ASD 

is dissolving. In comparison, the four HME samples containing 3-25% residual crystalline content 

(Figure 5.6) led to distinctly lower concentrations after 12 hours. This suggests that the crystals 

within these samples are better able to grow in the presence of polymer than the corresponding 

bulk crystalline seeds. The SEM images shown in Figure 5.8 support that there are different 

patterns of growth between the two crystal types, for an equivalent initial supersaturation level. 

 

 

Figure 5.12. IDM concentration at t=720 min following dissolution of IDM/PVPVA ASDs under 
a constant supersaturation condition (amorphous IDM dose held constant at 50 µg/mL). The bulk 

seeds were added to the SE ASD, as shown in Figure 5. 
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Desupersaturation from the HME ASDs (Figure 5.3, Figure 5.6) but not the ASDs with 

added bulk crystals (Figure 5.4, Figure 5.5) has two primary causes. First, the residual crystals 

within the ASD are likely to have higher surface area for an equivalent amount of bulk crystal 

seeds, since the seeds have undergone size reduction due to mechanical breakage and partial 

dissolution during the HME process.140,242 Second, the surface energy of the residual crystals is 

higher due to their underlying defect structure, caused by irregular dissolution, fragmentation, and 

mechanical breakage during the HME process,207,242 which increases the likelihood for crystal 

growth during the non-sink dissolution experiments. The higher surface area and/or surface energy 

of residual crystals is supported by the comparative experiment at constant supersaturation 

conditions (Figure 5.6, Figure 5.12), wherein the HME samples containing residual crystallinity 

show a reduced net extent of dissolution (Cmax), and then reduction in solution concentrations due 

to continued crystal growth. Essentially, the bulk crystal seeds do not provide an equivalent 

surrogate to the residual crystals for investigating the impact of crystallinity on non-sink 

dissolution performance. Although this is commonly mitigated by using micron-sized seeds,237,238 

we would speculate this size reduction would still not approximate the nanometer-scale size (<100 

nm) and highly defective nature of HME residual crystals.207,242 The crystallite size range found in 

this system is consistent with that observed by S’ari in felodipine ASDs prepared by HME, 

demonstrating the generalizable nature of this finding.251 Another factor, beyond crystallization, 

that could cause deviation from the theoretical maximum concentration (dashed line in Figure 5.11) 

is if the reported % crystallinity is underestimated. The % crystallinity was determined by 

comparing PXRD peak areas of the samples against a standard curve prepared by spiking ASDs 

with bulk crystals.140 As peak detection is influenced by crystal size and defects, along with 

instrument parameters, systematic underestimation of crystalline content may ultimately be 

common to HME ASDs.148,149,207,257 

5.5.2 Impact of the Polymer Precipitation Inhibitor on Dissolution in the Presence of 
Crystal Seeds 

Polymers are used to stabilize the amorphous drug in the solid state, and can inhibit 

crystallization processes during dissolution.18,227 PVPVA was demonstrated to be a highly 

effective nucleation and crystal growth inhibitor of IDM (Figure 5.1b,c). Similar trends have been 

seen by other researchers using IDM, a range of polymers, and media conditions.258–260 In the 
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presence of crystals seeds, rates of crystal growth were near zero in the presence of PVPVA (Figure 

5.2), such that the crystal growth had almost no impact on the concentration of IDM in solution. 

The high level of PVPVA (50 µg/mL) corresponds with the amount of PVPVA found in the HME 

ASDs, suggesting that the high level of polymer could effectively “poison” crystal growth from 

crystal seeds during ASD dissolution. This was demonstrated in Figure 5.5, where bulk crystal 

seeds were added at levels of up to 100% of the initial amorphous dose in the ASD, and only a 

small decrease is observed in the final concentration at 12 hours (shown in Figure 5.12, along with 

a dashed line representing the theoretical maximum achievable concentration when bulk seeds are 

added).  

As has been seen with other drug crystal and polymer systems,230,250 AFM studies 

demonstrate the adsorption of PVPVA onto IDM crystals. A correlation can be observed between 

the polymer concentration and observed surface coverage on IDM bulk crystals (Figure 5.7), and 

the resulting impact on supersaturation maintenance/crystal growth rates (Figure 5.2), consistent 

with theoretical models of crystal growth in the presence of surface-poisoning species.261,262 These 

data provide clear evidence that as polymer concentration increases, adsorbed polymer surface 

coverage is more extensive, which provides a mechanistic connection for crystal growth inhibition. 

Adsorption of PVPVA on the crystal serves to effectively “poison” the growth.  

SEM imaging of crystals seeds after dissolution and growth conditions further support 

interaction of the polymer with the crystal surfaces (Figure 5.8). Under crystal growth conditions 

without PVPVA (Figure 5.8a4), the smooth surfaces of grown crystals suggest the single crystal 

origin of the as-received bulk crystals. No interference with surface integration of molecules into 

the crystal seeds is apparent. However, with PVPVA present in the dissolution media (Figure 

5.8a5), surface growth is disrupted and fibrous or needle-like crystallites appear growing of the 

surfaces, which were confirmed to be the thermodynamically stable γ form, despite the difference 

in morphology. This suggests that the adsorbed polymeric network appears to limit the sites 

available for molecules to integrate into the crystal seeds, thus favoring growth in this needle-like 

arrangement. At lower polymer concentrations, suggesting lower levels of adsorption, the 

arrangement of polymer molecules at crystal surfaces has been described as a flatter “train” 

conformation, providing a thinner layer of coverage; while at higher polymer concentrations, a 

greater extent of adsorption would indicate a thicker layer of coverage providing greater barrier to 

surface diffusion.263 Adsorption distances were found to be ~160 nm (at 5 µg/mL PVPVA) and 
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~70 nm (at 50 µg/mL PVPVA). As the amount of polymer has increased 10-fold, the thickness of 

the polymer surface coverage would be expected to increase. Other researchers have similarly 

observed that polymer adsorption disrupts the continuous, layer-by-layer growth of crystals 

observed in the polymer-free environment.17,230 In this system, based on the near complete surface 

coverage and adsorption distances of ~70 nm, a needle-like crystal growth morphology was 

favored, as sites for growth were limited. Adsorption distances were found to be on the same order 

of magnitude as crystal widths and step pinning observations found by SEM imaging of crystals, 

demonstrating the link between polymer adsorption and growth patterns. 

5.5.3 Risk Factors of Residual Crystalline Content Upon Dissolution 

Non-sink dissolution performance of ASD systems containing residual crystallinity is 

drug-polymer system specific. The IDM/PVPVA system is categorized as being closest to scenario 

B, as strong evidence for the inhibition of crystal growth by the polymer has been observed. Other 

systems may trend toward scenario C, if the polymer does not sufficiently inhibit crystal growth 

of seeded systems. Examples of this in the literature include tacrolimus/hydroxypropyl 

methylcellulose (HPMC),127 celecoxib/polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP),238 and indomethacin/Eudragit 

EPO.138  

This study identifies several risk factors to the presence of residual crystallinity within an 

ASD.  

(1) Crystal Growth Rates: Most importantly, by inhibiting crystal growth rates in the 

presence of the polymer, seed crystals have restricted ability to consume the 

available supersaturation, thus the amount of drug available for absorption is 

limited only by the amount of drug which is in the amorphous state. In a drug-

polymer system such as IDM/PVPVA studied here, crystalline content poses a 

fairly low risk to the formulation, due to the highly effective nucleation and 

growth inhibition properties of PVPVA. 

(2) Seed Properties: Crystal properties also drive the dissolution performance. Bulk 

seeds are routinely less potent at consuming supersaturation than HME residual 

crystalline seeds or seeds with higher relative surface energy or surface area,17,237 

as shown in Figure 5.11 and Figure 5.12 for the system studied herein. Residual 

crystals from the HME process are small and mechanically damaged, thus having 
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higher effective surface area available for growth in comparison to bulk crystals, 

despite their common origin. 

(3) Supersaturation Conditions: Under higher supersaturation conditions, and thus 

higher crystal growth rates, the apparent potency of crystal seeds increased. This 

translates to a low fluid volume in vivo scenario, in which we would speculate 

that crystal seeds would be a greater formulation risk, in particular for faster 

crystallizing drugs.  

5.6 Conclusion 

By studying the dissolution performance of ASDs with residual crystals under non-sink 

conditions, the loss of solubility advantage (potency) was observed with the IDM/PVPVA model 

system. The impact of the polymer to maintain supersaturation and poison growth of seed crystals 

was also illustrated. The defective nature of residual crystals in the ASD was compared to bulk 

crystals through SEM imaging. While bulk seeds did not properly represent the impact of residual 

crystals, the potential dissolution performance consequences were limited due to polymer 

adsorption onto residual seed crystals, with subsequent poisoning of crystal growth. 

We have demonstrated a provocative idea, that crystallinity intrinsic to an ASD formulation 

could have minimal impact on non-sink dissolution performance under controlled supersaturation 

conditions, beyond that of lost solubility advantage. In this model system, the polymer has two 

effects which are responsible for stabilizing the attained supersaturation: (1) preventing nucleation 

and (2) poisoning the growth of the seeds (both bulk or intrinsic to the HME samples). This work 

demonstrates the power of an effective polymeric inhibitor reducing nucleation and crystal growth 

of a drug during dissolution under non-sink conditions.  
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 APPLICATION AND LIMITATIONS OF 
THERMOGRAVIMETRIC ANALYSIS TO DELINEATE THE HOT MELT 

EXTRUSION CHEMICAL STABILITY PROCESSING WINDOW 

This chapter is a reprint with minor modifications of a manuscript published in International 
Journal of Pharmaceutics in September 2020 with the same title by: Dana E. Moseson, Madison 
A. Jordan, Dishan D. Shah, Isaac D. Corum, Benedito R. Alvarenga Jr., and Lynne S. Taylor. 
Reprinted with permission from Elsevier. DOI: 10.1016/j.ijpharm.2020.119916 

6.1 Abstract 

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) is frequently used to define the threshold of acceptable 

processing temperatures for hot melt extrusion. Herein, evaluation of chemical stability of 

amorphous drug and polymer systems was assessed by a critical evaluation of TGA nonisothermal 

and isothermal methods. Nonisothermal analysis of three crystalline APIs of high glass-forming 

ability (posaconazole, indomethacin, and bicalutamide), as well as six common polymers, 

identified a degradation onset temperature that ranged from 52-170°C, depending on heating rate 

and degradation detection method employed. In particular, the tangent method significantly 

overestimated the onset of acceptable levels of degradation, while weight loss threshold criteria 

were more suitable. Isothermal analysis provided a more direct indication of chemical stability, 

however neat amorphous materials are likely to recrystallize. By forming an amorphous solid 

dispersion, the polymer can stabilize the amorphous drug against recrystallization, enabling 

isothermal analysis of chemical degradation. However, TGA mass loss of volatiles should be 

considered only as an approximate indicator of degradation, as actual potency loss is likely to be 

significantly higher; this was confirmed by high performance liquid chromatographic analysis of 

samples. TGA methods should be selected to generate highly sensitive outcomes, and caution 

should be applied when extrapolating suitability of processing conditions. 

6.2 Introduction 

Active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) and excipients are exposed to elevated 

temperatures during hot melt extrusion (HME) processing.36 The thermal stability of these 

materials is essential to enable the preparation of a drug product with proper identity, strength, 

quality, purity, and potency characteristics, thus ensuring safety and efficacy.264 When preparing 
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amorphous formulations by HME, the crystalline drug is converted to the amorphous form by 

melting or dissolving and mixing with the polymer.140 Amorphous forms are known to be more 

reactive than their crystalline counterparts, so it is unsurprising that amorphous forms may be 

susceptible to thermal degradation at increased rates.80,265,266 However, degradation of an 

amorphous form is inherently difficult to evaluate. Crystalline forms generally don’t degrade 

significantly until they melt,83 but amorphous forms are susceptible to recrystallization.16  

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) is a common technique for evaluating degradation. 

TGA is used to measure changes in mass by: (1) heating the sample over a temperature range at a 

specified rate (nonisothermal method), or (2) heating the sample at a specified temperature for a 

selected time (isothermal method).267 Mass decrease will occur upon solvent/water loss and when 

volatile degradation products are formed. A brief review of recent studies in which TGA was used 

to evaluate polymer or crystalline drug suitability for HME processing found that 100% of studies 

(n=30) used nonisothermal heating (10°C/min was the most common heating 

rate),12,79,81,83,90,91,120,121,126,268–285 and 17% of studies (n=5) also included an isothermal test for 8-

60 minutes.79,269–272 Despite the popularity of the nonisothermal method, the degradation onset 

temperature, Tonset, generated (also commonly called Tdeg) is frequently assigned based on 

qualitative curve interpretation, with little information provided based on the magnitude of 

degradation experienced at that specified temperature. A few studies reported % weight loss at a 

specified temperature during the heating ramp,12,83,89,268,285,286 but little attempt has been made to 

reconcile these values with actual HME experiments. Ultimately, misleading information may be 

generated with the nonisothermal heating method regarding the thermal stability of the crystalline 

drug, polymer, or the drug-polymer system and subsequent suitability of these materials for HME. 

The impact of both time and temperature, or “cumulative exposure,” must be considered when 

developing HME formulations and manufacturing processes.79  

The study described herein has several objectives. First, TGA nonisothermal and 

isothermal methods were used to assess thermal degradation of crystalline APIs (and amorphous 

APIs, when possible) and common polymers used in HME processing. The potential for evaluating 

degradation profiles of amorphous APIs was probed by first running differential scanning 

calorimetry (DSC) experiments to evaluate crystallization tendency. Isothermal TGA was then 

used to assess degradation of amorphous drugs dispersed in polymers, reducing the potential for 

crystallization. Second, the thermal stability of common polymers was compared to literature 
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assessments, so as to enable descriptions of their acceptable processing window based on this 

expanded analysis. Lastly, degradation experienced during HME processing was quantified by 

HPLC and compared with the isothermal TGA results to assess the utility of the TGA degradation 

assessments. Ultimately, this research examines the application and limitations of TGA methods 

to assess the suitability of a drug for HME processing, polymer selection, and process design. 

6.3 Experimental Section 

6.3.1 Materials 

Indomethacin (IDM, γ polymorph), posaconazole (PCZ, form I), and bicalutamide (BCL, 

form I) were selected as they have a high glass forming ability (class III molecules),16,287,288 so as 

to enable degradation assessments in both the crystalline and amorphous state. IDM and BCL were 

obtained from ChemShuttle (Hayward, CA), and PCZ was gift from Dr. Reddy’s Laboratories 

(Hyderabad, India). Six polymers were selected due to their frequent reported use in the literature 

for preparation of amorphous solid dispersions (ASDs) by HME.289–291 Polyvinylpyrrolidone/vinyl 

acetate copolymer (PVPVA, Kollidon VA64), Soluplus, and polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP, Kollidon 

K-30) were provided by BASF (Florham Park, NJ). Hydroxypropyl methylcellulose acetate 

succinate (HPMCAS, Aqoat MF) and hydroxypropyl methylcellulose (HPMC, Affinisol HME 

100LV) were provided by Shin Etsu (Totowa, NJ). Eudragit EPO was provided by Evonik (Essen, 

Germany). Chemical structures of each material are found in Figure 6.1, and solid state properties 

of APIs, polymers, and ASDs are listed in Figure 6.2. A Rigaku SmartLab diffractometer (Rigaku 

Americas, The Woodlands, Texas) was operated in Bragg-Brentano mode with a Cu-kα radiation 

source and d/tex ultra detector using a scan rate of 4°/min over 5-40° 2θ and 0.02° step size to 

confirm the identity and solid state form of all crystalline drugs, polymers, and ASDs (data not 

shown).
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Figure 6.1. Chemical structures of APIs and polymers studied. 

 

Table 6.1. Solid state properties of APIs, polymers, and ASDs studied. 

Component MW (g/mol) Tm (°C) Tg (°C) 

Posaconazole (PCZ) 700.8 167 60 

Indomethacin (IDM) 357.8 160 45 

Bicalutamide (BCL) 430.4 193 54 

PVPVA 55,000 --- 109 

PVP K-30 40,000 --- 161 

Soluplus 118,000 --- 64 

HPMCAS 18,000 --- 122 

HPMC 180,000 --- 106 

Eudragit EPO 47,000 --- 55 

25/75 PCZ/HPMCAS --- --- 97 

25/75 PCZ/PVPVA --- --- 99 

50/50 IDM/PVPVA --- --- 67 

30/70 BCL/PVPVA --- --- 98 
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6.3.2 Sample Preparation 

6.3.2.1 Preparation of Amorphous Drugs 

Amorphous drugs were prepared in the TGA (Discovery 5500, TA Instruments, New 

Castle, DE) and DSC (Q2000, TA Instruments, New Castle, DE) in situ by heating to ~10°C 

degrees over their melting point and holding for 5 minutes before cooling to the temperature of the 

isothermal experiment. 

6.3.2.2 ASD Preparation by Solvent Evaporation 

Amorphous solid dispersions (ASDs) were prepared by solvent evaporation (SE) using a 

Brinkmann Rotavapor-R (Buchi, New Castle, DE) under reduced pressure at 60°C. The samples 

were then dried under vacuum and cryomilled for 60 seconds of grinding time at 10 Hz to form a 

fine powder using a 6750 Freezer/Mill (SPEX, Metuchen, NJ). IDM/PVPVA ASD was prepared 

with 50% drug loading out of methylene chloride and methanol (2:1 v:v). BCL/PVPVA ASD was 

prepared with 30% drug loading out of ethanol. PCZ/PVPVA and PCZ/HPMCAS were prepared 

with 25% drug loading out of methylene chloride and methanol (1:1 v:v). 

6.3.2.3 Physical Mixtures and ASD Preparation by Hot Melt Extrusion 

Crystalline physical mixtures of PCZ/HPMCAS, PCZ/PVPVA, and BCL/PVPVA were 

prepared by manual tumble blending. Two particle sizes of bicalutamide were used with D50 

particle sizes of 3.5 and 93 µm.  

HME ASDs of PCZ/HPMCAS, PCZ/PVPVA, IDM/PVPVA, and BCL/PVPVA were 

prepared by hot melt extrusion (HME) using an Xplore Pharma Melt Extruder (Geleen, The 

Netherlands), assembled with a 5mL volume barrel with co-rotating conveying screw (refer to 

Appendix Figure D.1 for a schematic of the extruder). The processing temperature was set to 

achieve the desired product melt temperature as monitored by an in-line thermocouple located 

between the screws and recirculation channel or die (approximately 5°C higher). Physical mixture 

blends were manually fed into the extruder. Residence time is considered the point when the 

recirculation valve is opened and the melt begins extruding through the die. Processing conditions 

for PCZ and IDM HME ASDs are found in Appendix D Tables D.1 and D.2. For BCL/PVPVA, 
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two HME batches were prepared the physical mixture prepared from micronized BCL crystals 

using product melt temperatures of 165°C and 180°C, 10 minutes of residence time, and a screw 

speed of 50 rpm. In particular, the BCL/PVPVA HME batches represent minimal mechanical input 

due to the extruder design and low polymer viscosity at the temperatures utilized. 

6.3.3 Characterization Methods 

6.3.3.1 Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) 

A Q2000 differential scanning calorimeter equipped with a refrigerated cooling accessory 

(TA Instruments, New Castle, DE) purged with nitrogen at 50 mL/min was used to analyze the 

thermal properties of the materials used in this study by heat/cool/heat methods. The melting point 

(Tm) and glass transition (Tg) temperature of the APIs was confirmed by heating crystalline API 

powder at 5°C/min to ~10°C above the melting point. The sample was then cooled at 10°C/min to 

0°C and heated to ~20°C above its Tg. The polymers and ASDs were heated in modulated mode 

from 25°C (for polymers) or 0°C (for ASDs) below their Tg to at least 20°C above their Tg at 

5°C/min ± 0.796°C every 60 sec. The sample was then cooled at 10°C/min to 0°C and heated to 

~20°C above its Tg. A sample size of 3-5 mg was used for all experiments. 

To assess the stability of amorphous APIs against recrystallization, isothermal holds were 

completed at a range of temperatures below the melting point to determine if recrystallization 

would be observed during the hold period. Crystalline API powders (3-5 mg) were heated at 

20°C/min to ~10°C above Tm. This temperature was held for 2 min to ensure complete melting. 

The sample was then cooled at 20°C/min to the target isothermal hold temperature, which was 

maintained for 1 (for PCZ and BCL) or 4 hours (for IDM). After completion of the isothermal 

hold, the sample was cooled to 25°C at 20°C/min, then heated at 20°C/min to above the Tm. If a 

melting peak was detected upon the second heating cycle, this constituted evidence of nucleation 

during the isothermal hold period.  

6.3.3.2 Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA) 

A Discovery TGA 5500 (TA Instruments, New Castle, DE) was used to assess the 

degradation by weight loss using nonisothermal and isothermal methods under a nitrogen purge. 

Nonisothermal heating was used to determine the Tonset of polymers, crystalline APIs, and ASD 
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samples (prepared by solvent evaporation) at 1, 2, 5, and 10°C/min from ambient conditions to 

300°C (or higher, as needed for some materials) (Figure 6.2a). Tonset was calculated by two methods: 

(1) tangent intersection of the baseline and degradation curve, and (2) % weight loss. The tangent 

intersection method was performed within the TRIOS software. For the % weight loss method, 

data was normalized to 100% at 140°C for all polymer and ASD samples and just above the 

melting point for all crystalline drugs, then the temperature at which 0.1, 0.5%, and 1.0% weight 

loss was reached was considered the Tonset. Weight loss experienced up to 140°C was attributed to 

moisture/solvent loss. 

To assess isothermal degradation kinetics, polymers, crystalline/amorphous APIs, and 

ASD samples prepared by solvent evaporation were heated at 50°C/min from ambient conditions 

to the target hold temperature under a nitrogen purge (Figure 6.2b). Samples remained at the target 

hold temperature for 4 hours and were monitored for weight loss. Experiments were conducted in 

duplicate. Raw data plots of isothermal weight loss can be found in Appendix D (Figures D.4-D.6). 
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Figure 6.2. TGA methods for (a) nonisothermal and (b) isothermal heating depicted as 
temperature vs. time. 
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6.3.3.3 High Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) Analysis 

Posaconazole: HPLC analysis for quantification of PCZ in HME ASDs was carried out 

using an Agilent 1260 Infinity series HPLC equipped with an Agilent Eclipse Plus C18 (4.6×250 

mm i.d., particle size 5 μm) and fluorescence detector (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA). 

Fluorescence detection conditions consisted of excitation and emission wavelengths of 240 nm 

and 385 nm, respectively. Chromatographic conditions consisting of 70% acetonitrile:30% water 

mobile phase with a flow rate of 1.0 mL/min, sample injection volume 20 µL, and run time of 6 

min. The retention time of the PCZ peak was 4.3 minutes. Quantification of the amount of 

dissolved drug was performed against a standard calibration curve (R2 = 0.999) over the range of 

0.1-1000 µg/mL. Calibration standards and samples were dissolved in methanol. Assay 

preparations of HME samples were prepared in duplicate. 

Indomethacin: HPLC analysis for quantification of IDM in HME ASDs was carried out 

using an Agilent 1100 series HPLC equipped with an Agilent Eclipse Plus C18 (4.6×150 mm i.d., 

particle size 5 μm) and utilized a UV wavelength of 240 nm for detection. The mobile phase 

consisted of 0.1 % (v/v) of formic acid (solvent A) and acetonitrile (solvent B), and the following 

gradient program was employed: 0 to 3 min, 65% B; 3.01 to 9 min, 65 to 95% B; 9.01 to 11 min, 

95% B, 11 to 13 min, 95 to 65% B, and from 13.01 to 15 min, 65% B. The flow rate was 1.0 

mL/min and the injection volume was 10 µL. The retention time of the IDM peak was 3.9 min. 

Quantification of the amount of dissolved drug was performed against a standard calibration curve 

(R2 = 0.9995) over the range of 1-300 µg/mL. Calibration standards and samples were dissolved 

in acetonitrile. Assay preparations of HME samples were prepared in triplicate. 

Bicalutamide: A reverse phase HPLC method was used to study the degradation of BCL 

following temperature exposure during TGA experiments and after HME. The method reported 

by Rao et al was used,292 with a higher wavelength so as to avoid interference of PVPVA. An 

Agilent 1260 Infinity series HPLC with an Eclipse Plus C18 column (4.6×250 mm i.d., particle 

size 5 μm) was used with chromatographic conditions consisting of 50% acetonitrile:50% pH 3 

0.01 M KH2PO4 mobile phase with a flow rate of 1.0 mL/min, sample injection volume 10 µL, 

and run time of 15 min. UV detection conditions utilized a wavelength of 270 nm. The retention 

time of the BCL peak was 9.3 min. Quantification of the amount of dissolved drug was performed 

against a standard calibration curve (R2 = 0.998) over the range of 0.2-200 µg/mL. Calibration 
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standards and samples were dissolved in methanol. Assay preparations of HME and TGA-exposed 

samples were prepared in triplicate. 

6.4 Results and Discussion 

6.4.1 Thermal Stability of APIs 

6.4.1.1 Nonisothermal Heating of Crystalline APIs 

The three APIs used in this study are found in a commercial product manufactured by HME 

or are reported to have excellent thermal stability for HME processing: 

(1) Posaconazole (PCZ) is found in an amorphous solid dispersion with HPMCAS 

and is manufactured by hot melt extrusion.293 Posaconazole reportedly exhibits 

significant degradation when processed at temperatures above 160°C, thus the 

processing temperatures used are below the drug’s melting point (Tm = 167°C) to 

offer protection against thermal degradation.294 In another investigation, by an 

unspecified TGA method, degradation was not indicated below 325°C.295 

(2) Indomethacin (IDM) has a single step of weight loss based on nonisothermal 

TGA analysis, which has been reported to begin at either 250°C 296 or 293°C.297 

(3) Bicalutamide (BCL) has been reported to not undergo volatile degradation below 

250°C (heating rate 10°C/min), and showed less than 0.5% weight loss when held 

at 160°C for 60 min (isothermal test of crystalline drug).269 

Nonisothermal TGA analysis was performed on each of the three crystalline APIs at four 

heating rates: 1, 2, 5, and 10°C/min (Figure 6.3). In contrast to the thermal degradation properties 

described in the literature,269,294,296,297 interpretation of the nonisothermal analysis curves paints an 

altered picture of degradation for each crystalline compound. Crystalline PCZ, which has a melting 

point of 167°C, appears highly stable against exposure to elevated temperatures within the range 

of typical HME conditions (130-200°C), and doesn’t initiate mass loss until much higher 

temperatures. It is apparent that degradation initiates at low levels for crystalline IDM just above 

its melting point, 160°C. Significant levels of degradation are observed for crystalline BCL 

beginning near its melting point, 193°C, in contrast to a previous study in which it was reported as 

stable until 250°C. 
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These differences can largely be accounted for based on the methods used to make the 

degradation claims. In our experimental approach, several heating rates and degradation onset 

detection methods were used to characterize the nature of degradation. Each API shows a similar 

dependence of the volatile degradation on heating rate: degradation is initiated at lower 

temperatures when the scanning rate is slower (i.e. 1°C/min) and at higher temperatures when the 

heating rate is faster (i.e. 10°C/min). This trend clearly indicates that exposure time plays a role in 

thermal degradation, and justifies an isothermal approach to examining degradation kinetics. 

 

 

Figure 6.3. Nonisothermal TGA curves of crystalline APIs: (a) posaconazole (PCZ), (b) 
indomethacin (IDM), and (c) bicalutamide (BCL).  
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Figure 6.4. Range of degradation onset temperature as determined by % weight loss and tangent 
intersection methods for crystalline APIs, polymers, and ASDs. 

These differences were quantified by determining the degradation onset temperature, Tonset, 

by the tangent intersection method and weight loss threshold (Figure 6.3). The Tonset values of 

crystalline PCZ, IDM, and BCL range from 285-376°C (range 91°C), 165-260°C (range 95°C), 

and 193-255°C (range 62°C), respectively (Figure 6.4). (Note: Figure 6.4 includes polymer and 

ASD range data, which will be discussed in Sections 3.2 and 3.3). The Tonset value for the low end 

of the range was selected from the slowest heating rate (1°C/min) and most stringent degradation 

criteria (0.1% weight loss threshold), while the high end of the range was selected from the fastest 
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heating rate (10°C/min) and most lenient criteria (tangent intersection). This wide range, generated 

by varying method parameters (i.e. heating rate) and detection method (tangent or weight loss 

threshold), indicates that the typical predictions of degradation onset temperature, made using fast 

heating rates and the tangent intersection or qualitative curve interpretation methods, are likely to 

overestimate acceptable processing temperatures, suggesting that the drug is thermally stable, 

when in practice significant degradation may be experienced. The tangent intersection method 

consistently identifies higher degradation temperatures than the weight loss threshold method, 

corresponding to percentage weight loss well above any pharmaceutically acceptable level (Figure 

6.5). (Note: Figure 6.5 includes polymer and ASD range data, which will be discussed in Sections 

3.2 and 3.3). For the three drugs, this corresponds to volatile weight loss greater than 10% at all 

heating rates tested.  

 

 

Figure 6.5. Percent weight loss at tangent intersection temperature for crystalline APIs, 
polymers, and ASDs. 

Nonisothermal methods have additional limitations when being applied to the 

determination of acceptable hot melt extrusion processing windows for crystalline drugs. First, the 

greater reactivity of amorphous forms is not considered. Second, because only volatile degradation 

can be detected, degradation onset temperatures may falsely predict that a material is thermally 

stable within a particular temperature range, when in fact, non-volatile degradation occurs. In order 

to perform nonisothermal heating on an amorphous form, it must be stable against recrystallization 
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upon heating, which may pose significant experimental challenges, especially if slow heating rates 

are used (e.g. 1°C/min) in order to generate more accurate degradation assessments. 

6.4.1.2 Suitability of APIs for Isothermal Heating 

The hot melt extrusion process is conducted at elevated temperature, along with mechanical 

inputs. In HME processing to prepare amorphous solid dispersions, the intended goal of the 

process is to transform the crystalline drug into its amorphous state by a melting or dissolution 

mechanism,36,140 Therefore, isothermal heating to investigate thermal degradation is directly 

translatable to the HME process, assuming degradation is not accelerated due to the shear inputs 

or localized heating. Limited degradation is expected for most crystalline materials,265 and 

different degradation mechanisms are expected between the crystalline and amorphous states.80 In 

the amorphous state, although increased degradation rates would be expected, the APIs would be 

susceptible to recrystallization, thus making degradation a challenging attribute to evaluate.  

In order to determine if TGA can be used to study the degradation of the amorphous forms 

of the three APIs considered in this study, their isothermal stability against recrystallization was 

first evaluated. Even with APIs considered to have high glass forming ability as with the three 

considered here,16,287,288 crystallization between Tg and Tm can be experimentally difficult to 

determine, especially with the complicating process of the potential for polymorph 

nucleation/growth.98 Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) results of the undercooled liquids of 

PCZ, IDM, and BCL following isothermal holds are found in Figure 6.6. Crystallization initiated 

in the undercooled liquid state within one hour for PCZ, evaluated from 130-160°C (Tm = 167°C, 

Figure 6.6a), and BCL, from 130-180°C (Tm = 193°C, Figure 6.6c). This indicates that a polymer 

additive would be necessary to stabilize the undercooled liquid state of these drugs in order to 

evaluate the isothermal degradation kinetics of these APIs below Tm.  
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Figure 6.6. DSC traces showing the second heating cycle following isothermal hold of (a) PCZ 
(1 hour), (b) IDM (4 hours), and (c) BCL (1 hour). Recrystallization and/or melting events are 

observed for PCZ and BCL, indicating that the neat amorphous forms are not stable against 
recrystallization during isothermal holds as undercooled liquids. 
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Nucleation was not induced in the undercooled liquid of IDM over a four hour heating 

period at a range of 130-150°C (Tm = 160°C, Figure 6.6b), indicating that this API could be suitable 

for assessing degradation in its neat amorphous form at elevated temperatures over extended time 

periods. Such experiments were conducted by Carstensen and Morris,80 where increased rates of 

degradation of the amorphous form were observed over the crystalline material. Similarly, as 

shown in Figure 6.7, weight loss over time is observed for crystalline and amorphous indomethacin 

in the 130-155°C temperature range. At all temperatures, the amorphous form degrades at a faster 

rate. Additionally, a different curve shape is observed between the forms, indicating a change in 

degradation mechanism. 

 

 

Figure 6.7. Isothermal degradation showing the weight loss curves of (a) crystalline and (b) 
amorphous IDM over the temperature range 130-155°C (below Tm). 

6.4.2 Thermal Stability of Polymers 

6.4.2.1 Nonisothermal Heating of Polymers 

Three polyvinyl-based polymers (PVPVA, PVP, and Soluplus), two cellulosic polymers 

(HPMCAS, HPMC), and one methylacylate-based polymer (Eudragit EPO) were evaluated for 

their thermal stability by the nonisothermal method using four heating rates: 1, 2, 5, and 10°C/min. 

Nonisothermal degradation (Figure 6.8) resulted the same general trend seen in the crystalline 

APIs: degradation onset is dependent on heating rate and detection method used. The Tonset values 

of PVPVA, PVP, Soluplus, HPMCAS, HPMC, and Eudragit EPO ranged from 166-299°C (range 

133°C), 147-199°C (range 52°C), 168-295°C (range 127°C), 149-251°C (range 102°C), 160-
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330°C (range 170°C), and 156-264°C (range 108°C), respectively (Figure 6.4). The wide range of 

Tonset values found as a function of the TGA conditions and data analysis method further supports 

that the nonisothermal heating method does not provide suitable guide for selection HME 

processing conditions.  

 

 

Figure 6.8. Nonisothermal TGA curves of polymers: (a) PVPVA, (b) PVP K-30, (c) Soluplus, 
(d) HPMCAS, (e) HPMC, and (f) Eudragit EPO.  
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Figure 6.8 (continued). Nonisothermal TGA curves of polymers: (a) PVPVA, (b) PVP K-30, (c) 
Soluplus, (d) HPMCAS, (e) HPMC, and (f) Eudragit EPO.  

In the series of research papers published by Serajuddin and coworkers, each of these 

families of polymers was studied for their thermal properties.81,89–91 In these works, nonisothermal 

heating was performed at 5°C/min, and the tangent intersection method is assumed to have been 

used to determine the Tonset. The values determined herein (at 5°C/min using the tangent 

intersection method) are in approximate agreement with these works for all polymers except 

HPMC. In the Serajuddin studies,89,91 different grades of HPMC were studied, and their heating 

ramp was discontinued at 300°C, while the value determined here exceeds 300°C. 

With the exception of HPMC, the corresponding percentage of volatile weight loss 

experienced at the tangent intersection, Tonset, is quite consistent among the range of heating rates 
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tested (Figure 6.5). Interestingly, this observation is found despite the range of Tonset values based 

on heating rate. 

Also of significant interest are the degradation curves of PVP K-30. In contrast to the other 

five polymers investigated, where the onset of degradation indicates a transition to a continued 

major mass loss event, a small level of degradation (~2%) occurs for PVP between ~150-200°C, 

and no other significant mass loss is observed up to 300°C. Jablonski and coworkers298 have 

reported that the major mass loss event for PVP initiates around 380°C, and that the degree of 

initial small mass loss event is dependent on molecular weight. Ultimately, while 2% degradation 

may result in significant effects on product attributes, such as appearance, dissolution rate, or 

stability, the literature value of Tonset = 171°C reported by Serajuddin81 likely does not reflect the 

major degradation event for this polymer. 

6.4.2.2 Isothermal Heating of Polymers 

Each polymer was subject to isothermal heating at the temperature range corresponding to 

typical HME processing conditions (130-200°C) for a four hour period. The plot of % weight loss 

(Figure 6.9) provides a simple assessment of degradation extent of the polymer based on 

cumulative exposure, i.e. the degradation kinetics generated by the combination of temperature 

and hold time. For neat polymers, this tool provides a guide for suitable HME processing 

conditions. PVPVA, PVP, Soluplus, and HPMC do not have significant degradation (<2%) within 

the range of cumulative exposure studied here. At higher temperature and longer hold times, 

HPMCAS and Eudragit EPO experience a greater degree of degradation. However, for both 

polymers, suitable conditions can be identified. HPMCAS has been observed to release acetic and 

succinic acid with more extreme HME processing conditions (higher temperature and screw speed), 

and the extrudates have a corresponding increase in yellowness.299 
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Figure 6.9. 2D contour plots showing % weight loss as a response to temperature (°C) and time 
(min) for polymers: (a) PVPVA, (b) PVP K-30, (c) Soluplus, (d) HPMCAS, (e) HPMC, and (f) 

Eudragit EPO. 

Weight loss of polymers due to cumulative exposure of temperature and time may not be 

a comprehensive indication of suitability for HME processing. Mechanistic understanding of 

polymer degradation with respect to pharmaceutical formulations and processing is emerging. 

Several recent studies have examined polymer and formulation attributes after processing exposure, 

such as molecular weight (Mw), polydispersity index (PDI), rheology, and dissolution.270,299–301 

Polymer degradation is worthy of future investigation with a focus on relationship of TGA 
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predictions to degradation extent and product performance attributes (e.g. physical stability, 

dissolution performance). 

6.4.3 Thermal Stability of Amorphous Drug-Polymer Systems 

6.4.3.1 Nonisothermal Heating of ASDs 

Drug-polymer ASDs were formulated in order to assess the suitability of TGA methods to 

assess the degradation of the amorphous form of the drug. The polymer has two functions for these 

experiments: (1) polymers may stabilize the melt against recrystallization161,302 and (2) polymers 

have been reported to offer protection from thermal degradation (but may similarly destabilize 

them).303,304 Further, the amorphous drug is likely to be formulated as an ASD, so the degradation 

assessment provides the opportunity for any interactions to present which might lead to chemical 

degradation issues.125 

For such an experiment, physical mixtures of crystalline drug and polymer are likely 

unsuitable, as the system is unlikely to homogenize during the time frame of the experiment.305 

Homogenization reflects two phenomena: solubilization/dissolution and diffusion. At 

temperatures below the melting point, the crystalline drug must be first solubilized into the molten 

polymeric matrix to have equivalent reactivity to the amorphous form. This solubilization takes 

place as a crystal dissolution kinetic process, and the particle size of the crystalline drug is a key 

driver of dissolution rate per the Noyes-Whitney equation.140 Second, the formation of a 

completely homogenous melt requires the drug to diffuse through the high viscosity environment 

of the molten polymer. In a recent study, the diffusion layer of an indomethacin crystal dissolving 

into a polymer film was found to be on the order of 8 µm,242 reflecting the slow diffusivity of the 

drug molecule through the viscous polymer under high temperature quiescent conditions.  

In the BCL/PVPVA model system, the delay in chemical reactivity was observed during a 

non-isothermal heating ramp (Figure 6.10). The weight loss curve of the physical mixture with 

micronized drug was similar to that of the ASD (reflecting faster crystal dissolution and drug 

diffusion kinetics due to the particle size), while the weight loss curve of the physical mixture with 

large drug crystals was delayed by approximately 10°C. This delay was similar for all heating rates 

1-10°C/min. Essentially, because the solubilization/dissolution and diffusion mechanisms do not 

need to take place, the ASD provides a worst-case scenario for drug degradation, enabling 
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improved assessments for the drug-polymer system over a crystalline physical mixture. 

Additionally, as molecular interactions may form in an ASD, by forming the ASD prior to the 

TGA degradation assessment, this provides a best-case scenario for enabling an assessment of drug 

degradation (or stabilization) in the presence of a polymer. 

 

 

Figure 6.10. Nonisothermal TGA curves of BCL/PVPVA ASD (solid line) and crystalline 
physical mixtures (micronized particle size: dashed line, large particle size: short dashed line). 

ASDs were evaluated for their thermal stability by the nonisothermal method using four 

heating rates: 1, 2, 5, and 10°C/min. Nonisothermal degradation (Figure 6.11) resulted the same 

general trend seen in the crystalline APIs and polymers: degradation onset is dependent on heating 

rate and detection method used. For PCZ, the Tonset values reduced by approximately 30°C from 

those found with the crystalline API, and further varied by the polymer used: 158-257°C (range 

99°C) for PCZ/HPMCAS and 174-301°C (range 127°C) for PCZ/PVPVA. For IDM, the Tonset 

values ranged from 175-273°C (range 98°C) which is slightly higher than those found for the neat 

crystalline API. For BCL, the Tonset values ranged from 163-227°C (range 64°C), which is 

approximately 30°C lower than that found for the neat crystalline API. 
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Figure 6.11. Nonisothermal TGA curves of ASDs: (a) PCZ/HPMCAS, (b) PCZ/PVPVA, (c) 
IDM/PVPVA, and (d) BCL/PVPVA. 

For PCZ and BCL, the lower degradation onset results from a combination of effects. First, 

the polymer present in the sample is independently subject to thermal degradation, which was 

found to initiate at 149°C and 166°C for HPMCAS and PVPVA, respectively (based on lowest 

Tonset value found from the range of methods). Second, the API is in the amorphous state, and can 
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be expected to degrade at temperatures lower than those found for the crystalline samples. The 

different degradation temperature ranges found for PCZ with different polymers provides an 

interesting insight that PVPVA may be more protective to PCZ than HPMCAS.  

The IDM/PVPVA provides a different case. Degradation onset was found to be delayed 

compared to the neat API sample. This suggests that PVPVA provides some protection against 

thermal degradation of IDM. Similar results were found by Vyazovkin and colleagues using PVP 

with IDM.303,304 PVP was found to have both stabilizing or destabilizing effects based on the nature 

of intermolecular interactions, as well as the drug-polymer ratio. These works effectively 

demonstrate that the mechanism of stabilization offered by a polymer is complex, and worthy of 

investigation when developing drug formulations. 

6.4.3.2 Isothermal Heating of ASDs and Comparison with HME Experiments 

The ASD systems were subject to isothermal heating at the temperature range 

corresponding to typical HME processing conditions (130-200°C) for a four hour period. The plots 

of % weight loss vs. hold time and temperature found in Figure 6.12 enable assessment of the 

drug-polymer system and potential HME processing conditions. PCZ ASDs (Figure 6.12a,b) 

appear quite different in that the HPMCAS-formulated ASD experiences a high degree of 

degradation at greater exposure conditions, while the PVPVA-formulated ASD experiences 

degradation less than ~1% at the range of conditions. Upon close inspection, it is apparent that the 

level of degradation experienced by the formulation is driven by that of the polymer itself (compare 

Figure 6.12a with Figure 6.9d and Figure 6.12b with Figure 6.9a). Therefore, amorphous PCZ has 

a high degree of thermal stability at a wide range of exposure conditions, when stabilized by a 

polymer. Interpretation of the degradation contour plot confirms the volatile degradation 

experienced by HPMCAS, which has been studied in detail by Sarode et al.299  

As degradation of posaconazole has not been extensively documented in the literature, 

HPLC analysis of extruded samples was performed. Samples of 25/75 PCZ/HPMCAS and 25/75 

PCZ/PVPVA were produced at melt temperature conditions of 125-175°C. Regardless of extrusion 

temperature, all samples fell within 100-105% assay (Appendix D Table D.1), and no impurity 

peaks were observed beyond that observed in the standard solutions (Appendix D Figure D.2). 

This confirms the results observed by TGA: posaconazole has adequate thermal stability at a range 

of processing conditions.  
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Figure 6.12. 2D contour plots showing % weight loss as a response to temperature (°C) and time 
(min) for ASDs: (a) PCZ/HPMCAS, (b) PCZ/PVPVA, (c) IDM/PVPVA, and (d) BCL/PVPVA. 

Unlike the PCZ ASDs, the % weight loss as a response to hold time and temperature found 

for the IDM/PVPVA and BCL/PVPVA ASDs do not share similarity with that of their constituent 

polymer (compare Figure 6.12c,d with Figure 6.9a). Thus, their degradation must be primarily 

driven by the amorphous API. The 2D contour plots demonstrate that the IDM/PVPVA ASD 

(Figure 6.12c) has limited volatile degradation (<1%) at short exposure times (<10 min) for all 

temperatures (up to 200°C), and for extended times at temperatures of 160°C and below. Therefore, 

amorphous IDM has a high degree of thermal stability (demonstrated by TGA) which translates to 

stability at a wide range of processing conditions. The thermal stability of IDM during HME 

processing as has been observed in the literature82,306–308 and confirmed in several HME samples 

prepared within our laboratory (refer to Appendix D Table D.2). 

The BCL/PVPVA ASD (Figure 6.12d) experienced greater degradation rates than the other 

studied systems. Under 180°C, limited degradation (<1%) was experienced at short hold times 

(<10 minutes). At 165°C, the same degradation threshold (1%) was not experienced until 40 

minutes. At 155°C, over 100 minutes of exposure were required to induce that level of degradation 

(1%). Clearly, for this drug, processing conditions of time and temperature must be chosen 
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carefully in order to generate a reasonable safety margin to translate TGA experiments to HME 

processing. 

6.4.3.3 HPLC Analysis of TGA and Extrusion Samples of Bicalutamide/PVPVA ASD 
System 

The BCL/PVPVA system was selected for comparative assessment of TGA weight loss 

and extent of degradation by HPLC analysis, as it had the most severe degradation profile among 

the systems studied. The extent of degradation (HPLC assay) experienced by samples exposed in 

the TGA was compared to that predicted by isothermal weight loss for BCL/PVPVA samples at 

two temperatures 180°C and 165°C (Figure 6.13). Assay values of samples exposed using the TGA 

(green diamonds) demonstrated significantly higher degradation beyond that of the corresponding 

weight loss value (black circles) at each timepoint. Clearly, loss of volatiles does not predict the 

complete degradation profile of bicalutamide. Huang et al. found the same trend for gliclazide: 

potency loss was significantly greater than the extent of weight loss.87 

 

 

Figure 6.13. Comparison of degradation as record by TGA weight loss and assay of 30/70 
BCL/PVPVA ASD samples exposed by TGA or HME at (a) 180°C and (b) 165°C. Error bars 

represent the standard deviation of triplicate preparations. 

ASDs of BCL/PVPVA were prepared by HME in order to compare the level of degradation 

experienced under the quiescent conditions found in TGA. The level of degradation experienced 

by HME samples prepared at 180°C and 165°C for 10 minutes of processing time (orange triangles) 
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was compared to that found in samples of exposed in the TGA for 10 minutes-4 hours (green 

diamonds), as well as that predicted by weight loss recorded by TGA (black circles) (Figure 6.13). 

When exposed in the TGA for 10 minutes, limited degradation (<1%) was predicted by TGA 

weight loss data, while assay levels were found to be 88.5 ± 0.4% and 92.6 ± 0.2% at 180°C and 

165°C, respectively. For the corresponding samples processed in the HME at 180°C and 165°C, 

assay values of 95.0 ± 1.3% and 95.0 ± 0.4% were found, respectively. Thus, the HME samples 

were found to be slightly less degraded than the samples exposed in the TGA at equivalent 

conditions. The appearance of degradants in the HME and TGA assay samples followed this trend. 

As seen in Figure 6.14, approximately 5-fold higher total peak area of degradant peaks is 

associated with the TGA assay samples (10 minutes isothermal hold) compared to the HME 

preparations at 10 minutes of processing time (1.5 ± 0.3% vs. 0.3 ± 0.1% peak area at 180°C, 0.34 

± 0.10% vs 0.07 ± 0.01% peak area at 165°C). 

 

 

Figure 6.14. Representative chromatograms of BCL standard preparation (black), 30/70 
BCL/PVPVA physical mixture (green), and 30/70 BCL/PVPVA ASD samples exposed by HME 

(blue, purple) or TGA (red, orange) for 10 minutes at (a) 180°C and (b) 165°C. 

While unexpected, the harsher conditions found in the TGA may be due to the factors 

associated with the method. First, to achieve the target isothermal temperature, samples are heated 

at 50°C/min. To then reach room temperature after the isothermal hold, the samples are subjected 

to air cooling. Ultimately, the time of exposure at higher temperatures may be up to twice as long 

as the isothermal hold time. Second, the TGA samples are under a nitrogen purge, which may have 
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the effect of quickly removing volatile degradation products, and accelerating the reaction kinetics. 

Reduced degradation (by volatile weight loss) under air compared to nitrogen purge has been 

observed by Huang et al.87 

Additionally, the processing conditions used in this study represent limited shear input. In 

larger scale continous extruders, increased specific mechanical energy can be found through 

extruder design and processing parameters (such as screw speed and feeding rate), and localized 

heating effects may be more pronounced.86,87,309,310 Specific mechanical energy, in conjunction 

with process temperature, has found to promote to chemical degradation,311 and is an important 

parameter when determining the acceptable processing window. When considering these shear 

effects, our results are even more surprising and significant. In our study, temperature effects 

experienced by the sample in both the TGA and in our HME (with limited shear input) is the 

primary factor driving degradation, and limited correlation between the two was observed for 

BCL/PVPVA samples. If the system were susceptible to degradation through associated 

mechanical inputs, degradation predictions by TGA weight loss measurements alone would be far 

from sufficient. This highlights the necessity of conducting assay measurements to determine the 

acceptability of processing conditions, related to both thermal and mechanical input, and not rely 

solely on TGA results.  

6.5 Conclusion 

The utility of nonisothermal and isothermal TGA methods to assess chemical stability of 

amorphous drug and polymer systems from the perspective of hot melt extrusion processing was 

critically examined. The primary limitation of TGA methods, namely that mass loss of volatiles is 

not equivalent to formation of degradants, significantly impedes its ability to provide consistent 

universal indicators of actual extent of degradation. Therefore, mass loss should be considered 

only an indicator of degradation, as actual potency loss is likely to be significantly higher than the 

mass loss. Thus, although TGA can provide a guide to identify temperature conditions and 

formulations that are susceptible to degradation, acceptable processing windows in terms of 

temperature range should be defined by assay experiments.  
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APPENDIX A. SUPPORTING INFORMATION FOR CHAPTER 2 

Xplore Pharma Melt Extruder 

A schematic of the Xplore Pharma Melt Extruder is presented in Figure A.1. The co-rotating 

conveying screws have a diameter of 14 mm and length of 120 mm. The thermocouple is 

positioned after the screws, and provides a real-time measurement of the product melt temperature. 

If the valve is closed, the melt continues into the recirculation channel. If the valve is open, the 

melt flows through the 3 mm die. Shear rate is controlled by the gap between the barrel and the 

top of the screw flight (0.1 mm). The instrument capabilities were demonstrated by Sakai et al.134  

 

Figure A.1. Schematic of the Xplore Pharma Melt Extruder 
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Extrudate Appearance 

Extrusion samples of the 50% drug loading composition were prepared at a range of product 

melt temperatures and residence times. The visual appearance of each extrudate is reported in 

Table 2.2, and a representative set of extrudates is pictured in Figure A.2. Samples produced at 

short residence times have more entrapped air, due to the extruder configuration. In contrast, 

samples produced with the recirculation loop (and thus longer residence times) have regular 

exposure to the input site, where air can escape, so these samples have fewer air bubbles. Due to 

the vertical extruder configuration and viscous flow, samples produced at lower temperatures have 

a larger diameter than those produced at higher temperatures. Amorphous indomethacin brings a 

yellow hue to all extrudates. 

Extrudates produced at low melt temperatures and/or short residence times have visible 

crystals or are cloudy/opaque, corresponding to an increase in crystalline content. The clarity of 

the extrudate improves as temperature and/or residence time increases. Below the Tc, all samples 

produced are cloudy or opaque, consistent with residual crystalline content. At the Tc (131°C), 

2 minutes of residence time produced a very cloudy extrudate. After 20 minutes, the extrudate 

produced is clear without visible crystals. Above the Tc, by providing sufficient thermal input, 

samples become clear. A clear extrudate may yet have residual crystalline content, detectable by 

higher resolution techniques.
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Figure A.2. Representative IDM:PVPVA extrudates. Extrudates produced at lower temperatures 
and/or shorter residence times have visible crystals or are cloudy/opaque, corresponding to an 
increase in crystalline content. Extrudate clarity improves with increasing temperature and/or 

residence time.
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XRPD Raw Data 

The raw XRPD diffractograms of the HME samples, constituent components (IDM, PVPVA), 

physical mixture (PM5050), and solvent evaporation preparation (SE5050) are presented in Figure 

A.3. 

 

 

Figure A.3. XRPD diffractograms of IDM, PVPVA, 1:1 IDM:PVPVA physical mixture (PM), 
and 1:1 IDM:PVPVA ASDs prepared by HME. 
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DSC Analysis 

DSC thermograms showing reversing heat flow (Figure A.4a) and non-reversing heat flow 

(Figure A.4b) of the first heating cycle. In the reversing heat flow, the glass transitions of several 

of the 1:1 IDM:PVPVA ASDs prepared by HME are compared to PVPVA, the 1:1 IDM:PVPVA 

physical mixture (PM5050), and the 1:1 IDM:PVPVA ASDs prepared by solvent evaporation 

(SE5050). The glass transition of each of the HME ASDs are located in the same temperature 

range as that of the solvent evaporation sample. The glass transition of the physical mixture 

corresponds to that of PVPVA. In the non-reversing heat flow, the water evaporation endotherm 

can be seen in each sample from approximately 40-80°C. Several of the 1:1 IDM:PVPVA ASDs 

prepared by HME (2 minutes residence time) are compared to the 1:1 IDM:PVPVA physical 

mixture (PM5050), and the 1:1 IDM:PVPVA ASDs prepared by solvent evaporation (SE5050). 

The physical mixture shows the largest dissolution endotherm between approximately 105-160°C. 

The size of the dissolution endotherm decreases for each HME ASD as the operating melt 

temperature decreases, with equivalent residence time, up to 131°C. Above this operating melt 

temperature, the dissolution endotherm is not observed. 

 

 

Figure A.4. DSC thermograms showing (a) reversing heat flow and (b) non-reversing heat flow 
of the first heating cycle. 
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APPENDIX B. SUPPORTING INFORMATION FOR CHAPTER 4 

Code used for Monte Carlo Simulations 

 
## ================= MC Crystal Dissolution - Version 1.0 =============== ## 
# ========================================================================== 
#  Version 1.0 is a stochastic, 2D-lattice crystal dissolution simulation, 
#  applying a pseduo-Metropolis method to evaluate trial MC moves. Energy  
#  penalties are assigned for forming new interfaces when crystal units are  
#  removed. Underlying surface energy distribution of the crystal surface is  
#  also tuned to control diffusion-limited dissolution and dissolution  
#  driven by surface defects. 
# ========================================================================== 
import numpy as np # Library used for mathematical operations 
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt # Library used for simulation visualization 
 
## ========================= Initialize Parameters ====================== ## 
MC_samples = 30000000 # Number of trial MC steps 
Accepted = 0 # Tracks number of accepted MC moves 
Rejected = 0 # Tracks number of rejected MC moves 
seed = np.random.randint(0, 4294967296, dtype = 'uint32') # Generate seed 
MC_seed = np.random.seed(seed) # Seed random number generation 
#MC_seed = np.random.seed(5400) # Used for repeatability/troubleshooting 
 
## ============================ Generate Grids ========================== ## 
# ========================================================================== 
#  Variable 'grid' stores if a given "lattice" location 
#  contains a crystallite unit (1 for yes, 0 for no) 
# ========================================================================== 
dimensionality = 500 # Desired simulation size 
total_lattice_sites = int((dimensionality - 2)**2) 
grid = np.ones((dimensionality, dimensionality), dtype='int') 
# Following lines cause the outer edge sites to be vacant 
grid[0,:] = 0 
grid[:,0] = 0 
grid[dimensionality - 1,:] = 0 
grid[:,dimensionality - 1] = 0 
indices = np.indices((dimensionality, dimensionality)) 
 
## ============================== Energetics ============================ ## 
# ========================================================================== 
#  Assign energy benefits and penalties associated with dissolution and forming 
#  interfaces. The base energy (surface energy) for each site is set 
#  initially and then multiple defect sites can be added. Defects can take the 
#  form of grain boundaries or 2D Gaussians with accompanying orthogonal stress 
#  lines of random spatial orientation 
# ========================================================================== 
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vert_interface = 4 # Energy penalty from forming verical interface 
horz_interface = 4 # Energy penalty from forming horizontal interface 
 
# Surface Energy Distribution - 1 corresponds to no defect 
#                               2 corresponds to grain boundary 
#                               3 corresponds to multiple small defects 
configuration = 1  
 
# No defects 
if configuration == 1: 
    surface_energy_distribution = np.zeros((dimensionality, dimensionality)) 
 
# Grain boundary 
elif configuration == 2: 
    width = 11 # Odd number giving the width of the score 
    amp_max = 7 # Max surface energy at peak of defect 
    base = amp_max*np.ones((dimensionality, dimensionality)) 
    upper = np.triu(base, (width-1)/2) 
    lower = np.tril(base, -(width-1)/2) 
    surface_energy_distribution = np.subtract(np.subtract(base, upper), lower) 
 
# Multiple small defects 
else: 
    # Generate random locations for defects and random orientations for the  
    # pairs of orthongonal lines 
    defects = 3 
    x_center = np.transpose(np.random.randint(1, dimensionality - 1, defects)) 
    y_center = np.transpose(np.random.randint(1, dimensionality - 1, defects)) 
    angles = 90.0 - 180*np.random.rand(defects,1) 
     
    spread = dimensionality/10 # Spread of effect of defect 
    amp_max = 7 # Max surface energy at peak of defect 
    surface_energy_distribution = np.zeros((dimensionality, dimensionality)) 
     
    # Generates a suface containing various randomly placed defect sites 
    for counter in range(0, defects): 
        x_diff = np.power(x_center[counter] - indices[1], 2) 
        y_diff = np.power(y_center[counter] - indices[0], 2) 
        diff_sum = x_diff+y_diff 
        surface_energy_distribution += amp_max*np.exp(-diff_sum/spread) 
        grid[y_center[counter], x_center[counter]] = 0 
        
    width = 3 # Thickness of orthogonal lines 
    # Generate orthgonal lines originating from each defect. By convention 
    # below, line 1 and line 2 are colinear while line 3 and line 4 are 
    # colinear, each traveling in opposite directions from the center of the 
    # defect 
    for counter in range(defects): 
        main_slope = np.tan(np.radians(angles[counter])) 
        if main_slope < 0: 
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            off_slope = np.tan(np.radians(angles[counter] + 90.0)) 
        else: 
            off_slope = np.tan(np.radians(angles[counter] - 90.0)) 
         
         
        if np.fabs(angles[counter]) > 45.0: 
            slope1 = main_slope 
            slope2 = off_slope 
        else: 
            slope2 = main_slope 
            slope1 = off_slope 
         
        # Line 1 
        y1_line = -np.arange(-y_center[counter],0) 
        run_over_rise_1 = np.floor((1/slope1)*np.indices(( \ 
                          len(y1_line),))).astype('int') 
        x1_line =  np.multiply(np.ones((1,len(y1_line)), dtype='int'), \ 
                   x_center[counter], dtype='int') - run_over_rise_1 
        x1_line_adj = np.trim_zeros(np.ndarray.flatten(np.multiply (\ 
                      np.multiply(x1_line, np.greater_equal( \ 
                      x1_line, 1, dtype = 'int')), np.less_equal( \ 
                      x1_line,dimensionality-2, dtype = 'int')).astype('int'))) 
        y1_line_adj = np.trim_zeros(np.ndarray.flatten(np.multiply( \ 
                      np.multiply(y1_line, np.greater_equal( \ 
                      x1_line, 1, dtype = 'int')), np.less_equal( \ 
                      x1_line,dimensionality-2, dtype = 'int')).astype('int'))) 
        y1_ind = np.transpose(np.concatenate( \ 
                 (y1_line_adj, y1_line_adj, y1_line_adj))) 
        x1_ind = np.transpose(np.concatenate( \ 
                 (x1_line_adj - 1, x1_line_adj, x1_line_adj + 1))) 
         
        # Line 2 
        y2_line = np.arange(y_center[counter], dimensionality-1) 
        run_over_rise_2 = np.floor((1/slope1)*np.indices(( \ 
                          len(y2_line),))).astype('int') 
        x2_line = np.multiply(np.ones((1,len(y2_line)), dtype='int'), \ 
                  x_center[counter], dtype='int') + run_over_rise_2 
        x2_line_adj = np.trim_zeros(np.ndarray.flatten(np.multiply( \ 
                      np.multiply(x2_line, np.less_equal( \ 
                      x2_line,dimensionality-2, dtype = 'int')), \ 
                      np.greater_equal(x2_line, 1, dtype = 'int')) \ 
                      .astype('int'))) 
        y2_line_adj = np.trim_zeros(np.ndarray.flatten(np.multiply( \ 
                      np.multiply(y2_line, np.less_equal( \ 
                      x2_line,dimensionality-2, dtype = 'int')), \ 
                      np.greater_equal(x2_line, 1, dtype = 'int')) \ 
                      .astype('int'))) 
        y2_ind = np.transpose(np.concatenate( \ 
                 (y2_line_adj, y2_line_adj, y2_line_adj))) 
        x2_ind = np.transpose(np.concatenate( \ 
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                 (x2_line_adj - 1, x2_line_adj, x2_line_adj + 1))) 
         
        # Line 3 
        x3_line = -np.arange(-x_center[counter], 0) 
        rise_over_run_3 = np.floor(slope2*np.transpose( \ 
                          np.indices((len(x3_line),)))).astype('int') 
        y3_line = np.transpose(np.multiply(np.ones((len(x3_line),1), \ 
                  dtype='int'), y_center[counter], dtype='int') \ 
                  - rise_over_run_3) 
        y3_line_adj = np.trim_zeros(np.ndarray.flatten(np.multiply( \ 
                      np.multiply(y3_line, np.less_equal( \ 
                      y3_line,dimensionality-2, dtype = 'int')), \ 
                      np.greater_equal(y3_line, 1, dtype = 'int')) \ 
                      .astype('int'))) 
        x3_line_adj = np.trim_zeros(np.ndarray.flatten(np.multiply( \ 
                      np.multiply(x3_line, np.less_equal( \ 
                      y3_line,dimensionality-2, dtype = 'int')), \ 
                      np.greater_equal(y3_line, 1, dtype = 'int')) \ 
                      .astype('int'))) 
        x3_ind = np.concatenate((x3_line_adj, x3_line_adj, x3_line_adj)) 
        y3_ind = np.concatenate((y3_line_adj - 1,y3_line_adj, y3_line_adj + 1)) 
         
        # Line 4 
        x4_line = np.arange(x_center[counter], dimensionality-1) 
        rise_over_run_4 = np.floor(slope2*np.transpose(np.indices( \ 
                          (len(x4_line),)))).astype('int') 
        y4_line =  np.transpose(np.multiply(np.ones((len(x4_line),1), \ 
                   dtype='int'), y_center[counter], dtype='int') \ 
                   + rise_over_run_4) 
        y4_line_adj = np.trim_zeros(np.ndarray.flatten(np.multiply( \ 
                      np.multiply(y4_line, np.greater_equal(y4_line, 1, \ 
                      dtype = 'int')), np.less_equal(y4_line,dimensionality-
2,\ 
                      dtype = 'int')).astype('int'))) 
        x4_line_adj = np.trim_zeros(np.ndarray.flatten(np.multiply( \ 
                      np.multiply(x4_line, np.greater_equal(y4_line, 1, \ 
                      dtype = 'int')), np.less_equal(y4_line,dimensionality-
2,\ 
                      dtype = 'int')).astype('int'))) 
        x4_ind = np.concatenate((x4_line_adj, x4_line_adj, x4_line_adj)) 
        y4_ind = np.concatenate((y4_line_adj - 1,y4_line_adj, y4_line_adj + 1)) 
         
        # Incorporate lines into surface energy configuration 
        np.put(surface_energy_distribution, np.ravel_multi_index( \ 
              [[y1_ind], [x1_ind]], (dimensionality, dimensionality)), amp_max) 
        np.put(surface_energy_distribution, np.ravel_multi_index( \ 
              [[y2_ind], [x2_ind]], (dimensionality, dimensionality)), amp_max) 
        np.put(surface_energy_distribution, np.ravel_multi_index( \ 
              [[y3_ind], [x3_ind]], (dimensionality, dimensionality)), amp_max) 
        np.put(surface_energy_distribution, np.ravel_multi_index( \ 
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              [[y4_ind], [x4_ind]], (dimensionality, dimensionality)), amp_max) 
 
# Surface Energy Distribution Plot 
plt.figure() 
plt.pcolormesh(surface_energy_distribution) 
plt.colorbar() 
plt.title('Surface Energy Distribution') 
plt.clim(0, amp_max) 
 
## ==================== Crystal Dissolution Simulation ================== ## 
for counter in range(MC_samples): 
     
    # End simulation if entire surface crystallizes 
    if Accepted == total_lattice_sites: 
        print('Surface completely dissolved') 
        break 
     
    # Pring extent of dissolution and save surface plot every specified number 
    # of steps, with appropriate axis labels, title, and file identifier 
    if (counter + 1) % 10000000 == 0: 
        fig = plt.figure() 
        power = np.int(np.floor(np.log10(counter + 1))) 
        value = (counter + 1) / pow(10, power) 
        file_name = 'ColorSet1_E{:d}_{:.1f}.png'.format(power, value) 
        plt.pcolormesh(grid, cmap='cool') 
        plt.colorbar() 
        plt.title(format('%d Trial Monte Carlo Steps' % (counter + 1))) 
        fig.savefig(file_name) 
        plt.close(fig) 
        print(Accepted / total_lattice_sites) 
         
    # Pick a crystallized spot at random 
    [trial_x_index, trial_y_index] = np.random.randint( 
                                     1, dimensionality - 1, size=2) 
    while grid[trial_y_index, trial_x_index] == 0:  
        [trial_x_index, trial_y_index] = np.random.randint( 
                                         1, dimensionality - 1, size=2) 
         
    # Determine neighboring sites 
    up_neighbor = grid[trial_y_index - 1, trial_x_index] 
    down_neighbor = grid[trial_y_index + 1, trial_x_index] 
    left_neighbor = grid[trial_y_index, trial_x_index - 1] 
    right_neighbor = grid[trial_y_index, trial_x_index + 1] 
    all_neighbors = np.array([up_neighbor, down_neighbor,  
                              left_neighbor, right_neighbor]) 
    [filled_neighbors] = np.nonzero(all_neighbors) 
     
    # Evaluate energetics 
    delta_E = -surface_energy_distribution[trial_y_index, trial_x_index] 
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    # If down site is occupied, penalize for new vertical interface; otherwise 
    # give benefit for removing interface 
    if down_neighbor == 1: 
        delta_E += vert_interface 
    else: 
        delta_E -= vert_interface 
         
    # If up site is occupied, penalize for new vertical interface; otherwise 
    # give benefit for removing interface 
    if up_neighbor == 1: 
        delta_E += vert_interface 
    else: 
        delta_E -= vert_interface 
         
    # If left site is occupied, penalize for new horizontal interface;  
    # otherwise give benefit for removing interface 
    if left_neighbor == 1: 
        delta_E += horz_interface 
    else: 
        delta_E -= horz_interface 
         
    # If right site is occupied, penalize for new horizontal interface;  
    # otherwise give benefit for removing interface 
    if right_neighbor == 1: 
        delta_E += horz_interface 
    else: 
        delta_E -= horz_interface 
         
    # Calculate probability of removing unit then compare against random 
    # number between 0.0 and 1.0, accepting move if probability exceeds it 
    exp_E = np.exp(-delta_E) 
    if exp_E >= 1.0: 
        grid[trial_y_index, trial_x_index] = 0 
        Accepted += 1 
    else: 
        test = np.random.random() 
        if exp_E > test: 
            grid[trial_y_index, trial_x_index] = 0 
            Accepted += 1 
        else: 
            Rejected += 1 
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APPENDIX C. SUPPORTING INFORMATION FOR CHAPTER 5 

Hot Melt Extrusion 

 

Figure C.1. (a) Schematic of the Xplore hot melt extruder. (b) The process conditions of the eight 
IDM:PVPVA HME ASDs (black dots) are represented within a process operating space diagram, 
constructed based on solid state characterization of many samples found in our previous work.140 
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Solubility Determination 

 

Figure C.2. Amorphous and crystalline solubility of indomethacin in buffer in the absence and 
presence of PVPVA (0-50 µg/mL). Error is reported as one standard deviation of triplicate 

preparations. 
 

Dissolution Sample Preparation 

Example calculations: 

• To achieve a total IDM concentration of 50 µg/mL for HME powders (Figure 5.3) or 

physical mixtures (Figure 5.4), 20 mg of powder was added. 
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P = powder amount (mg) 

C = target IDM solution concentration 

(µg/mL) 

V = dissolution volume (mL) 

FDL = formulation drug loading (50%) 

In the body of the manuscript, the concentration of these samples will be noted by the total 

drug substance dose included in the experiment, 50 µg/mL, and this amount represents the 

sum of both amorphous and crystalline IDM. 
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• For experiments where bulk seeds were added (as found in Figure 5.5), 20 mg of ASD 

powder was used. The levels noted as 10, 25, and 50 µg/mL crystalline reflect the use of 

2, 5, or 10 mg bulk seeds, corresponding to levels of crystallinity 20%, 50%, and 100% 

with respect to the reference 100% concentration of 50 µg/mL. 

 

• To achieve a concentration of amorphous IDM of 50 µg/mL (Figure 5.6), the following 

calculation was applied to adjust for residual crystalline content of HME powders. 

( )1 1000
50 20026.7

0.5 0.75 1000
50 20023.8

0.5 0.84 1000
50 20021.5

0.5 0.93 1000
50 20020.6

0.5 0.97 1000
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F R

×
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× − ×

×
=

× ×
×

=
× ×

×
=

× ×
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P = powder amount (mg) 

C = target IDM solution concentration 

(µg/mL) 

V = dissolution volume (mL) 

FDL = formulation drug loading (50%) 

R = residual crystalline content (25% for HME 

117-2, 16% for HME 121-2, 7% for HME 126-

2, 3% for HME 131-2) 

In the body of the manuscript, the concentration of these samples will be noted by the total 

drug substance dose included in the experiment: 67 µg/mL for HME 117-2, 60 µg/mL for 

HME 121-2, 54 µg/mL for HME 126-2, and 51.5 µg/ mL for HME 131-2. It then follows 

that the dose of crystals in these experiments is 17 µg/mL, 10 µg/mL, 4 µg/mL, and 1.5 

µg/mL, representing 33%, 20%, 8%, and 3% crystallinity with respect to the reference 100% 

concentration of 50 µg/mL. 
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Comparative profiles for HME ASDs 

 

Figure C.3. Comparative dissolution profiles of crystal-free samples: SE ASD and HME ASD 
161-2. 
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Figure C.4. Comparative dissolution profiles of HME ASDs containing 3-25% residual 
crystallinity: constant concentration vs. constant supersaturation.Supporting data for crystal 

dissolution and crystal growth experiments 
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Figure C.5. Representative dissolution profiles of the SEM imaging samples of crystal 
dissolution and crystal growth. 
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Figure C.6. Normalized Raman spectra over a Raman shift range of (a) 600-800 cm-1 and (b) 
1500-1800 cm-1 for select crystal dissolution and growth samples along with gamma and alpha 

IDM reference spectra. 
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APPENDIX C. SUPPORTING INFORMATION FOR CHAPTER 6 

Hot Melt Extrusion & Assay Results 
 

 
Figure D.1. Schematic of the Xplore hot melt extruder.  
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Table D.1. Processing conditions and assay results of PCZ/HPMCAS and PCZ/PVPVA HME 
ASDs. Assay results were conducted in duplicate, with standard deviation reported in 

parenthesis. 

Formulation Product Melt 
Temperature (°C) 

Residence Time 
(min) 

Screw Speed 
(RPM) 

Assay (%) of PCZ 
peak RT 4.3 

25/75 PCZ/HPMCAS 175 5 100 104.3 (3.7) 

25/75 PCZ/HPMCAS 155 2 100 102.3 (3.8) 

25/75 PCZ/HPMCAS 145 2 100 104.5 (1.3) 

25/75 PCZ/HPMCAS 125 2 100 101.5 (4.4) 

25/75 PCZ/PVPVA 175 5 100 101.7 (2.1) 

25/75 PCZ/PVPVA 125 2 100 100.1 (1.8) 

 

 
Figure D.2. Representative chromatograms of PCZ/HPMCAS and PCZ/PVPVA HME ASDs. 

The small peak found at RT 4.8 is also found in the standard solutions (not shown). 
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Table D.2. Processing conditions and assay results of IDM/PVPVA HME ASDs. Assay results 
were conducted in triplicate, with standard deviation reported in parenthesis. 

Formulation Product Melt 
Temperature 
(°C) 

Residence 
Time (min) 

Screw Speed 
(RPM) 

Assay (%) of 
IDM peak RT 
3.9 

% area of 
impurity peak 
at RT 8.9 

50/50 IDM/PVPVA 161 2 20 95.0 (1.0) 0.1 

50/50 IDM/PVPVA 131 2 20 95.7 (1.1) 0.1 

50/50 IDM/PVPVA 131 20 20 98.7 (1.7) 0.0 

50/50 IDM/PVPVA 121 2 20 95.1 (0.9) 0.0 

50/50 IDM/PVPVA 121 20 20 95.1 (1.1) 0.0 

 

 
Figure D.3. Representative chromatograms of IDM/PVPVA HME ASDs. 
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Isothermal TGA Plots 
 

 
Figure D.4. Raw data of isothermal TGA weight loss experiments for crystalline APIs (PCZ, 

IDM, and BCL). 
 
 

 

 
Figure D.5. Raw data of isothermal TGA weight loss experiments for polymers (PVPVA, PVP 

K-30, Soluplus, HPMCAS, HPMC, and Eudragit EPO). 
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Figure D.6. Raw data of isothermal TGA weight loss experiments for ASDs (PCZ/HPMCAS, 

PCZ/PVPVA, IDM/PVPVA, and BCL/PVPVA). 
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